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ABSTRACT

Non-argumental Clitics in Spanish and Galician:
A Case Study of the Distribution of Solidarity and Ethical Clitics
by
Susana Huidobro

Advisor: William Haddican

This

dissertation

explores

the

properties

of what

traditional

grammars

call

“superfluous elements” or non-arguments, so-called Ethical Dative Clitics (Bello
1954, Seco 1962 among others) and Solidarity Clitics (Álvarez, Rosario, X.L.
Regueira & H. Monteaguedo 1986) in Spanish and Galician.

This research fills an

important gap in the existing formal literature on these forms, providing the first
thorough syntactic and typological investigation of the latter phenomenon.
The study of non-argumental datives encounters difficulties at different levels:
at a descriptive/empirical as well as at a theoretical level. From a descriptive point of
view, there are no, so far in the literature, clear syntactic tests to divide these two
groups of non-arguments. It is crucial to identify features that can help delimit the
different categories and set them apart. The source of the theoretical problem comes
from its intrinsic syntactic and pragmatic properties, which differ from the other
pronominal clitic datives. One of the most distinctive syntactic properties of a nonargument is that is uniquely represented by the dative clitic.
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The novelty of this research is that demonstrates not only that nonarguments can be formally distinguished from other datives, arguments marked with
dative case, but also delineates how they differ from one another. Ethical Dative
Clitics

(EthCls)

and

Solidarity

Clitics

(SolCls)

display

different

syntactic,

morphological, and discursive properties. This study unveils important distributional
properties of EthCls and SolCls that have been unnoticed in the literature. Two main
restrictions apply to EthCls: (i) the inability to appear in constructions with Subject
Dative Experiencers such as Inversion Predicate Constructions (IPCs) and (ii) the
inability to appear in certain intransitive constructions. The SolCl share discourse
properties with Tag Questions. And the licensing of the SolCl in root and embedded
contexts is conditioned by the subject and verb of the matrix clause. The SolCl is
banned with “direct speech” verbs with first-person subjects but not in clauses with
“non-direct speech” verbs. A syntactic approach to account for the distribution of the
SolCl in these contexts might not explain it and I porpose a common-sense
pragmatic might explain the distribution.
The various syntactic, morphological and discursive properties that the EthCl
and the SolCl manifest, derive from the relation that they establish with the sentence
and can be explained structurally. The relationship that the EthCl establishes is
between the affectee and the participants of the event while the relationship that
the Solidartiy Clitic establishes is between the “Deixis Center” (the Speaker and
the Addressee)

and

the

proposition.

In order to explain these differences

structurally, I propose that the EthCl and the SolCl are different elements: the SolCl
is variable and the EthCl is a regular clitic.
The SolCl cannot itself select a referent, and for this reason, it needs to be
bound by an operator in the in the left periphery, which is EvalP. The relationship
that the SolCl establishes is with the Deixis Center, which is located on the spec
positions in a projection in the left periphery. The EthCl, on the other hand, can
v

select a referent in the same way as a regular clitic. The EthCl is linked to a DP
nominal in dislocated position. The relationship that the EthCl establishes is on a
particular functional projection in the structure (High ApplP), with its specifier
position occupied by a PRO that prevents doubling of the EthCl.
This approach differentiates between the SolCl and the EthCl in structural terms
on the one hand and allows for a straightforward connection to other pragmatic
particles in other languages, on the other hand.

This is the case of sentential

particles in Northern Italian dialects, allocutive agreement in Basque as well as
Honorific markers in Japanese or Korean. The common denominator of these
particles and the SolCL is that they are linked to the Deixis Center via binding by an
operator.
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Para Mari (ama) y Patxi (aita)
(For mom and dad)
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 The Scope and Goals of Dissertation.
A non-argument is an element that is not required by the valency of the verb. It is
an “extra-argument”, so its absence or occurrence does not compromise the
grammaticality of the sentence. Based on this definition, there are in Romance
languages three types of non-arguments DPs: Benefactive/Malefactive Dative Clitics,
Ethical Dative Clitics (EthCls) and Solidarity Dative Clitics (SolCls).

(1) a. Juan
John

le

hizo un pastel

a María.

him.Cl

made a cake

to Mary

BENEF.

‘John baked Mary a cake’/’John baked a cake for Mary.’
b. Juan ya
John already

me/te/le

camina.

me/you/him.Cl

walk

ETHCL

‘John walks already on me/you/him.’
c. As mazás
the apples

(Spanish)

(Spanish)

que merquei

hoxe

estanche

boísimas.

that I-bought

today

are-you.SolCl

very good

‘The apples that I bought today are very good, you know.’

SOLCL

(Galician)

Non-argument DPs in Romance languages are marked with dative case in almost a
systematic way. In a language such as Spanish, non-arguments are case marked the
same way as any other argumental dative, i.e., they are represented by a dative
clitic. Some authors, among them Maldonado (1994), consider these non-argumental
constructions as "peripheral" uses of datives. It is certainly true that in many
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languages the dative is singled out specifically for a range of non-argumental uses,
but there is no sign of a privileged relationship between these non-argumental
functions and dativity crosslinguistically. In fact, non-arguments in some languages
do not involve the dative case at all. In this thesis, I will not consider the correlation
between dativity (the dative marking case on non-arguments) with non-argumental
functions.
An analysis of these forms in Romance meets three main analytical challenges:
first, since there are no, so far, clear syntactic tests to divide these groups of nonarguments in the literature, different authors have approached the same data and
have suggested different results. In other words, previous approaches to this topic
have been misleading because the syntactic diagnostics to differentiate these datives
have not been clear. Second, the fact that the three types are not found in all
Romance languages has made the crosslinguistic studies less systematic. Third, the
semantic terminology used to define the constructions is not uniform. There are
several problems if the non-arguments are analyzed semantically. Either there are
no specific semantic roles/correlates to define non-arguments, as is the case of the
SOlCl, or the theta role ascribed to it is either vague (affected role) or not
homogeneous (beneficiary/maleficiary theta role). There is not a specific semantic
correlate for the types of constructions that non-arguments represent, which makes
it difficult to generalize over them in a positive way.
My goal is to show that non-arguments can be formally distinguished not only
from other dative arguments marked with dative case, but also from one another.
The novelty of this thesis is that I will demonstrate that there are two types of nonarguments within Romance Languages, more specifically in Spanish and Galician.
The contribution of my dissertation will be primarily descriptive and empirical. My
research draws important connections to existing work in the literature and more
importantly, uncovers a number of important patterns in these constructions that
2

have never been studied before. Equally important, I offer analytical angles into
these constructions and possible solutions for their analysis. This study therefore
provides data that will hopefully enrich the field on Romance clitics.

1.2 Benefactives/Malefactives and Ethical Datives
Ethical Clitics (EthCls) have been referred to in the literature as “Benefactives” as
Strozer (1978) indicates:

“This clitic is often called `dative of interest’ or `benefactive’ clitic,
because it is understood as indicating the interest or involvement of
the speaker in the action.”

(Strozer 1978: 145-146)

Even the definitions of “Benefactive” and “Ethical Clitics” are quite similar:

“`Benefactive’ is understood as expressing some special interest
or satisfaction in the action on the part of the person it represents.”
(Strozer 1978: 160)
Ethical Clitics (EthCls) and benefactive/malefactive dative clitics are used
interchangeably many times in the literature. The reason for this misinterpreation
relates to the fact that both EthCls and benefactive/malefactive datives are not
obligatorily subcategorized by the verb and convey some negative or positive
affectedness. In this section, I set out to provide a detailed account of the difference
between

EthCls

and

Benefactives.

It

is

crucial

to

first

clearly

define

benefactive/malefactive dative clitics in order to contrast them with EthCl, to show
that the two dative clitics cannot be collapsed into a single category and reach the
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conclusion that only the Ethical Dative Clitic is a non-argumental dative clitic in
Spanish and in Galician. Benefactive and Malefactive Clitics are argumental clitics.

Benefactive/malefactive dative clitics are not clearly defined in the literature
and there is some debate on the topic. Demonte (1992) claims that “Spanish
Benefactive Constructions” have the same alternation as “English Benefactive
Constructions”. The benefactive construction could be then represented by two
constructions: the dative clitic construction which combines a clitic and an ‘a NP’,
shown in (2a), or by the “para”-construction, exemplified in (2b) with the preposition
para (‘for’).

(2) a. El niño
The child

lei

hizo un pastel

a Maríai.

her. Cl

made a cake

to Mary

‘The kid made a cake for Mary.’

b. El niño
The child

hizo

un pastel

made a cake

(Benefactive Clitic Construction)

para María.
for Mary

‘The kid made a cake for Mary.’

(“para”-phrase Construction)

For Branchadell (1992), benefactives/malefactives are not part of any alternation. He
further claims that the ”para-phrase” constructions do not substitute for benefactive
dative constructions: “para-phrase” are adjunct phrases, which are semantically
close to benefactive datives, but do not constitute benefactive/malefactive dative
constructions. There is evidence to show that the “para”-phrase constructions and
the

“Benefactive

clitic”

construction

have

different

distributions.

While

the

“Benefactive clitic” construction cannot appear with argumental dative clitics in
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example (3a), the “para-phrase” construction is grammatical in the presence of an
argumental clitic, as indicated in example (3b).

(3)

a. *María

le

Mary

dió

him.Cl gave

los poemas

de Obiols

a Susana

a Juan.

the poems

of Obiols

to Susana

to Juan

‘Mary gave Obiols poems to Susana for John.’
(Benefactive Clitic construction)
b. María
Mary

le
him.Cl

dió

los poemas

de Obiols a Susana

gave

the poems

of Obiols to Susana

para Juan.
for Juan

‘Mary gave Obiols poems to Susana for John.’
(“para-phrase” construction)
(Branchadell 1992)

Furthermore, Branchadell (1992) indicates that the “para-phrase” construction can
appear with intransitive verbs, an option that is excluded, or at least deviant, with
benefactive clitic construction. While example (4a) shows that the “para-phrase” is
compatible with intransitive constructions, in this case with the verb trabajar (‘to
work’), example (4b) demonstrates that the Benefactive Clitic construction is deviant
with intransitive verbs.1

1

The only possible, grammatical reading of this sentence is the Ethical Reading. This might indicate

that there is a restriction with Benefactives in intransitive constructions that is not found with
Ethical Dative Clitics. The Ethical Reading would be described in the following scenario: “Jon has a
child and he did not work on Sunday” while the Benefactive reading scenario would be: “Jon has a
child and did not work for him on Sunday”.
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(4)

a. No

trabajó

para Juan.

No

worked

for John

‘He didn’t work for John.’

b. ?No
no

le

trabajó

him.Cl. worked

(a Juan).
(to John)

‘He didn’t work for him, (John).’
(Branchadell 1992: 149, taken from Herschensohn 1992)

In my view, the most decisive test to demonstrate that the “para-phrase”
construction and the benefactive clitic construction are not the same construction is
the fact that the Benefactive Clitic construction can co-occur with a “para-phrase” as
supported by the example in (5).

(5) Ane le
Ane

hizo

him.Cl made

una mesa

a Maialen

para Mikel.

a table

to Maialen for Mikel

‘Ane made a table for Maialen for Mikel.’

Consequently, I agree with Branchadell that the Benefactive Clitic construction does
not have an alternation with “para-phrase” construction as Demonte (1992) claimed.

EthCls and benefactive/malefactive dative clitics are both different from
argumental dative clitics, i.e. Indirect Object Clitics (IOs), and possessors, among
other datives. Branchadell (1992), following Leclère (1976), labels EthCls and
Benefactives as “non-lexical” datives, along with Possessives and Reflexive datives
vs “lexical” datives, i.e Indirect Object Clitics. Strozer (1976) and Gutiérrez Ordoñez
(1977) were the first ones to claim that in Spanish, ‘non-lexical datives’ show
obligatory clitic doubling as opposed to “lexical datives”. While the clitic in (6a), in
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the benefactive construction, is compulsory, this is not so with the dative goal, which
is optional, as shown in (6b).

(6) a. Jon
John

*(le)

hizo

him.Cl

made

un pastel

a María.

a cake

to María

‘John made a cake for Maria.’

b. Jon

(le)

John him.Cl

envió

una carta

a María.

sent

a letter

to María

‘John sent a letter to Mary.’

Branchadell (1992) points out another two properties that distinguish
benefactive/malefactive, “non-lexical” dative clitics from “lexical” datives. Following
Rooryck (1988)’s observation that French benefactives cannot be passivized,
Branchadell (1992) finds that this seems to be true of Spanish too. The examples in
(7) are ungrammatical because the passive sentence contains a benefactive dative
clitic, while in example (8), the sentences are grammatical as the passive sentence
includes a lexical dative clitic, i.e. goal IOs.

(7)

a. *El pastel
The cake
b. *Los mapas
The maps

le

fue hecho/cocinado

(a María) por su hija.

him.Cl

was made/cooked

(to Mary) by his daughter

les

fueron dibujados

(a los alumnos) por el maestro.

him.Cl

were drawn

(to the students) by the teacher
(Benefactive Clitic construction)
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(8)

a. El Oscar

le

The Oscar him.Cl

b. El libro
The book

fue entregado/concedido

a Almodóvar.

was delivered/awarded

to Almodovar

le

fue regalado

a Juan

por los alumnos.

him.Cl

was given

to Juan

by the students

(Branchadell 1992: 102)

As mentioned above, Benefactives and EthCls are both defined as “nonlexical’ dative clitics however, they can be teased apart from a semantic 2 and
syntactic point of view. Branchadell (1992) claims that EthCls are different from
Benefactives

and

defines

them

as

“non-argumental

non-lexical”

datives

vs

“argumental non-lexical” datives”, which are benefactives. I agree with Branchadell
(1992) that “Benefactives” can be defined as “argumental non-lexical” and the EthCls
as “non-argumental non-lexical”. I will summarize and review some of Branchadel
(1992)’s arguments to make this claim and add some of my own.
Semantically, benefactive and malefactive datives are significant constituents
of a proposition. The presence or absence of benefactives/malefactives differentiates
the logical content of the clause since they carry thematic information. Their
interpretation is largely determined by the lexical properties of the verb. In
comparison, EthCls do not affect the proposition and have no thematic content. The
arguments

introduced

by

benefactive/malefactive

dative

clitics

are

beneficiaries/maleficiares with an additional or potential recipient reading. On the
contrary, EthCls do not add any specific meaning to the event. Compare examples
(9b) with a Benefactive clitic and (10b) with an EthCl.

2

It is not my goal to account for the semantic differences between EthCls and Benefactives.
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(9)

a. El niño
The child

hizo

un pastel.

made

a cake

‘The child made a cake.’
b. El niño
The child

lei
her.Cl

hizo un pastel
made a cake

a Maríai.
to Mary

‘The child baked Mary a cake.’ (The child baked a cake for Mary)
(Benefactive Reading)

(10)

a. El niño
the kid

ya

camina.

already

walks

‘The child walks already.’

b. The child
The child

ya

me

camina.

already

me.Cl

walks

‘The child walks already on me.’

(Ethical Reading)

The argumenthood of benefactives/malefactives has long been questionable.
It is not clear whether they are arguments or adjuncts. However, in the case of
EthCls there is no room for doubt. EthCls are non-arguments. The best way to
demonstrate that this is the case is to think about idioms. Idioms are languageparticular expressions with a characteristic meaning that is not, or only partially,
predictable from the component parts. Benefactive clitics eliminate the idiomatic
meaning when added in an idiomatic expression, which suggests to me that
benefactives are part of the argument structure of the verb. On the contrary, EthCls
are compatible with idiomatic expressions and do not alter the idiomatic meaning. In

9

example (11a), dar en el clavo ‘to give on the nail’ is an idiom, which means “to nail
it down”. The addition of the EthCl “me” does not alter the idiomatic meaning, as
exemplified in (11b).

(11) a. El niño
The child

dió

en el clavo.

gave

in the nail

‘The child nailed it down.’
b. El niño
The child

me

dió

en el clavo.

me.Cl

gave

in the nail

‘The child nailed it down on me.’

(Ethical Reading)

Hacer buenas migas literally means ‘to make good breadcrumbs’ but it is an idiom
that means ‘to hit it off with someone’ as exemplified in (12a). Example (12b)
confirms that Benefactives alter the idiomatic meaning while example (12c) shows
that the addition of the EthCl preserves the idiomatic meaning. This suggests that
the EthCl is not an argument.

(12)

a. El niño
The child

hizo

buenas migas

con María en la fiesta.

made

good crumbs

with Maria in the party

‘The child hit it off with Mary at the party.’

b. *El niño
The child

me

hizo buenas migas a mí

con María en la fiesta.

me.Cl

made good crumbs to me.Cl

with Maria in the party

‘The child made good breadcrumbs to me with the help of Mary, at the
Party.’

(Benefactive Reading)
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c. El niño
The child

me

hizo

buenas migas

con María en la fiesta.

me.Cl

made

good crumbs

with Maria in the party

‘The child hit it off with Mary on me, at the party.’

(Ethical Reading)

Syntactically, EthCls and Benefactives can also be distinguished from each
other. Branchadell (1992), following Leclère (1976), made this claim based on three
criteria taken from Borer & Grodzinsky (1986) for Hebrew datives: (i) inability to be
questioned as shown in (13b), (ii) inability to be represented in non-clitic form as
exemplified in (13c),

and

(iii) co-occurence with other clitics in (13d). Sentences

with benefactive behave the opposite, as shown in (14).

(13) a. Je vais

te

I am.going

le

frapper,

cet abruti!

you.Cl him.Cl hit,

this bastard

‘I’m gonna hit that bastard, you just watch me!’
b.*A qui

vas-tu frapper cet abruti?

to whom
c. *J’ai
I.have
d. Paul
Paul

(14) a. Paul
Paul

ETHCLS (French)

te

go-you hit

this bastard

frappé

cet abruti

á Marie

hit

this bastard

to Mary

raconte de

you.Cl tells of

lui

ces idioties

à tout le monde.

these idiocies

to all the people

a frabriqué une table.

him.Cl has made

a table

´Paul made him a table.’
b. A qui
To whom

a-t-li

BENEFATIVE (French)

fabriqué

une table?

has-[t]-he made

a table
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c. Paul
Paul
d.*Paul
Paul

fabriqué

une table

à Marie.

made

a table

to Mary

a donné

un libre

à Marie

à Pierre.

has given

a book

to Marie

to Pierre

‘Paul gave Maria a book for Pierre.’
(Branchadell 1992: 4-5)

Branchadell (1992) shows the examples in French. Spanish EthCls share these three
properties.
Another significant distinction between Benefactives and EthCls, is that
EthCls cannot be co-indexed by a DP in an A-position3 while benefactive/malefactive
clitics can. The realization of the DP is what really sets apart EthCls from the rest of
the datives and it is not only because the DP is not allowed, but because only in the
case of EthCls does the DP have to be realized (in case it is overt) in a A’-position4,
i.e. right or left dislocation 5 . The sentence in (15a) is ungrammatical because the
pronominal DP a mi (‘to me’) appears VP internally coindexed with the EthCl me
(‘me’)6, in constrast with the grammaticality of (15b) with the benefactive clitic.

3

A-positions are positions that can receive theta roles and case; i.e objects, subjects. Evidence of

the A-position of the DP ‘a María’ in the sentence is that it can appear before the object.
(i)

Juan le canta a María una canción.

4

No vP internal position.

5

It is not in subject or object position. A pause before or after the DP in this position and maybe a

different intonation (focus, topic, etc.).
6

For the sentence to be grammatical, a pause is needed or special intonation.
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(15)

a.*Jon
Jon

mei

lei

arruinó

la vida

a mii

a esa chicai

me.Cl

him.Cl

ruined

the life

to me

to that girl

‘John ruined the girl’s life on me.’
b. Jon
Jon

lei

hizo

him.Cl made

ETHCL

una mesa

a esa chicai.

a table

to that girl

‘Jon made a table for that girl.’

BENEFATIVE

In (16) both sentences are well-formed because the DPs are dislocated elements. In
example (16a), the DP is dislocated to the left and in (16b) it is dislocated to the
right.

(16)

a. a míi,
to me
b. Jon
John

Juan

mei

lej

John me.Cl him.Cl
mei

lei

me.Cl him.Cl

arruinaron

la vida a esa chicaj.

ruined

the life of that girl

arruinaron

la vida a esa chicai,

a mii.

ruined

the life of that girl

to me

‘John ruined the girl’s life on me.’
(Ethical Reading)

There is a noteworthy observation to make at this point. EthCls constitute, then, a
strong argument in favor of the strict differentiation of (either left or right)
dislocation from real clitic doubling. “The clitic-doubling test” is therefore perhaps the
most effective criterion to identify an EthCl, and consequently tease it apart from a
benefactive/malefactive clitic. Moreover, the clitic doubling test cancels out the
Ethical Reading, i.e, when the clitic is doubled internally, the Ethical reading is
unavailable. The impossibility of doubling the clitic in example (17a) confirms that
only me (‘me’) is an EthCl.
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(17)

a. *Jon
John

me

lei

hizo un pastel

*a mí

a Maríai.

me.Cl

her.Cl

made a cake

to me

to Mary

‘John baked Mary a cake on me.’
b. Jon
John

me
me.Cl

(Ethical Reading)

hizo

un pastel

a mí

made

a cake

to me

para María.
for Mary

‘John baked a cake (for me-beneficiary) for Mary.’ (Benefactive Reading)

As for the distribution of Benefactives, as shown in (4a), repeated in here in
(18a), benefactives are not allowed in intransitive constructions, which contrasts with
the behavior of EthCls, elucidated in (18b).

(18)

a. *No
no

le

trabajó.

him.Cl

worked

‘He didn’t work for him’
b. No
no

le

trabajó.

him.Cl

worked

(Benefactive Reading)

‘He didn’t work on him.’

(Ethical Reading)

For the sentence to get a benefactive reading and be grammatical, the “para-phrase”
construction needs to be used, as shown in (19b).

(19) a. *No
no

le

trabajó

him.Cl

worked

b. No

trabajó

para él

no

worked

for

him

‘He didn’t work for him’

(Benefactive Reading)
14

Additionally, benefactives cannot appear with any other dative argument. It
can appear only with EthCls. This fact contrasts with the behavior of EthCls, which
can combine with other dative arguments. Sentences (20a) and (20b) are wellformed sentences with the EthCl co-appearing with the Indirect Object clitic in (20a)
or/and the Benefactive clitic in (20b).

(20)

a. Jon
John

me

lei

arruinó

la vida a esa chicai.

me.Cl

her.Cl

ruined

the life of that girl

‘John ruined the life of that girl on me’
(IO dative clitic + Ethical Reading)
(Jaeggli 1986: 22)
b.

Jon

me

le

hizo

una mesa

a Maríai

John

me.Cl

her.Cl

made

a table

to Mary

‘John made a table for Mary on me´
(Ethical Reading + Benefactive Reading)

To sum up, benefactive/malefactive dative clitics are required by the verb
because they bear thematic information and can be doubled by a noun phrase, the
same way as argumental “goal datives”.

Unlike regular dative clitics, the clitic

cannot be omitted, benefactives are constrained with intransitive verbs and they
cannot be passivized. Furthermore, some authors argue (see Demonte 1992) that
benefactive constructions are part of a two-construction alternation similar to
ditransitive verb constructions in English, but this argument can be disputed. The
main difference between the Benefactive and the EthCl, semantically, 7 is that the

7

It is not the goal of this dissertation to discuss or investigate the semantic differences between the

Benefactive Clitic constructions and the Ethical Clitic constructions.
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former has thematic information but not the latter. It might be due to this fact that
the argument structure of a predicate does not require EthCls for the saturation of its
arguments. The EthCl is the unsolicited clitic, a clitic that is not required by the
argument structure. These results demonstrate that elements such as benefactives
behave more like Indirect Object arguments than EthCls. Benefactives will therefore
not be part of this study because they are argumental datives.

1.3 Data Collection and Elicitation Technique
In this dissertation, I concentrate on two types of non-argumental clitics: Ethical
Clitics in Spanish and Solidarity Clitics in Galician. Galician is spoken in the northwestern part of Spain. There are also some significant minorities who speak Galician
in Argentina (147,062), Venezuela (46,882), Brazil (38,554), Uruguay (35,369),
United States (14,172), among other countries (Wikipedia contributors. "Galicians.”).
I am a native speaker of Spanish, and my dialect of Spanish is known as “Basque
Spanish”8. This is important to disclose because first, the data of EthCls presented in
this thesis exemplify the use of EthCls in this particular dialect of Spanish and
second, it might be the case that the use of EthCls is more extended in “Basque
Spanish” than in any other dialects of Peninsular Spanish or dialects of Spanish
outside Spain.
The data collected on EthCls follow the methods of Generative Grammar to
obtain grammaticality judgments: formulating sentences with EthCls to present to
native speakers and asking them for their grammaticality judgments. However, the
data on Solidarity Clitics were collected in two different stages. The sample data of

8

The term “Basque Spanish” was coined by Jon Franco and Alazne Landa.
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SolCls, as in the case of EthCl, is based on native speaker intuitions, except for some
naturalistic examples that were extracted from newspapers and online forums.
In the first or preliminary stage of SolCl data colletion, grammaticality
judgments were elicited from a small number of speakers. The sample for this
preliminary stage consisted of 3 participants, native speakers of Galician who were at
the same time linguists. I conducted in-depth interviews with the 3 participants. I
engaged the speakers in discussion of the sentences, asking questions such as how
to make the sentence better or more natural, inquiring about the situation in which
the sentence could be used, or any other modification(s) that would render the
sentence acceptable. The main purpose of the first step was to investigate the data
in depth. In the second stage, I recruited 20 participants via email. The participants
all self-reported as being Galician speakers and were not trained in Linguistics. Data
were collected through the use of an online survey. The instructions were written in
Galician and there were no provisions in the instructions that allowed the subject to
ask for clarifications. Participants completed the questionnaire over the Internet. The
questionnaire consisted of 61 sentences and the subjects were not timed. The survey
included questions to determine the placement of the Solidarity Clitic che (‘you’) in
either the main or the embedded clause. For example, the participants were
presented with a situation and then given different options with the SolCl che placed
in different positions in the sentence. Participants were asked to judge each of the
sentences on the questionnaire using a rating system from 1 to 5, where 1 stands for
“sounds completely natural and is something I would say” and 5 represents “sounds
completely unacceptable and no one would say this”.
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1.4 General Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is organized in 4 chapters. Chapter 2 is entirely dedicated to Ethical
Dative Clitics. In this chapter I review the existing literature on Ethical Dative Clitics
crosslinguistically and identify its key syntactic properties. This chapter provides a
detailed account of the distribution of EthCls in Spanish.
Chapter 3 details the literature’s findings on the distribution of Solidarity Clitics
and its distribution in Galician and provides arguments supporting the idea that they
are distinct from Ethical Dative Clitics. Solidarity Clitics are compared to question
tags in English, in order to explore the distribution of SolCs in biclausal sentences. In
this chapter, I also explore the syntactic and pragmatic properties of SolCls.
Chapter 4 plants the seeds for possible analysis of EthCls and SoCls. It presents
fundamental ideas for an analysis of these two non-argumental datives that future
work may build on.
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Chapter 2. Ethical Dative Clitics

In the Romance literature, the label Ethical Dative Clitic (EthCl) refers to the dativemarked personal pronoun that is not required by the valency of the verb. It does not
participate in the event depicted by the verb and does not represent any thematic
role; it is not the agent, the patient, or the recipient. Therefore, the EthCl does not
alter the truth condition of the sentence and does not affect the event in any way
(See Strozer 1978, Jaeggli 1986, Maldonado 1994, Cuervo 2003, Romero 2019
among others).
The individual referred to by the EthCl is commonly called the ‘affectee’. It
can represent the speaker, the addressee or a third person. Though the speaker is
not always the person that the EthCl refers to, (s)he has a role to play. His/her role
is to evaluate the effect that the event has on the person addressed by the Ethical
Dative9 . In other words, there are three elements that are involved in the Ethical
Dative construction: an event, an affectee and the Speaker 10 . Take, for example,
sentence (1). The event described by the predicate is that ‘The child already walks’.
This event has an effect on ‘you’, the affectee. The affectee has a relation with the
child. The Speaker evaluates this event as favorable.

(1) El niño
The child

ya

te

camina.

already

you.Cl

walk

‘The child walks already on you.´
(Cuervo 2003: 193)

9

Another way to explain the role that the Speaker has is to say that (s)he approves or disapproves

the main assersion. See Bastos (2011).
10

In most of the literature they don’t consider the Speaker as approving or disapproving the effect

that the event has on the affectee. I follow Bastos (2011) in this respect.
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The study of EthCls encounters difficulties at a descriptive/empirical as well
as at a theoretical level. From a descriptive point of view, the EthCl is far from being
a well-defined grammatical category because the label Ethical Dative tends to be
applied very broadly. It is crucial to identify features that can help delimit the
category in the first place and set it apart from other uses of pronominal datives. No
such understanding exists, and it may easily turn out that not all usages that have
been called Ethical Dative Clitics should be included in this category. Strozer (1978)
explains that three constructions have been considered as examples of EthCls in
descriptive grammars, as shown in (2).

(2) a. Pepe
Pepe

se

comió

la manzana.

himself.Cl

ate

the apple

‘Pepe ate the apple (up).’
b. Pepe
Pepe

mei

comió

la manzana

a míi.

me.Cl

ate

the apple

to mei

‘Pepe ate the/my apple on/for me.’
c. Pepe me
Pepe me.Cl

lei

comió

him.Cl ate

la manzana

a Juani.

the apple

to mei

‘Pepe ate the/his apple on/for Juan on me.’ (i.e., I was affected by it)’
(Strozer 1978: 117)

However, the dative clitics considered in (2) differ in their syntactic behavior. While
the clitic-resultative se in (2a), must be coreferential with the subject and requires a
non-bare DO, the most distinctive property of the clitic in (2b) is that an NP a mí can
occur doubling the clitic. Finally, the clitic in (2c), as opposed to the other two, can
co-occur with other clitics, in this case, the argumental dative clitic ‘le’. As Strozer
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(1978) points out, there has been little agreement among Spanish grammarians as
to which of these clitics is the EthCl. Some seem to consider only one of them to be
the Ethical Dative (Alonso & Ureña 1953, Gili y Gaya 1955) while others consider two
of them (Bello 1954, Seco 1962). This suggests the need for a comprehensive
overview of the phenomenon.
Another source of the problem is the fact that there are situations in which
there is ambiguity between a recipient/benefactive/possessor and the ethical
reading. It seems that this property has been unnoticed in the literature. The
sentence in (3) is ambiguous, giving rise to both possessor and ethical readings.

(3) El niño

me

The boy me.Cl

comió

el bocadillo.

ate

the sandwich

‘The boy ate my sandwich.’

(Possessor Reading)

‘The boy ate the sandwich on me.’

(Ethical Reading)

Consequently, some of the examples given in the literature, then, may well be
regarded as instances of other constructions, such as External Possessor, Recipients,
and Benefactive/Malefactive constructions.
The source of the theoretical problems comes from its intrinsic syntactic and
semantic/pragmatic properties, which differ from the other pronominal clitic datives
in the language. One of the most distinctive syntactic properties of the EthCl is that it
is uniquely represented by the dative 11 clitic. Several questions remain open as to
why non-clitic pronouns or lexical DPs cannot serve as Ethical Datives, as shown in
(4b), or why the appearance of the lexical DPs with the clitic (clitic doubling) cancels
out the Ethical reading of the clitic, as shown in (4c).

11

It is not the scope of this research to explain why the Ethical Dative is marked with ‘dative’ case.
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(4) a. El niño
The child

no me

come

bien.

no me.Cl

eat

well

‘The child does not eat on me.’
b. *El niño
The child
c. *El niño

(Ethical Reading)

no come

bien

a míi.

no eat

well

to me

no mei

come

bien

a míi12.

eat

well

to me

The child no me.Cl

Though by its nature the EthCl is a “superfluous” element, it is not always
allowed in the sentence. If it were true that the EthCl is independent of the
selectional properties of the verb and does not contribute to the truth condition of
any predicate, it would be expected that the EthCl could appear with all kinds of
predicates without any restriction. Nevertheless, the EthCl cannot appear in
constructions such as psych predicate constructions, as shown in (5). This might
indicate that there are structural constraints for the licensing of the EthCl.

(5) *Al niñoi

me

To-the child me.Cl

lei

gustan

las chucherías.

him.Cl

like

the sweets

Intended meaning: ‘The child likes sweets on me.’

(Ethical Reading)

Furthermore, the EthCl also imposes certain restrictions on the event 13. Take
for instance the occurrence of the EthCl in an unergative construction, exemplified in

12

This sentence is gramatical if ‘a mí’ is a right dislocation. There is a pause before ‘a mí’ or ‘a mí’ is

focused. The intended meaning is “The child does not eat well on me”
13

At this point the restrcitions will be called “aspectual restrictions” but this is a topic under

investigation.
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(6a). This sentence is ill-formed unless a particle such as ya (‘already’) or a certain
type of adverb, e.g. rápido (‘fast’), is present in the sentence, as presented in (6b-c).

(6) a. *El niño
The child

me

camina.

me.Cl

walks

‘The child walks on me.’
b. El niño
The child

ya

me

camina.

already

me.Cl

walks

‘The child already walks on me.’
c. El niño

me

The child me.Cl

camina

rápido.

walks

fast

‘The child walks fast on me.’

One of the central claims of this research is that the EthCl is restricted in some
structures, i.e., some sentences do not meet the minimal structural requirement for
the presence of the EthCl. In this case, I claim that there are different types of
licensors (adverbs such as rápido ‘fast’, or particles such as ya ‘already’) that are
able to legitimize the occurrence of the EthCl.
Finally,

there

might

be

considerable

variation in the

grammaticality

judgments on EthCl constructions among native speakers of Spanish14 Michelioudakis
(2007), Michelioudakis & Sitaridou (2006), among others suggest that the EthCl is a
pragmatic element that carries discourse-related information, and this might be the
reason for the variation in judgments among speakers.

14

It can be that not all of the sentences presented on this theses are grammatical for all Spanish

speakers. The data presented in this thesis corresponds to Spanish spoken in the Basque Country,
‘Basque Spanish’. The Basque Country is a region of Northern Spain.
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The EthCl is not a free element that can be added in all types of
constructions. The inability of the EthCL in psych constructions and the EthCl
imposing restrictions on structure are properties of EthCls that have been
unobserved in the literature of EthCls.

The goal of this chapter is to formulate a

generalization of the distribution of EthCls. The distribution of the EthCl is ruled by
certain semantic, pragmatic and syntactic factors. And more importantly, these do
not apply to other dative clitics in the language.

2.1 Ethical Clitic Dative as Its Own Class
EthCls resemble indirect objects of ditransitive verbs, benefactive/malefactive
arguments and datives of possession in terms of morphological realization and
surface placement. In (7), the EthCl me (‘me’), and the IO clitic le (‘him’) are both
placed in the same position, before the conjugated verb, illustrated in (7a), and
attached to the non-finite verb, shown in (7b).

(7)

a. Jon
John

me
me.Cl

lei

arruinaró

la vida

a esa chicai.

him.IO

ruined

the life

to that girl

‘John ruined the girl’s life on me.’

(Ethical Reading)
(Jaeggli 1986: 22)

b. Jon

va a

John going to

arruinarmelei

la vida a esa chicai.

ruin.me.Cl.him.Cl

the life of that girl

‘John is going to ruin the girl’s life on me.’

(Ethical Reading)

However, EthCls exhibit significant differences from other dative clitic arguments.
They cannot undergo movement or be questioned. In (8a), the EthCl me (‘me’) co-
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occurs with an IO clitic le (‘him’) in a ditransitive sentence. It is possible to form a
question asking for the IO argument, (8b), or for the DO, (8c), but it is impossible to
question an EthCl, (8d).

(8)

a. El niño
the kid

me

lei

escribió

me.Cl

him.Cl wrote

una carta

al reyi.

the letter

to-the king

‘The kid wrote a letter to the king on me.’
b. ¿A quién me

lei

To whom me.Cl

escribió

him.Cl wrote

(Ethical Reading)

una carta?

Al reyi.

a letter?

To king

To whom did (the kid) write the letter on me? To the king.’
(Ethical Reading)
c. ¿Qué

me

What me.Cl

le

escribió

him.Cl wrote

al rey?

Una carta.

to-the king?

A letter

‘What did he write to the king on me? A letter.’
c. *¿A quién le escribió una carta al rey ? *A mí/me.
(Affecting whom) did (the kid) write the letter to the king? On me

Franco & Huidobro (2008) argue that Ethical Dative Clitics (EthCls) do not form a
homogeneous group and following Strozer’s (1978) claim that there are three types
of Ethical Dative: Class I “Aspectual clitics or reflexive non-argument clitics”, Class
II “non-volitional se + Dative clitic amalgam” and Class III “Ethical Clitics”.
Class I Ethical Datives are called “Aspectual clitics or reflexive non-argument
clitics” by MacDonald (2006) and Nishida (1994), as exemplified in (9). These clitics
have the property of being coreferential with the subject, illustrated in (9a), and they
must take a non-bare direct object, as represented in sentence (9b). They are
unable to undergo clitic-doubling, as shown in (9c).
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(9) a. Yo
I

me

he

comido

la sopa

para

cenar.

me.Cl

I.have

eaten

the soup

for

dinner

‘I ate all the soup for dinner.’
b.*me
me.Cl

c. *me

he

comido

la sopa

I.have

eaten

the soup

he comido

me.Cl

I.have eaten

para
for

cenar.
dinner

a mí

la sopa

para

cenar.

to me

the soup

for

dinner

Class II “Ethical Clitic Datives” are characterized by the occurrence of the nonvolitional “se + a Dative clitic”, which is why they are refered as a “non-volitional se
+ Dative clitic amalgam”. This type follows the opposite condition as Class I: they do
not require direct objects and they cannot be coreferential with the nominative
subject, as exemplified in (10a). More importantly, clitic doubling is allowed, as
shown in (10b).

(10) a. El

coche

The car

se

me

Refl.Cl me.Cl

caló

en la cuesta de Zabalbide.

stalled

on the slope of Zabalbide

‘The car stalled on me on the Zabalbide slope.’
b. El

coche

The car

se

le

caló

a Jon

en la cuesta de Zabalbide.

Refl.Cl him.Cl stalled to John on the slope of Zabalbide

‘The car stalled on John on the Zabalbide slope.’
(Franco and Huidobro 2008)
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Class III “Ethical Dative Clitics” are referred to as “Ethical Clitics”. The properties of
this third group are different from the others in that the EthCls don’t need to be
coreferential with the subject, contrasting to Class I; they cannot undergo clitic
doubling as exemplified in (11b), contrasting with class II; they can co-occur with an
argumental dative clitic, shown in (11c).

(11) a. A mi primo
To mi cousin

me

lo

llevaron

preso

ayer.

me.Cl

it.Cl

took

prisioner

yesterday

‘My cousin was taken prisionero on me.’
b. *A mi primo
To mi cousin

me

lo

llevaron preso

me.Cl

it.Cl

took

a mí

prisioner to me

ayer.
yesterday

‘My cousin was taken prisioner on me.’
c. Los amigos

me

hicieron

entrevistas

a tres

sujetos

the friends

me.cl

did

interviews

to three subjects

ahorrarme

tiempo.

save-me.cl

time

para
to

‘My friends interviewed three subjects for me so that I could save time.’

Franco and Huidobro (2008) concluded that only Class III EthCls are true nonarguments. In this dissertation, the EthCl refers to Class III, as defined by Franco
and Huidobro (2008), are the only non-argumental dative of the three types of
Clitics, and is the clitic under investigation.
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2.1.1 Crosslinguistic Review of Ethical Dative Clitic Properties
This section provides an overview of the findings of the properties of EthCls in
different Romance languages. In the different subsections, the various formal criteria
that have been given in the literature to define EthCls or to distinguish them from
other dative clitics will be presented and then evaluated. The goal is to establish
whether the same criteria hold for Spanish.

2.1.1 Binding Properties
Anaphoric binding is used by Barss & Lasnik (1986) as the first diagnostic of ccommand relations since the anaphor must be c-commanded by its antecedent.
Demonte (1995) provides clear evidence that in Spanish the clitic-doubled dative can
bind an anaphor in the direct object in double object constructions, as shown in (12).

(12) a. El tratamiento psicoanalítico
The therapy psycho-analytic

lei

devolvió

la estima de sí mismai

her.Cl

gave-back the esteem of (her)self

a Maríai.
to Maria
‘The psychoanalytic therapy helped Mary to be herself again.’
(Demonte 1995: 10)

b. La profesora
The teacher

lei

pasó a limpio

sui dibujo

her.Cl

gave back-cleared his/her drawing

a cada niñoi.
to each child

‘The teacher gave each child back his/her cleared drawing.´
(Demonte 1995: 10-11)
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Regarding EthCls, Michelioudakis (2012) claims that in Greek the EthCl can never
bind the potential internal argument(s) of any verb as illustrated in (13).

(13) *I Maria
The Mary

den

mui

prosechi ton

eafto mui.

not

me.Cl

takes care of

the self my

‘*To my regret, Mary does not take care of myself.’
Michelioudakis (2012: 20)

Likewise, Spanish EthCls are unable to bind an anaphor in the object position15. In
example (14)b the Dative Clitic in a possessor construction is able to bind an
anaphor in the object position but this is not the case in (14c) where the clitic is an
EthCl.

(14) a. Túi
you

comes

las hamburguesas

hechas

por tíi (mismo).

eat

the hamburgers

made

by you (self)

‘You eat the burgers made by yourself.’
b. Tú
you

lei

comes a Jon

him.Cl eat

las hamburguesas hechas por éli (mismo)

to John

the hamburgers

made by him (self)

‘You eat John’s burgers made by himself.’
c. *Tú
you

mei

le

comes

me.Cl

him.Cl eat

las hamburguesas hechas por mii (mismo)
the hamburgers

made by me (self)

‘You eat the burgers to him made by himself on me.’
(Ethical Reading)

15

The anaphor mismo/a (‘self’) in Spanish is quite emphatic and it does not sound very natural for

native speakers. Normally the sentence sounds more natural if the ‘mismo’ part is dropped from the
anaphor.
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Binding of the internal argument by the Benefactive clitic (argumental non-lexical
dative clitic) is possible as illustrated in (15a). However, if an EthCl is added to the
structure, the binding of the EthCl to the internal argument is not possible as (15b)
illustrates.

(15) a. Ella
She

le i

pintó

him.Cl painted

una caricatura de si mismo i

en el papel.

a caricature

in the paper

of him self

‘She painted him (himself) on the paper.’
b. *Ella
She

mei

le

pintó

una caricatura de mi mismo i

me.Cl him.Cl painted a caricature

of my self

en el papel.
in the paper

‘She painted him (himself) on me (for my sake), on the paper.’

In conclusion, there are several clear examples that demonstrate that EthCls cannot
bind an anaphor in object position in Spanish. Therefore, they do not have the same
syntactic properties as other clitics in the language. This syntactic property seems to
point out that Spanish EthCls, like Greek EthCls, are based-generated outside the A
domain.

2.1.2 Principle B and Person Case Constraint
Jouitteau & Rezac (2007) claim that the EthCl in French is base-generated outside
the A-system domain and because of that, Condition B is not necessarily expected16.
They provide examples in which two EthCls co-occur in a sentence in a single
domain. This suggests that the two EthCls te (‘you’) can have the same referent,

16

Jouitteau & Rezac (2007) claim that this effect is found in other cases of elements base-generated

in such positions, like resumptives on local objects in some languages, and in French, resumption in
"complex inversion".
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which would be unexpected if they originated in the A-domain because Condition B
violation on one of the EthCls would be expected. Example (16) shows a French
example in which two EthCls refers to the same speaker being realized in a single
binding domain.

(16) Ellei
she

(te)

va

(te)

la*i

lui*i

trouver

vite fait.

you.Cl

go

you.Cl

her.Cl

him.Cl

find

fast done

‘She will find her for her quickly.’

(Jouitteau & Rezac 2007: 100)

In Spanish, these sentences cannot be tested. Two EthCls are not allowed in any
sentence in Spanish, as illustrated in (17).

(17) *Te

me

you.Cl

me.Cl

le

va a arrunar

la vida a la chica.

him.Cl

go to ruin

the life to the girl

‘He will ruin the girl’s life on me on you.’

The problem is not the overall number of clitics because it is possible to find
examples with more than two clitics in Spanish, as (18) demonstrates. The problem
is that it is impossible in the sequence of clitics to find more that one EthCl.

(18) No
No

te

me

you.Cl me.Cl

le

vayas a acercar.

him.Cl go to be close

‘Do not dare to be close to him on me.’
(Reflexive Clitic + EthCl + Lexical Clitic)
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The co-occurrence of more than one EthCl in a sequence of clitics can be also found
in other Romance languages, as in the case of Romanian. Some preliminary findings
of mine suggest that it is possible to find more than one EthCl in languages such as
French, shown in (19a), and Romanian illustrated in (19b).

(19) a. Elle
she

te

me

lui

a foutu

you.Cl me.CL him.Cl has given

une de ces paires de claque.
one of these pair of slap

'S/he gave him such a slap!, you know!’
b. Mi

ti

me.Cl you-Cl

(French)

i-a

tras

o pereche de palme!

him/her.Cl-has

thrown

a pair of palm

'S/he gave him such a slap, you know!’

(Romanian)

These sentences do not involve an affectedness reading, Ethical reading but a
Solidarity reading “you know”. It is not the goal of this chapter to discuss this issue
but at this point I should offer my proposal. The combination of two EthCls, more
specifically 1st + 2nd person, in French and Romanian is equivalent to the
interpretation of the Solidarity Clitic in a language such as Galician (see Chapter 3).
This reading is only possible with second person, as the Solidarity Clitic in Galician.
Not all Romance languages are as productive with dative constructions as Galician is,
specifically with regard to non-argumental dative clitics. My hypothesis is that some
Romance Languages do not preserve the clitic form che (‘you’), as in the Solidarity
Clitic in Galician, and they must express this meaning in other ways. Another line of
thought would be to propose that to express the Solidarity meaning both in
Romanian and French, the second person pronominal must be parasitic on another
clitic, in this case, a first person clitic. So even if Jouitteau & Rezac (2007) argue for
the existance of two EthCls in the same sentences, it might be a real possibility that
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these are instances of Solidarity Clitics.
Another property that Jouitteau & Rezac (2007) observed in French, is that
an upstairs EthCl does not block a downstairs argumental dative from also referring
to the addressee as shown in (20).

(20) Il
He.Cl

te (me)

va

te

donner

you.Cl (me.Cl)

is.going

you.Cl give

une de ces leçon!
one of these lessons

‘He's going to give you a lesson, you'll see.’
(Jouitteau & Rezac 2007: 100)

With regards to Spanish, the first observation on this matter is that clitic
clusters in Spanish cannot be split. If the clitics in a cluster correspond to the same
verb, they must position themselves together with respect to the same verb within a
complex verbal expression. That is, if the possibility exists for clitics to align
themselves with respect to more than one verb, all the clitics in the cluster must
align with the same verb. This is the case in clitic climbing contexts, exemplified in
(21b). The sentence in (21c) is quite deviant for speakers because of the split of the
clitics: the EthCl me (‘me’) is placed preverbally while the argumental clitic le (‘him’)
is attached to the non-finite verb, in a post-verbal position.

(21) a. va a arruinar-me-le

la vida a la chica.

he.go to ruin-me.Cl.him.Cl
b. Me
me.Cl

the life to the girl

le

va a arrunar

la vida a la chica.

him.Cl

he.go to ruin

the life to the girl

‘He will ruin the girl’s life on me.´
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c. ??Me
Me.Cl

va a arrunar-le

la vida a Juan.

go to ruin-him.Cl

the life to the girl

‘He is going to ruin the life of the girl on me.’

Perlmutter (1971) argued that clitic ordering could not be explained in terms of
underlying syntactic structure, but rather in terms of the ordering template. Clitic
ordering in Spanish is organized on the basis of person, from the non-person se in
initial position to non-reflexive 3rd person clitics in final position (see Bonet 1995).
Other researchers (Harris, 1995; Heap 1998) have argued against templates and
proposed that clitic ordering in Spanish responds to a morphological principle based
on a number of features or contrasts of each clitic, in such a way that clitics which
exhibit less contrasts (the underspecified clitic se) appear to the left of those with
more features (such as third person clitics that express gender, number and case).
With these results in hand, it is impossible to conclude that in Spanish the
EthCl is based-generated outside the A domain based on the clitic ordering facts
used by Rezac and Jouitteaur (2007) for French. These constructions cannot be
tested in Spanish.
The third line of evidence offered by Jouitteau & Rezac (2007) is the fact that
the EthCl is invisible to Person Case Constraint (PCC) effects. 17 The PCC is a cooccurrence restriction on certain combinations of phonological weak elements, such
as clitics. This effect is widely attested cross-linguistically. Bonet (1991, 1995)
proposes the following morphological condition for the PCC in Romance languages:18

17

The Person Case Constraint (PCC) was originally named “me lui” constraint by Perlmutter (1971).

18

Bonet (1991) proposes a weaker form of the PCC for speakers of Italian, Spanish and Catalan
following Perlmutter (1971).
Weak Person Case Constraint (based on Bonet 1991: 181–182)
a. In a combination of a direct object and an indirect object, the direct object
has to be third person
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(22) Strong Person Case Constraint (based on Bonet 1991: 181–182)
a. In a combination of a direct object and an indirect object, the direct
object has to be third person.
b. where both the indirect object and the direct object are phonologically
weak.

Therefore, PCC effects arise with clitic clusters where the 1st/2nd person accusative
clitic is blocked in the presence of a dative clitic. Lexical datives in French are
affected by the PCC, as illustrated in (23a), contrary to the case of EthCls where the
EthCl me (‘me’) first person does not block the Accusative second person plural vous
(‘you’). This sequence of clitics is grammatical when the EthCl is involved, as (23b)
indicates, which means the EthCl is invisible to the PCC constraint.

(23) a. *Elle
She

vous

m’

a présenté.

you.Cl.pl

me.Cl

has introduced

´She has introduced you to me/me to you.´
b. Demain
Tomorrow I

(Lexical Dative)

je(me)

vous (me)

emmène

en vacances

(me.Cl)

you.Cl.pl (me.Cl)

take

in vacations

‘Tomorrow I will take you on vacation on me.´ (EthCl Dative)
Jouitteau & Rezac (2007:4)

Spanish behaves the same way regarding the PCC effect. The sentence in (24a) is
grammatical following the PCC because in the presence of a dative, the accusative
clitic is in 3rd person. However, sentence (24b) is ungrammatical because in the

b. where both the indirect object and the direct object are phonologically weak.
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presence of a dative clitic te (‘you’), the accusative clitic is in 1st person me (‘me’). In
sentence (24c) the presence of the EthCl dative, me (‘me’), is not block by the
preceding second person Accusative te (‘you’). So as in French, EthCls in Spanish are
immune to the PCC.

(24) a. Jon
John

te

lo

envía.

you.Cl.DAT

it.Cl.ACC

sends

‘Juan sends it to you.’

b.*Jon
John

te

me

envía.

te.Cl.DAT

me.Cl.ACC

sends

‘John sends me to you.´
c. Te
You.Cl.ACC

me

van a desnucar.

me.Cl.DAT

go to break-the-neck

‘They will break your neck on me.’

(Ethical Reading)

(Ormazabal & Romero 1998: 331)

Interestingly, the EthCl is subject to the PCC constraint in Greek, contrary
to Spanish 19 and French. This means that immunity to the PCC is not a stable
crosslinguistic property of EthCls. According to Michelioudakis & Sitaridou (2009)
PPC effects hold true for lexical datives (see Agnotopolous 2005) as well as for EthCls
in Greek. The cluster combination of clitics 2nd Acc and 1st Gen20 is ungrammatical, as
exemplified in (25a). This is expected due to the PCC. The use of the EthCl mirrors
the same results. EthCls are visible to the PCC effect, as sentence (25b) confirms.

19

For more on the topic see Perlmutter (1971), Morin (1981), Postal (1990) and Albizu (1997).

20

In Greek, the EthCl is represented by the genitive case. Genitive and dative case are syncretic in

modern Greek.
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(25) a. *mu
me.Cl.Gen

se

sistise.

you.Cl.Acc

presented

‘He introduced you to me.’
b. *mu
me.EthCl.Gen

(Lexical Datives)

se

padreftike.

you.Cl.Acc

married

‘She married you on me.’

(EthCl)
(Michelioudakis & Sitaridou 2009: 12)

The PCC is typically explained in terms of the syntax of the Case system (see Albizu
1997, Ormazabal and Romero 1998 and Anagnostopoulou 2003a). According to
Albizu (1997), the invisibility of the EthCl to the PCC follows if the EthCl is basegenerated outside this system, above T. However, Anagnostopolou (2005) argues
that the PCC is the result of a checking relation with little v, thus if the EthCl is
higher than v, it will not matter for the PCC. This might mean that in Greek the
position of the EthCl can be in a case domain where the PPC effect can be seen.
Another possilibity is that if the PCC does not apply to the EthCl in Spanish
and French, it could indicate that clitics do not form a cluster with the EthCl in the
syntax but do so in the PF component. At the point where PCC effects emerge, it is
not a cluster any longer; the bundle of features do not talk to one another. It is at
the end of the derivation at PF where the clustering is done, but at this point it might
be too late for the PCC effect to show. So, it might be that the nature of the PCC
restriction in Greek is different from the nature of the restriction in Spanish.
PCC effects, then, play a different role in Greek. If there are correlations
between the fact that Greek and Spanish apparently work differently in the PCC
realm when it comes to the participation of the EthCl and some other realm where
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the EthCl in Greek behaves differently from the EthCl in Spanish, this will give us
some hints of how to proceed to think on this matter.21 If it is the case that in Greek,
the EthCl is really in every way the same as an argumental dative in morphosyntactic
terms, then it would be imaginable to be generated low in the structure, lower than
in Spanish. In Spanish, the EthCl is not argumental because the EthCl does not affect
idioms (see examples in previous chapter). In the case in Greek both the argumental
and EthCl disrupt idioms when they are added, it might be an indication that in
Greek the EthCl and the argumental clitics in some fundamental morphosyntactic
ways are really much the same thing and this can also explain why EthCls in Greek
participate in the PCC effect in the same way as argumental datives do. In Spanish
the clitic cluster is not part of the morphosyntactic clitic cluster, whereas in Greek
the EthCl is significantly lower in the structure and forms a morphosyntactic cluster
with the argumental clitics. This would explain why Greek and Spanish are
apparently different with respect to PCC effects.

2.1.3 EthCls and the CP System
Jouitteau & Rezac (2007) claim that the EthCl is independent of the properties of the
C-system; properties like Force, Mood or Finiteness. This is because French EthCls
can appear in embedded clauses, indirect questions, and imperatives. Spanish in this
respect behaves the same. (26a) is an example of an EthCl placed in the embedded
clause, (26b) is an example of an indirect question and (26c) is an example with an
imperative construction. EthCls in imperative constructions are very common in
Spanish and in fact these examples are the least controversial for native speakers.

21

It is not the goal of this thesis to further research on this issue.
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(26) a. Jon
John

me

dijo

que

te

le

arruinó la vida a la chica.

me.Cl

said

that

you.Cl him.Cl ruined the life to the girl

‘John told me that he ruined the girl’s life on you.’
b. Jon
John

se

pregunta

Refl.Cl ask

quién

te

le

arruinó la vida a la chica.

who

you.Cl him.Cl ruined the life to the girl

‘John wonders who ruined the girl’s life on you’.
c. No
no

me

le

arruines

me.Cl

him.Cl ruined

la vida a la chica!
the life to the girl

‘Don’t ruin the girl’s life on me.’

Sitariodou (1998) reports that EthCls are sensitive to different modalities in Greek.
She claims that certain modalities are more ‘discourse-friendly’ for the EthCl to
appear. For this reason, Sitariodou (1998) expects that some constructions such as
subjunctives and imperatives are more preferable than indicatives. This preference
does not seem to exist in Spanish, as shown below.

(27) Indicative Mood:
a. Dijo

que

Said that

le

llevaría

him.Cl would take

a Jon

al cine.

to John

to-the movies

‘He said he would take John to the movies.’
b. Dijo

que

me

le

llevaría

Said

that

me.Cl

him.Cl would take

a Jon

al cine.

to John

to-the movies

‘He said he would take John to the movies on me.’
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(Ethical Reading)

(28) Subjunctive Mood:
a. Dudo que
Doubt that

Jon

vaya

a ir

al cine.

John

would go

to go

to-the movies

‘I doubt that John would go to the movies.’
b. Dudo

que

Jon

me

vaya

a ir

al cine.

Doubt

that

John

me.Cl

would go

to go

to-the movies

‘I doubt that John would going to the movies on me.’

(27) and (28) show that EthCls are possible in both Indicative and Subjunctive in
embedded clauses. This discoursive restriction, therefore, does not apply to EthCls in
Spanish.

2.1.4 Person Restriction
Two factors are relevant regarding the Person restriction on EthCls: first, whether
the EthCl can be represented in all persons (1st, 2nd and 3rd person) and second,
whether the EthCl, when combined with other datives, can be all persons.
Previous studies on EthCls have argued against the representation of EthCls
as third person, claiming that it is only possible for 1st and 2nd person (See Strozer
1978 for Spanish, among others). Similar restrictive claims have also been made for
other languages. Bastos (2011) claims that in Brazilian Portuguese, EthCls can only
be represented as 1st person. In the case of French, it has been mentioned that
EthCls, since expressing the Speaker and the Listener, can only be realized as 1 st or
2nd person. My claim is that the EthCl can be realized as 1st, 2nd or 3rd person in
Spanish, based on the data below. The EthCl is more often used as a 1st person form
but it is not impossible in other persons. The data below illustrate that in this respect
Spanish does not behave like other Romance languages.
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(29) a. El niño
The child

no

me/te/le

come bien.

no

me.1st.Cl/you.2nd.Cl/him.3rd.Cl eats well

‘The child does not eat well on me/you/him.’
b. Jon
Jon

te

le

dió

you.2nd.Cl

him.Cl gave

la comida

a Iker.

the food

to Iker

´Jon gave the food to Iker on you.´

With regard to the combination of EthCls with other clitics, Jouitteau and Rezac
(2007) claim that EthCls in French can only be realized as 1st/2nd person. They
argue, following Rooryck (1988:385) and Martinon (1927), among others, that a
sequence of two 3rd person clitics is impossible even if one is interpreted as an
EthCl. In a sequence of a 1st/2nd dative + 3rd person dative clitic, the 3rd person
form must be interpreted as argumental. Both statements are true for Spanish. A
sequence of two 3rd person clitics is forbidden in Spanish, regardless of whether one
is interpreted as argumental as illustrated in (30c).

(30) a. Le
him.Cl

dieron una copia del libro

al niño.

gave

to-the kid

a copy of the book

‘They gave a copy of the book to the kid.’

b. Me
him.Cl

le

dieron una copia

him.Cl gave

a copy

del libro

al niño.

of the book

to-the kid

‘They gave a copy of the book to the kid on me.’
c. *Le
him.Cl

le

dieron una copia del libro

him.Cl gave

a copy of the book
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al niño
to-the kid

EthCls then behave the same way as argumental datives since the same restriction
of consecutive 3rd person clitics apply.

2.1.5 Conclusions
Some of the characteristics of Spanish EthCls that distinguish them from other clitics
in the language are the following: (i) they cannot be doubled VP-internally; (ii) they
co-occur freely with other dative clitics; (iii) they cannot disrupt the meaning of
idioms; (iv) they cannot bind anaphors in the sentence; and (v) they are invisible to
the PCC effect.
Furthermore, the data seem to support a syntactic analysis of EthCls that place
them in a high syntactic position intermediate to, on the one hand, the lower
thematic and Case- /Agreement-movement domain suggested by the invisibility of
the PCC and, on the other hand, the higher CP/Mood (as in Jouitteau and Rezac
(2007) for French) suggested by the ability to place the EthCl in embedded clauses,
indirect questions, and imperatives.

2.2 The Distribution of EthCls
Some important distributional properties of EthCls have gone unnoticed in the
literature. To date, no study has looked specifically at these facts and it is the goal of
this section to examine these in greater detail.

2.2.1 Predicate Restriction
Cuervo (2003:193) states that “ethical datives can appear with predicates of all
types and, as a result, a dative clitic can be ambiguous between corresponding to an
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ethical dative or to some other type of dative“. However, the claim that EthCls can
appear with predicates of all types must be reviewed given that some significant and
puzzling exceptions have gone unnoticed in the literature.
The first exception deals with Inversion Predicate Constructions (IPCs)22. IPCs
are constructions in which an argument in preverbal position is case-marked with
Dative case and the Theme in postverbal position is case-marked with Nominative
agreeing with phi-features with the verb. According to Huidobro (2006), there are
three classes of verbs that can take part in this construction: existential verbs such
as faltar ‘be lacking’ in sentence (31a) corresdond to the first class, unaccusative
movement verbs such as llegar (‘arrive’) exemplified in (31b) to the second class and
verbs expressing psychological states such as gustar (‘like’), shown in (31c), to the
third class.

(31) a.

Al niñoi

lei

faltan

to-the kid

him.Cl miss.pl

los libros.
the books

‘The kid does not have the books.’
b.

A Joni

lei

llegaron

To John

him.Cl arrived.pl

los invitados.
the guests

‘The guests arrived to John.’
c.

Al niñoi

lei

gustan

los dulces.

to-the kid

him.Cl

like.pl

the sweets

‘The kid likes sweets.’

22

The term ‘Inversion Predicates’ is taken from Huidobro (2006).
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EthCls cannot occur in Inversion Predicate Constructions (IPCs) as shown in (32).

(32) a. *Al niñoi
to-the kid

me

lei

faltan

los libros.

me.Cl

him.Cl

miss.pl

the books

‘The kid does not have the books on me.’
b.

*A Joni

me

To John me.Cl

lei

llegaron

los invitados.

him.Cl

arrived.pl

the guests

‘The guests arrived to John on me.’

c.

*Al niñoi
to-the kid

me

lei

gustan

los dulces.

me.Cl

him.Cl

like.pl

the sweets

‘The kid likes sweets on me.’
(Ethical Reading)

There could be various reasons why EthCls are banned in IPCs. One could suggest
that the ungrammaticality of these sentences is due to a semantic clash between the
Experiencer theta role of the dative argument (preverbal element) in IPCs and the
meaning attributed to EthCls. However, this does not seem to be the case since
EthCls are compatible with the first Class of Psych verbs (following Belletti & Rizzi’s
(1988)23 subdivision of psych verbs), verbs such as querer (‘to love’).24

23

Belletti and Rizzi (1988) identigfy three psych verbs in Italian: the temere (‘fear’) class 1, the

preoccupare (‘worry’) class 2, and the piacere (‘please’) class 3.
They assume that psych verbs of the three classes have a uniform θ-grid consisting of an
Experiencer and a Theme. In temere class 1, the experiencer is the subject and the theme the
object. In preoccupare class 2 the theme is the subject and the experiencer the object. And in
piacere class 3 the experiencer is dative and the theme is nominative, and both permutations are
allowed.
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(33) a. El niño
The kid

quiere mucho

a la niñera.

love

to the nanny

much

‘The child loves the nanny very much.’
b.

El niño

me

quiere

mucho

a la niñera.

The child

me.Cl

love

much

to the nanny

‘The child loves the nanny very much on me.´

(Ethical Reading)

Another possibility is that the problem depends on the predicate type. These types of
predicates do not describe an event but a state of affairs experienced by the subject,
the Experiencer. If this is the case, it is plausible that there is an incompatibility of
someone experiencing a state of affairs, the Experiencer, at the same time that what
is predicated is having an effect on someone else, the affectee, represented by the
EthCl. In other words, psych predicates are state predicates, and it is therefore
conceivable that this clash with the EthCl might be due to the incompatibility of the
EthCl with stative predicates. Nevertheless, this is not borne out because some
stative verbs accept the EthCl productively as shown in (34) with the verb saber (‘to
know’) and entender (‘understand’), while some other statives verbs do not, as
illustrated in (35) with the verb estar (‘to be’) and tener (‘to have’).

(i)

Gianni teme questo
Gianni fears this

(ii) Questo preoccupa Gianni
This
worries
Gianni
(iii) a. A Gianni
piace
to Gianni.Dat
pleases
b. Questo piace a Gianni
24

questo
this

For some speakers the presence of the EthCl in these constructions is questionable.
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(34) a. El niño
The child

me

sabe

la lección.

me.Cl

know

the lesson

‘The child knows the lesson on me.’
b. El niño

me

The child me.Cl

entiende

muy bien

el teorema de Pitágoras.

understand

very well

the theorem of Pythagoras

´The child understands the Pythagorean Theorem very well on me.´

(35) a. *El niño
The kid

me

está

enfermo.

me.Cl

stay

ill

‘The child is sick on me.’
b. *El niño
The kid

me

tiene

calor.

me.Cl

have

heat

‘The child is hot on me.’
(Ethical Reading)

Another possibility worth mentioning for this clash could be due to the quirky
subject25 involved in IPCs. Here, I will discuss the “Psych Predicate” type. In the first
type of psych verbs (following Belletti and Rizzi 1988), the Experiencer is marked
with Nominative case. It would therefore be reasonable to think that case could be
the reason why the EthCls can actually appear with amar/querer (‘to love’), but not
with gustar (‘like’), with a dative subject. This is shown in previous examples,
repeated here in (36).

25

Marked subject. In this case, the subject is accompanied by the preposition ‘a’.
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(36) a.

El niño

me

quiere

mucho

a la niñera.

The child

me.Cl

love

much

to the nanny

‘The child loves the nanny very much on me.´
b. *Al niñoi

me

to-the kid me.Cl

lei

gustan

los dulces.

him.Cl

like

the sweets

‘The kid does not like sweets on me.’

If this were true, it would be expected to be ungrammatical in any sequence
involving an EthCl followed by any dative clitic. This is not borne out. EthCls can
combine with argumental and non-argumental datives as shown in ditransitive
constructions (37a-b) and benefactive/malefactive constructions (37c). EthCls can
then combine with other dative clitics26.

(37) a. Me
Me.Cl

lei

dió

un regalo a Maríai.

her.Cl

gave

a present to Mary

‘He gave a present to Mary on me.’
b. Me
Me.Cl

lei

arruinó

her.Cl

ruined

(Ethical Reading)

la vida a la chicai.
the life to that girl

‘He ruined the life of that girl on me.’
c.

Me

lei

hizo

una tarta

Me.Cl

her.Cl

made a cake

‘He baked the child a cake on me.’

26

a la niñai.
to the child
(Ethical Reading)

For some speakers EthCls are not totally grammatical with ditransitive and benefactive/malef

active constructions.
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Another option left to consider would be to think that EthCls are in
competition for the same structural position. However, on the one hand, EthCls and
Experiencers have different distributional profiles and syntactic properties, which
might refute this claim. The Experiencers of IPCs are not optional arguments and
second, while with EthCls clitic doubling is not allowed (38a), this is not the case with
IPCs, (38b).

(38) a. Jon
John

me

lei

arruinó

*a mí

la vida a la chicai.

me.Cl

her.Cl

ruined

to me

the life of that girl

‘He ruined the life of that girl on me.’

b. Al niño
To-the kid

le

faltan/quedan/sobran

20 dolares.

him.Cl

be lacking/be left/exceed

20 dollars

‘The kid is lacking/is left (with)/has an extra 20 dollars.’

In conclusion, there is no obvious reason why EthCls should be banned from
Inversion

Predicate

Constructions

(IPCs).

There

is

no

clear

structural

nor

thematic/semantic reason that prohibits the combination of EthCls and Experiencer
Datives of IPCs.
The conundrum is further complicated by the fact that the illicit sentences
above improve with periphrastic future va(n) a (‘going to’) (39b), and modal verbs,
(39c-d).

(39) a. *Al niñoi
To-the kid

me

le

gustan

los dulces.

me.Cl

him.Cl

like

the sweets

‘The kid does not like sweets on me.’
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b. ?(Al niñoi)

me

To the child me.Cl

le

van a

gustar

him.Cl

going to like

los dulces.
the sweets

‘The kid is going to like the sweets on me.’
c.

?(Al niñoi)

me

le

deben gustar

los dulces

To the child

me.Cl

him.Cl

must

the sweets

like

´The child must like the sweets on me.´

d. ?(Al niñoi)
To the child

me

le

deberían

gustar

los dulces.

me.Cl

him.Cl

should

like

the sweets

´The child should like the sweets on me.´

The sentences in (40) show that this is also the case with faltar (‘miss/lack’) type of
setences.

(40) a. *Al niño
To the child

me

le

faltan de leer

dos libros

este curso.

me.Cl

him.Cl

miss of read

two books this class

´The kid is missing two books to read in this class on me.’
b. ?Al niño

me

le

van a

faltar de leer

To the child me.Cl him.Cl going to miss of read

dos libros

este curso.

two books this class

‘My kid is going to miss two books to read in this class on me.’
c. ?Al niño
To the child

me

le

deben faltar de leer dos libros este curso.

me.Cl

him.Cl

must

miss of read two books this class

‘My kid must be missing two books to read in this class on me.’
d. ?Al niño

me

To the child me.Cl

le

deberían faltar de leer

him.Cl should

dos libros este curso

miss of read two books this class

‘My kid should be missing two books to read in this class on me.’
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The examples in (39) and (40) might suggest that there is no incompatibility
between quirky dative subjects and an ethical clitic. There is no competiton or clash
between an element in subject position and the EthCl because the sentences are
grammatical with the addition of modal verbs. This means that there is no
incompatibility between an Experiencer quirky dative subject, e.g. a Jon (‘To Jon’)
and an EthCl.
However, I propose that what sentences in (39) and (40) show is that there is
a restriction on multiple realis Experiencers in a single clause. The sentences with
modal verbs are multiclausal sentences and this can give us a hint as to the source
or the solution of the problem. Biclausality is in a very broad sense a licensor in
these specific constructions (IPCs) for the EthCs. It brings a host for the EthCl, not
merely structurally but also semantically. The EthCl can have a relation, a
meaningful relationship, with an epistemic modal. The most interesting part is that to
represent this probability, a verb is needed. As shown in (41), the addition of a
probability adverb does not make the sentence grammatical.

(41) *Probablemente, al niñoi
Probably

me

to-the kid me.Cl

lei

gusten

los dulces.

him.Cl

like.Subjc

the sweets

‘Probably, the kid does not like sweets on me.’

It is then imaginable to conclude that to license EthCls in IPCs, what is required is for
the structure to be richer. It is not sufficient to add probability to the proposition. It
is not as much about bi-clausality, then, as it is about the requirement to provide a
verbal predicate that the clitic can possibly combine with, which automatically leads
to a richer structure.
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If this hypothesis in on the right track, it will be possible to explain the
difference in grammaticality between the simple future and the periphrastic future
with the EthCl. The simple future does not serve as a licensor for the EthCl, as shown
in (42). The simple future provides an extra predicate, but it is not a free-standing
predicate, and it cannot itself host the clitic because it is itself attached to the verb.
The future-inflected verbal element thus cannot host the EthCl.

(42) a. *(Al niñoi)
To the child

me
me.Cl

le

faltarán

los libros.

him.Cl will lack

the books

‘The child will miss the books on me.’
b. *(Al niñoi)
To the child

me

le

gustarán las manzanas.

me.Cl

him.Cl will like

the books

‘The child will like apples on me.’

In the case of the periphrastic future, the sentence improves as shown in (43).

(43) a. ¿(Al niñoi)
To the child

me

le

van a

me.Cl

him.Cl go to

faltar
lack

los libros.
the books

‘The child is going to miss the books on me.’
b. ¿(Al niñoi)
To the child

me

le

van a gustar

me.Cl

him.Cl go to like

las manzanas.
the books

‘The child is going to like like apples on me.’

It may very well be that there are multiple clauses underlyingly in the periphrastic
future. Historically, in the Romance languages, the so-called future is based on forms
of the verb “have”. For example, the future inflection in French is composed by the
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infinitive –er plus the form of the verb ‘have’. It is obviously not clear,
synchronically, whether this is a multi-clausal or monoclausal structure. But if the
facts indicate that for Spanish, the future behaves like ‘be going to’, ‘have to’, and
‘must’, there will be a generalization to be made. My analysis predicts therefore that
the verb ir (´to go´) can host EthCls and this is the case as shown in (44).

(44) El niño
The kid

me

va

al

cine

me.Cl

go

to-the movie theatre

todos

los domingos.

all

the Sundays

´The kid goes to the movies every Sunday on me.´

In conclusion, I propose that there is a restriction of EthCls on IPCs: there cannot be
an Experiencer (Experiencer Dative) and an affected (Ethical Clitic Dative) in the
form of a dative in the same clause. For an IPC to host an EthCl the structure of the
sentence has to be richer as it is in the case of the addition of periphrastic future
and/or modal verbs.

2.2.2 Structural Restriction
According to Cuervo (2003), EthCls appearing with unergative predicates are the
most unambiguous cases of EthCls. This statement is not completely correct. The
first thing noticeable in all the examples shown by Cuervo (2003) with unergative
verbs, some examples illustrated in (45), is the occurrence of the particle ya
(‘already’) in the sentence. The absence of this particle makes the sentence
ungrammatical or at least quite deviant as (45b) demonstrates. This very significant
detail has been overlooked.
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(45) a. Jon
Jon

ya

te/le

camina.

already

you/him.Cl

walk

‘Jon walks already and on you/on him.´
b. */??Jon
Jon

me/te/le

camina/trabaja.

me/te/him.Cl

walk/work

(Cuervo 2003)

‘Jon walks/works on me/on you/on him.´

Not only does a temporal particle like ya (‘already’) give these results but also
adverbs such as bien (‘well’) as shown in (46).

(46)

Jon

me/te/le

camina/trabaja

bien.

John

me.Cl/you.Cl/him.Cl

walks/works

well

'John walks/works well on me/you/him.´

Interestingly, these temporal/adverbial elements also help to disambiguate
constructions in which the clitic can be interpreted either as an EthCl or as some
other type of dative. In sentence (47a), hablar (‘speak’) is an instance of an
intransitive verb. The addition of the EthCl is only possible when this temporal or
adverbial element is added. In (47b), the only possibility of interpretation of the clitic
me (‘to me’) is to be an Indirect Object clitic. However, in the case of (47c), the
addition of the temporal element makes possible the interpretation of the clitic me
(‘me’) as both EthCl and Indirect Object Clitic.

(47) a. Jon
John

habla.
speaks

‘John speaks.’
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b. Jon
John

me

habla.

me.Cl

speaks

‘John speaks to me.’
c. Jon

ya

John already

me

habla.

me.Cl

speaks

‘John already speaks to me.’

(Lexical Dative Reading)

‘John already speaks and on me.´

(Ethical Reading)

This ambiguity is also found with verbs that behave both transitively and
intransitively, e.g. the verb comer (‘eat’). Sentence (48) can have several
readings27.

(48) Juan
John

me/te/le

comió

la sopa.

me.Cl/you.Cl/him.Cl

ate

the soup

´Jon ate the soup for me/you/him.´

(Benefactive Reading)

´John ate the soup on me/you/him.´

(Ethical Reading)

Reading 1: benefactive/recipient reading: John ate the soup for me, you, him.
Reading 2: ethical reading: John ate the soup and either ‘me, you or him’ is \
affected by this event. The speaker values this event as favorable or
unfavorable for the affectee.

The presence of ya ('already`) or bien ('well') in (49) makes the Ethical Reading
more prominent.

27

I won’t disccus here the Possessive Reading (‘John ate the soup and that soup was mine’)
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(49) Juan
John

me/te/le

comió

la sopa

bien.

me.Cl/you.Cl/him.Cl

ate

the soup

well

´John ate the soup well on me/you/him.´

Along the same lines, Bastos (2011) observes that the presence of an
expressive negation before the EthCl in an unaccusative construction in Brazilian
Portuguese (BP) makes sentence (50) acceptable. The term expressive negation is
used here to refer to the element não (no). This expression is like regular negation in
BP, however, it does not contribute a negative meaning to the sentence.

(50) O João
The John

(não me)

morreu!

(not me)

died

‘John died on me (and the speaker is bothered of it).’

Though Ethical Readings with affirmative sentences are acceptable, negation
significantly favors the Ethical Reading in BP. Moreover, it is worth noticing that in
Spanish as well, a transitive construction can be disambiguated with the presence of
negation.

In

sentence

(51a),

there

are

two

readings

accessible:

a

benefactive/recipient reading and an ethical reading. However, in (51b), the most
salient reading is the Ethical Reading.

(51) a. Jon
John

me

come

la sopa.

me.Cl

eat

the soup

´John eats the apple on me/for me.´
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b. Jon
John

no

me

come

la sopa.

no

me.Cl

ate

the soup

´John doesn't eats the apple on me.´
(most salient reading is Ethical Reading)

It seems, therefore, that the presence of temporal or adverbial elements 28 and
negation license the presence of EthCls in intransitive constructions. Additionally,
these elements make the Ethcial Reading available in ambiguous constructions.
An interesting puzzle comes once more with Inversion Predicate Construtions
(IPCs). These same particles do not help to license the EthCl in IPCs as shown in
(52) vs (53).

(52) a. ??El niño
The child

me

corre.

me.Cl

run

‘The child runs on me.’
b. El niño
The child

ya

me

corre.

already

me.CL

run

‘The child already runs on me.’
c. El niño
The child

me

corre

mucho.

me.CL

run

a lot

‘The child runs a lot on me.’

28

For further research is the question of whether “adverbial elements” in general license EthCls or

otherwise it is a requirement for the adverbial to be hierarchically high or low and only certain type
of adverbials can license EthCls: “evaluative” or “manner” adverbs.
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d. El niño no me
The child

corre.

no me.CL

run

‘The child does not run on me.’

(53) a. *(Al niñoi)
To the child

me

lei

gustan

me.Cl

him.Cl like

los dulces.
the sweets

‘The child likes sweets on me.’
b.*(Al niñoi)

ya

To the child

me

lei

gustan

los dulces.

already me.Cl him.Cl like

the sweets

‘The child likes sweets already on me.’
c.*(Al niñoi)
To the child

me

lei

gustan

me.Cl

him.Cl like

los dulces mucho.
the sweets a-lot

‘The child likes sweets a lot on me.’
d.*(Al niñoi)
To the child

no

me

lei

gustan

no

me.Cl

him.Cl like

los dulces.
the sweets

‘The child does not like sweets on me.’

Previously, it was shown that modals deber (should) and the periphrastic future va a
(going to) add a certain semantic component to these sentences that allows the
EthCl to be licensed. The examples in (39) are repeated in here in (54).

(54) a. *Al niñoi
To-the kid

me

le

gustan

los dulces.

me.Cl

him.Cl

like

the sweets

‘The kid does not like sweets on me.’
b. ?(Al niñoi)
To the child

me

le

van a

me.Cl

him.Cl

going to like

‘The kid is going to like the sweets on me.’
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gustar

los dulces.
the sweets

c. ?(Al niñoi)

me

To the child me.Cl

le

deben gustar

los dulces.

him.Cl

must

the sweets

like

´The child must like the sweets on me´
d. ?(Al niñoi)
To the child

me

le

deberían

gustar

los dulces.

me.Cl

him.Cl

should

like

the sweets

´The child should like the sweets on me.´

This semantic licensing element has to be a verbal element and the verbal element
hosts the clitic. Recall that it is not sufficient to provide semantic context by some
adverbial means like probablemente (probably).

(55) *Probablemente, al niñoi
Probably

me

to-the kid me.Cl

lei

gusten

him.Cl

like.Subj

los dulces.
the sweets

‘Probably, the kid does not like sweets on me.’

However, in examples like (52), repeated here in (56), it is adverbial material and/or
negation that provides the licensing of the EthCl.

(56) a.??El niño
The child

me

corre.

me.Cl

run

‘The child runs on me.’
b. El niño
The child

ya

me

corre.

already

me.CL

run

‘The child already runs on me.’
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c. El niño
The child

me

corre

bien.

me.CL

run

well

‘The child runs well on me.’
d. El niño
The child

no me

corre.

no me.CL

run

‘The child does not run on me.’

My hypothesis is that it might be the case that adverbs like “ya” (already)
would bring in an aspectual functional head and that aspectual functional head could
play a role in the licensing of the clitic and could potentionally host it. However, other
types of adverbials such probablemente (probably) are not associated with a
dedicated functional head and that functional head could only in Spanish be brought
in by modals like deber and it is in the presence of that functional head that it is
possible then to license a clitic, the EthCl.
In

summary,

the

presence

of

apparently

innocuous

temporal

or

adverbial elements and negation license the EthCl in the sentence.

2.2.3 Syntactic-prosodic Approach
To the best of my knowledge, no study on EthCls has focused on the restrictions
shown in the previous section. I propose a syntactic-prosodic approach to explain
these restrictions.
From the view of a syntactic-prosodic approach, the generalization to be made
on the distribution of the EthCs is that the EthCls cannot be in a minimal constituent
bearing main sentence stress. In Spanish, the finite verb bears main sentence stress
in out of the blue sentences as shown in (57b).
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(57) a. ¿Qué pasa?
What happens?
b. El niño [F camina].
The kid

walks

´The kid walks.´

Placing the EthCls in postverbal positions degrade the sentence as shown in (58b),
which is evidence that Ethical Clitics cannot be in the focal domain.

(58) a.??El niño
The kid

quiere caminar-me
wants

walk-me.Cl

‘The kid wants to walk on me’
b. El niño

me

quiere caminar

The kid me.Cl wants

walk

‘The kid wants to walk on me’

When the EthCl is in preverbal position the sentence is likewise ungrammatical as
shown in (59a), which suggests that the EthCl cannot be inside the syntactic domain
to which focal stress is assigned.
Stress-bearing adverbs like ya (‘already’) will get the focal stress and save the
EthCl of being inside the focal stress domain resulting in the grammaticality of the
sentence in (59b). The presence of other verbal material also help the EthCl to avoid
the focal stress domain as shown in (59c).
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(59)

a.*El niño
The kid

[F me

camina].

me.Cl

walk.

´The kid already walks on me.´
b. El niño
the kid

[F ya]

me

camina.

already

me.Cl

walk

´The kid already walks on me.´
c. El niño
the kid

me

camina [F bien].

me.Cl

walk

well

´The kid walks well on me.´

While this thesis does not undertake an extensive analysis of these facts, several
consideratons suggest that syntax-prosody mapping constraints are operative in the
distribution of EthCls. Future work might usefully explore the viability of such an
approach.

2.2.4 Conclusions
In this section I presented two relevant constraints on the distributions of EthCls that
have been unnoticed in the literature on EthCls. On the one hand, EthCls cannot
appear in Predicates Constructions (IPCs) because an Experiencer subject dative and
an Ethical dative clitic cannot be placed in the same clause. On the other hand, there
is a restriction on intransitive construtions due to a prosodic-syntactic constraint of
the EthCls.
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Chapter 3. Solidarity Clitics
Galician, a Romance language in Northwestern Spain, has a second person dative
clitic, specified for number and politeness, with syntactic and semantic properties
that differ from the other clitics in the language. In traditional grammars, this is
referred to as a Solidarity Clitic (henceforth, SolCl)29 and it has been considered in
Galician grammars as something unique to the Galician language. 30 The SolCl is
described in these grammars as an element that the Speaker uses to provoke or
capture the listener’s pity, affection or attention (Alvarez Blanco 1986). 31

The

examples in (1) show sentences in which the SolCl che (‘you’) is present.

(1) a. Pra o outro
for the other

día de casada

levei-che

unha

bofetada.

day of married

I-took-you.Cl

one

slap

‘The day after I got married I got slapped in the face, you know.’
(Fernández Oxea, 1951: 469)
b. Meu pai
my dad

vaiche

a peor,

que a vellez

non che

goes-you.Cl to worse, for the age no

ten

cura.

you.CL has remedy

‘My father is getting worse, for there’s no remedy against age, you know.’
(Carbón Riobóo (1990): 190)
c. Vin-che
I-saw-you.Cl

na calle

unhas mozas, son

un verdadeiro encant.

the street

some girls

a true charm

they-are

‘I saw some girls on the street; they have charm, you know.’
(Fernánde Oxea, 1951: 500)

29

See Carballo Calero (1976) and Vázquez Cuesta (1971).

30

No cases of SolCls have been reported in the literatue in other Romance Languages apart from

Galician and French. Smith (2001) proposes the existence of SolCl in French. The occurrence of
SolCl in French is very controversial and it would be worth examining because the same properties
that Smith (2001) describes for the SolCl, other authors apply to EthCl (Ethical Cltic) Datives.
31

The translation used in the literature for the SolCl, i.e. che

telling/informing you’.
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31

, is ‘you know’ or ‘I am

The SolCl has various properties that are different from argumental dative
clitics. For example, its presence is not required by the argument structure of the
verb and it cannot appear in non-clitic form because of its inability to be doubled by
a DP, (2a), or to be replaced by a pronominal DP as shown in (2b).

(2) a. *Mourreu-chei
it-died-you.Cl
b. *Mourreu
it-died

a vaca

*(a tii).

the cow

to you

a vaca
the cow

*a tii.
to you

‘The cow died, you know.’
(Carbón Riobóo 1990: 89)

The two properties just mentioned are also shared by Ethical Clitics 32 (EthCls) in
Galician as shown in (3).

(3)

a. *Mourreu-chei
it-died-you.Cl

a vaca

*(a tii).

the cow

to you

b. *Mourreu

a vaca

*a tii.

it-died

the cow

to you

‘The cow died on you.´

(Ethical Reading)

Traditional grammars, based on the fact that the EthCl and the SolCl share various
properties, usually consider the SolCl as a subtype of the EthCl. However, there are

32

EthCls clitics not required by the valency of the verb and in Galician work the same way as in

Spanish.
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significant syntactic differences that set them apart. Firstly, unlike EthCls, the person
coreferenced by the clitic receives no “affectedness’’ interpretation and bears no
relationship to the events reported at all. (Native speakers have remarkably sharp
intuitions about this fact.). Second, unlike EthCls, solidarity clitics are restricted to
second person forms. Third, it is possible to double the clitic under topicalization in
the case of the EthCl, exemplified in (4a) but not in the case of the SolCl in (4b).

(4)

a. (a tii),

mourreu-chei

a vaca,

(a tii).

to you

it-died-you.Cl

the cow

to you

‘The cow died on you.´

b. *(a tii), mourreu
to you it-died

(Ethical Reading)

a vaca

*a tii.

the cow

to you

‘The cow died, you know.´

(Solidarity Reading)

Fourth and finally, the SolCl can appear in existential constructions as shown in (5a),
which no other clitic can. (5b) shows a sentence with an existential construction and
a first person clitic me (me). There is no possibility of any interpretation of this clitic
as either argumental (lexical clitic dative) or non-argumental (EthCl). The SolCl is a
category of its own and for this reason its distribution is different from the rest of the
clitic datives, including the EthCl.

(5) a. En política
In politics

hai-che

moitos tópicos.

there are-you.Cl

many cliches

‘There are many clichés in politics, you know.’
(From ‘La Voz de Galicia’ Newspaper)
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b. *En política
In politics

hai-me

moitos tópicos.

there are-me.Cl

many cliches

(Ethical Reading)

There have been several studies on this topic, from traditional grammars to
more recent generative approaches (see Carballo Calero 1976, Carbón Riobóo 1990,
Pita Rubido 2006 among others), but none of them give a precise account of the
distribution of the clitic.
Lorenzo and Longa (2001) claim that the SolCl is associated with an arbitrary
meaning. And due to this arbitrary character, the SolCl is restricted in unavailable
control contexts. This is an inaccurate description of the SolCl distribution since there
are control contexts in which the SolCl is possible. While it is allowed in Subject
Control constructions as shown in (6a), it can also appear in Object Control
constructions, illustrated in (6b). This implies that there is no such restriction or at
least that the restriction has to be re-defined.

(6) a. Maria

quere

chegar-che

pronto.

Mary

wants

arrive-you.Cl

soon

‘Mary wants to arrive soon, you know.’
b. O medico
The doctor

mandou-lle

beber-che

auga.

order-him.Cl

drink-you.Cl

water

‘The doctor ordered him to drink water, you know.’

In another approach, Uriagereka (1995) claims that the property that sets
apart the SolCl from the other clitics of the language is its confinement to root
clauses. This will explain, according to Uriagereka, the pragmatic nature of this clitic.
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However, the SolCl does indeed appear in embedded clauses. There are even cases
in which the placement of the SolCl is impossible in the matrix clause and the only
possible position for the SolCl to be attached is on the verb of the embedded clauses.
In example (7a), the SolCl is placed in the matrix clause and the sentence is
ungrammatical. For the sentence to become grammatical the SolCl has to be
attached to the lower verb, as shown in (7b).

(7)

a. *Digo-che-lle
I.say-you.Cl-him.Cl

que

os galegos

sómos así.

that

the galician

are

so

‘I told him, you know, that we, Galicians, are this way.’
b. Digo-lle

que

I.say-him.Cl that

os galegos

sómos-che

así.

the galician

are-you.Cl

so

‘I told him that we, Galicians, are this way, you know.’

The root phenomenon perspective, then, will not be able to account for cases in
which the SolCl can occur in embedded contexts. Furthermore, some sentences (in
some instances) are grammatical, having attached the SolCl to in the embedded verb
illustrated in (8a), and the matrix verb shown in (8b)33.

(8) a. Dixen-lle

que

os galegos

sómos-che así.

They.say

that

the galician

are-you.Cl so

‘He told him that we, Galicians, are this way, you know.´

33

William Haddican, p.c., reported that SolCls can, for some speakers, marginally appear both in

the main and embedded clause.
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b. Dixen-che-lle
He.say-you.Cl-him.Cl

que

os galegos

sómos así.

that

the galician

are

so

‘He told him, you know, that we, Galicians, are this way.’

There are two questions raised at this point: (i) why and how the SolCl can appear in
embedded clauses and, (ii) how it can appear apparently freely.
This chapter will argue that the distribution is quite similar to the distribution
of Tag Questions (TQs). 34 Interestingly, TQs have been also considered a root
phenomenon in the literature. This fact does not seem to be accurate because for
some speakers, the TQ in (9) can only be attached to the lower sentence as shown in
(9b). The attachment of the TQ to the matrix clause is ungrammatical as displayed in
(9a). The example (9) mimics the pattern found with the SolCl in (8).

(9) a. *I think that he’s a fool, don’t I?
b. It´s clear he is a fool, isn’t he?

Furthermore, there are examples that behave oppositely to the examples in (9). In
these examples, the TQ must be attached to the matrix clause as shown in example
(10) below. Once more, as in the case with the SolCl, an unpredictable pattern is
presented. TQs, then, mimic the behavior of the SolCl.

34

Unlike some kinds of tag questions, SolCls don’t ask for a response or trigger a change of turn in

conversation.

In other words, when a person uses a solidarity clitic there’s no pressure on the

addressee to respond, unlike with non-rhetorical tag-questions.
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(10) a. She thinks that he’s a fool, doesn’t she?
b. *She thinks that he’s a fool, isn’t he?

Once again, a syntactic explanation of the facts strictly based on structure would be
quite difficult since both pairs of sentences, (9)-(10), are structurally identical. The
only difference between sentences, (7)-(8) and (9)-(10), is the subject of the matrix
clause, first person (the speaker) in (7) and (9) vs. third person in (8) and (10).
Moreover, there should not be syntactic reasons to expect the structure of the
sentence to be different depending on whether the subject of the verb is the speaker
or another person. It is then of crucial importance to bring into the discussion the
concept of the “Logophoric Center” (Bianchi 2003). This term refers to the person(s)
whose thoughts are reported in the utterance. There is evidence so far that there is
an effect on the placement of the SolCl and the TQ when the “Logophoric Center” is
the Speaker. The “Logophoric Center” concept will not be a syntactic one35, which
means that the distribution of both elements in embedded clauses cannot be
explained only in terms of syntax, but it is also ruled by pragmatic rules.
The goal of this chapter is twofold. First, it shows that the second person
non-argument forms a category of its own and second, it displays the distribution of
a SolCl. To carry out these tasks, it will be crucial to define the diagnostics that will
allow us to systematically differentiate between EthCls and SolCls, showing that
there are enough syntactic differences to tease them apart. Subsequently, it will
demonstrate that the distribution of SolCls is governed by syntactic principles as well
as pragmatic ones. This comes from observations in the distribution of the SolCls in
embedded clauses in Galician. Contrary to what is assumed in the literature by some

35

The “Logophoric Center” can indeed be taken as a syntactic concept but in my approach, I will

take it as a pragmatic concept.
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authors, i.e. Uriagereka (1995) for Galician, Oyharcabal (1993) for Souletin Basque
or Miyagawa (2012) for Japanese, the second person non-argument does not appear
exclusively in root clauses. I propose that the SolCl in Galician encodes the
listener/addressee syntactically. It is a discourse-related element, and the speaker
makes use of to solicit solidarity from the listener on the proposition expressed by
the predicate.

3.1 A Brief Review of the Literature
According to Carbón Riobóo (1990), the SolCl also existed in older stages of the
language, although it was less commonly used. The approach given to this clitic in
Galician grammars is to include it as a type of EthCl. Various authors claim that this
clitic develops from EthCls, or it is indeed an EthCl. Among them is, Vázquez Cuesta
(1971), who believes that the SolCl arises as a result of the extensive usage of
EthCls:

‘Typical for Galician is the immoderate use of the ethical dative […] the
ethical dative has spread so much in Galician that it is used not only to
indicate the sentimental or affective interest that the speaker has in the
action he is narrating but also to apply to the interlocutor constantly in
order to make him participate in the action itself. Since its value is not
conceptual but purely affective, this solidarity dative is very difficult to
translate, and its calque into Spanish contributes one of the distinctive
features of the type of Spanish spoken in Galicia.’
(Vázquez Cuesta, 1971:121 taken from to Carbón Riobóo 1990: 14)
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As explained in the next section, the SolCl is a different clitic from the EthCl. This is
based on their different syntactic properties and distribution.
To the best of my knoweldge, there have been three main approaches to SolCls
under the generative grammar perspective: Carbón Riobóo (1990), Uriagereka
(1995) and Lorenzo & Longa (2001). Their definitions and analyses of it are different,
including the way each refers to it: ‘Solidarity Clitic’ by Carbón Riobóo (1990),
‘Colloquial Clitic’ by Uriagereka (1995) and ‘Arb(itrary) CHE’ by Longa and Lorenzo
(2003).
Carbón Riobóo (1990:14), following descriptive grammarians such as
Vázquez Cuesta (1971), defines the SolCl as a pronoun that ‘shares the properties of
giving the utterance a more affectionate tone, and involving the hearer in the
situation narrated’. She considers the SolCl as a class of “mood-marker” for the verb.
There are two tense moods in Galician, “Indicative” and “Subjunctive” mood, and
according to Carbón Riobóo (1990), the SolCl would be in between these two
moods36. While the speaker makes use of the Indicative mood to express a fact, in
the case of the Subjunctive mood and the SolCl, the Perspective of the Speaker is
incorporated in the sentence, so both sentences with subjunctive or SolCl, are
affected somehow by the Speaker’s Perspective. The difference between the use of
the subjunctive mood and the SolCl, according to her, is that with the subjunctive,
the sentence gets only one interpretation, the one conveyed by the verb in the main
clause. That is, it is the matrix clause verb that expresses the feelings of the Speaker
towards what is expressed in the embedded clause by the subjunctive. However, the
solidarity pronoun does not limit the sentence to one interpretation because what the
solidarity pronoun does is indicate that “the statement is not neutral, and the

36

Carbón Riobóo (1990) does not specify if it is syntactically or in some other sense?
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speaker is supplying a connotation” (ibid, 96). The different interpretations with the
addition of the SolCl, following Carbón Riobóo, are influenced by some other factors
such as intonation. The examples in (11) show a sentence with indicative mood
(11a), a sentence with subjunctive mood (11b) and a sentence with the solidarity
pronoun (11c).

(11) a. Xurxo

tiña

corenta pesos.

Xurso

had

forty pesos

‘Xurso had forty pesos.’
b. Alégro-me
I.am.glad-me.Cl

de que

Xurso

tivese

corenta pesos.

of

Xurso

had

forty

that

pesos

‘I am glad that Xurso had forty pesos.’
c. Xurxo
Xurso

tíña-che

corenta pesos.

had-you.Cl

forty

pesos

‘Xurso had forty pesos, you know.’

(11a) points out a fact, in this case, Xurso had in the past an amount of money,
while in (11b) we have a factual statement to which a personal opinion has been
added: the speaker expresses his happiness at Xurso’s having had that money in the
past. In (11c), the use of the SolCl makes overt the presence of the speaker’s
perspective, which is subject to several interpretations, depending on the intonation.
The sentence in (11c), according to Carbón Riobóo (1990), can then mean the
following:
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(12) a. Xurso had forty pesos, but he already spent them (he already spends
his money fast).
b. Xurso had that money, and you did not (you should be jealous).
c. Don’t you wonder how Xurso got his forty pesos? (I don’t trust him).
d. Xurso was so lucky he had that money! (I am glad for him).

Carbón Riobóo (1990) agrees that it is true that the preceding implications in (12)
can be drawn using intonation alone in a sentence that lacks the SolCl, however, she
claims that the presence of the SolCl strongly directs the listener’s attention towards
an additional implicit reading that lies behind the actual words pronounced by the
speaker. Unfortunately, Carbón Riobóo (1990) does not go further in her analysis
and does not relate any of these readings to a particular intonation contour. If it is
true that the interpretation depends on intonation, one should be able to indicate
precisely which intonation contour corresponds to which reading. Furthermore,
Carbón Riobóo (1990) did not point out that the SolCl does appear with subjunctive
verbs in embedded clauses as shown in (13).

(13) a. É malo
It’s bad

que

Luisa

che

estea

enferma.

that

Luisa

you.Cl

are.Subj.

sick

‘It’s bad that Luisa is sick, you know.’
b. Alegrome de que
I.am.glad of

that

Xurxo

che

tivese

corenta pesos.

Xurso

you.Cl

had.Subj

forty dollars

‘I am glad that Xurso had forty dollars, you know.’
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c. Sería
it.would be

terrible que

Manuela

cho

soube-se.

terrible that

Manuela

you.Cl-it

found out.Subj

‘It would be terrible that Manuela found out about it, you know’
d. Sinto

que

non

I.am.sorry that no

che

podan

levar esa vida.

you.Cl

could.Subj

have this life

‘I am sorry that they can’t have that kind of life, you know.’

The main question here is what interpretation comes as the result of the eventuality
expressed by the embedded clauses in (13). There are two possibilities: the
subjunctive reading, which reflects the feeling expressed by the speaker defined by
the matrix clause, or some of the other interpretations shaped by the addition of the
solidarity pronoun. The interpretation using the subjunctive and the one using the
solidarity pronoun cannot be identified when they appear together. To put it
differently, there is no interpretation that could reflect the feeling of the speaker
simultaneously

reflecting

the

speaker soliciting

solidarity

from

the

Listener.

Furthermore, if the solidarity pronoun is equivalent to a mood-marker, this would be
the only instance in the grammar in which two mood markers appearing in the same
sentence—an unexpected state of affairs since these forms are typically in
complementary distribution.
Uriagereka (1995) correlates the presence of clitics in a sentence with
pragmatic factors and it is specifically the SolCl that is connected to the ‘pragmatic’
component of the grammar. Uriagereka (1995) observes that clitics in Romance
languages are specific and almost always referential, and that there is a striking
similarity between clitic pronouns (especially the 3rd person) and the forms of the
definite articles. With these facts in hand, Uriagereka (1995) concludes that clitics
are determiner heads extracted from VP-internal DPs and moved from their initial
position to a site where they are referentially indexed. In this position, they are
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provided with a person feature. This analysis goes in accordance with Benveniste’s
(1971) view that “the phenomenon of a person is simply a pragmatic way of
encoding reference to the speaker, the addressee or the world” (ibid: 93). This site
where the clitics move is a special syntactic position, a distinct F-phrase above IP,
which he claims is the locus of purely pragmatic operations, encoding syntactically all
of the pragmatic information such as reference assignment, indexicality, encoding
the ‘point of view’, etc. F-Phrase therefore hosts moved elements such as clitics that
encode the speaker’s or an embedded subject’s point of view. According to
Uriagereka (1995), the SolCl is the only clitic that does not move to this projection
but originates in it. This is because the SolCl comes first in the order of clitics and is
exclusively a root-phenomenon. However, these two statements are incorrect. First,
the SolCl, for the majority of the speakers, comes after the clitic se which means
that it is not the first one in the sequence of clitics (see Alvarez Blanco 1986).
Second, as previously demonstrated, the SolCl does appear in embedded clauses.
For Longa and Lorenzo (2001), the SolCl has lost its pronominal meaning,
that is, it does not have the ability to refer to a person. It works more like an
arbitrary clitic. Longa and Lorenzo (2001) claim that the SolCl does not just refer to
the addressee/interlocutor but to all the parties concerned in the utterance: ‘to the
set composed of the speaker, the hearer, and whoever could be concerned by the
content of the utterance’ (ibid: 176). They call this clitic, ‘Arb(itrary) CHE’, because it
highlights the fact that it expresses an arbitrary interest in the subject matter of the
sentence. The addition of the SolCl to the sentence gives the sentence, according to
Longa and Lorenzo (2001), an arbitrary reading. They base their proposal on three
arguments. First, this construction very much resembles other constructions that
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express arbitrary readings. These constructions can be found in Galician and
Spanish, (14)37.

(14) Para llegar a la facultad, coges
to reach

la línea 5 y

luego

cambias a la 8.

to-the Faculty, you.take the line 5 and then

you.change to 8

‘In order to reach Campus, one takes line no.5 and then changes to the 8.’
(Spanish)
(Lorenzo & Longa 2001: 190)

Second, the SolCl cannot co-occur with reflexive anaphoric clitics such as se, as
shown in (15). They interpret this fact as claiming that both clitics are in
complementary distribution because they share the property of having an arbitrary
nature.

37

However, they do not go further and state whether they are the same or different syntactically.

There are other similar constructions in both, Spanish and in Galician, in which the 2 nd person clitic
has a non-referential character as illustrated in (i) below. However, these constructions as well as
the one presented by Lorenzo and Long in example (14), are very restrictive, both in Spanish and
Galician, and do not share all the syntactic properties of SolCl constructions. So, these two
constructions are not equivalents.
(i) Tenemos una nueva secreatria. Tei
sabe taquigrafía y
te
habla francés
Have
a
new
secretary. You.Cl knows shorthand and you.Cl speak French
‘We have a new secretary. She knows shorthand and speaks Frennch, you know.’
(Spanish)
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(15) *Diante un fracaso da
before a failure

policia,

of-the-police,

di-que

o

they-say

the minister

criticába-se-che

con dureza.

criticized-himself-you.Cl

with hardness

ministro

‘They say that the minister criticized himself strongly in the face of a
police failure, you know.’

(Longa & Lorenzo 2001: 180)

For the third argument, Longa & Lorenzo show that it is impossible to add the SolCl
to control constructions, as shown in (16).

(16) a. As circunstancias permitiron [que
the circumstances allowed

that

regalara

xoias

compliment

jewels to everyone

ó ministro

che

the minister

you.Cl

a todo dues].

‘The circumstances allowed the minister to compliment everybody with
pieces of jewelery, you know.’
b. *As circunstancias

permitiron ó ministro

the circumstances

allowed

the minister

[regalar-che

xoias

compliment-you.Cl

jewels to everyone

a todo dues].

‘The circumstances allowed the minister to compliment everybody with
pieces of jewelery, you know.’
(Longa & Lorenzo 2001: 187)
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The SolCl is then for Longa and Lorenzo (2001), another device that Galician has, to
interpret a sentence in a generic/arbitrary way. Therefore, the generalization is that
the SolCl is banned from appearing in any construction that gives an arbitrary
reading. However, what makes this approach stumble, is the fact that for example,
there is nothing arbitrary about control infinitive constructions.
Pita Rubido (2006) agrees with Longa and Lorenzo (2001) in that the SolCl
has lost its pronominal character. Her argument is based on the fact that in ‘teista’
dialects the form che is kept to refer to the SolCl. In these dialects, there is a
neutralization of the Accusative-Dative clitic case distinction, and the dative clitic is
no longer represented by che. The form te represents both the dative and the
accusative. Pita Rubido (2006) interprets this fact saying that che no longer carries
the dative function. This means, according to her, that this clitic has lost the ability
to refer to the listener. In these dialects che is no longer used to refer to a listener or
any other person. For this function, te is used. Che is therefore a fossilized form that
has lost its pronominal character. It has acquired a new function, and this is a
discursive one. The studies discussed thus far therefore agree that the SolCl has lost
its initial dative function and does not represent the dative case any longer.
However, this clitic did not loose its referential character. The SolCl does refer, and it
refers to the listener.
To summarize, in the literature there are several characterizations of the
SolCl: a subtype of EthCl, a mood-marker, a pragmatic element, and an arbitrary
clitic. None of these characterizations are completely accurate, as explained in the
next section. I argue that the correct characterization of this clitic is that the speaker
uses the SolCl to solicit solidarity from the listener about the proposition expressed
by the predicate. Therefore, under this approach, the SolCl is not a subtype of EthCl
or a mood-marker and it is definitely not an arbitrary clitic, since it refers to the
listener. It is, however, a pragmatic element to some extent.
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3.2 Is the Solidarity Clitic a Subtype of Ethical Clitic?
Conceptually, it is possible to think of the SolCl and the EthCl as different entities.
While the referent of the SolCl is not necessarily affected by the action described and
perhaps not even interested in it, the function of the EthCl is to explicitly refer to
who is involved in a given action. Carbón Riobóo (1990) claims that there are
differences between Solidarity clitics and Ethical dative clitics based on pragmatic
reasons.

‘The requirements for the admission of an ethical clitic are not
syntactic in nature, but rather they respond to pragmatic
reasons. Ethical datives refer to an entity that is affected, more
or less directly by the action expressed in the sentence.
Therefore, if in the proposition of any given utterance or
sentence there is no affected entity, then the presence of the
ethical dative is not only unnecessary but also impossible.
Solidarity clitics, on the other hands, serve to link the speaker
with its audience, i.e. the hearer(s). Therefore, independently
of whether the hearer is or is not affected by the action that is
being narrated there is always space for a solidarity form,
which

is

a

mental

bridge

between

both

sides

in

the

communication process. This account suggests that ethical
datives hold a closer relationship with the verb of the sentence
than do solidarity clitics. In fact, the latter seem to be related
to the whole utterance, not just the verb.’
(Carbón Riobóo 1990: 46)
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It is true, following Carbón Riobóo (1990), that the SolCl and the EthCl make some
pragmatic contribution, but it is of a different nature. While the EthCl has a closer
relationship to the verb and the pragmatic contribution to the sentence can be
translated as affectedness, the SolCl relates to the entire utterance, and it represents
a link between the speaker and the hearer. Also, the role of the speaker is different.
The role of the speaker with the EthCl is to approve or disapprove of the content of
the proposition with relation to the affectee, and in the case of the SolCl, the Speaker
wants to involve the listener and there is no affectee involved. In other words, the
two pragmatic contributions are plainly different, and this will affect its distribution
and structural position.
It is true that the SolCl shares various syntactic properties with the EthCl.
Both are optional arguments of the predicate, neither can appear in non-clitic form
nor can they be doubled by a DP, and neither can bind anaphors. However, the focus
of this chapter is to demonstrate that it is possible to formally distinguish EthCls and
SolCls, on the basis of their different syntactic properties.

3.2.1 Clitic Doubling
In Galician as in Spanish, either an XP or its associate, which is the dative clitic that
agrees with the XP in phi-features, represents the Dative arguments. The realization
of the XP a + NP, is what sets apart SolCls and EthCls (non-arguments) from the rest
of the datives (arguments marked with dative case); while the XP a + NP is allowed
in all other argumental (dative) constructions, non-arguments are realized solely by
the dative clitic. The clitic cannot be replaced by any full XP or co-occur with one,
unless the XP is dislocated as is the case of EthCls. (17)a is the only grammatical
sentence in (17) because the SolCl is realized uniquely by the clitic while (17b) and
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(17c) care ungrammatical because in the former, the SolCl is replaced by a DP strong
pronoun a ti (‘to you’) and in the latter, the SolCl is coindexed with a tí (‘to you’).

(17) a.

Os venres

os alumnus

sempre

chégan-che

tarde á clase.

the Fridays

the students

always

arrive-you.Cl

late to class

‘The students always arrive late to the class on Fridays, you know.’
b. *Os venresos os alumnus
the Fridays

sempre

the students

always

chégan

*a tí

arrive

tarde á clase.

to you late to class

‘The students always arrive late to the class on Fridays, you know.’
c.

*Os venres os alumnus

sempre chégan-chei

the Fridays the students

*a tíi

tarde á clase.

always arrive-you.Cl to you

late to class

The sentences in (18) illustrate the same patterns with EthCls.

(18) a. O cativo
the kid

escribiu-lle-me

a carta

ó rei.

he.wrote-him-me.Cl

the letter

to king

‘The kid wrote a letter to the king on me.’

b. *O cativo
the kid

escribiulle

a carta

*a mín

ó rei.

he.wrote-him.Cl

the letter

to me

to king

‘The kid wrote a letter to the king on me.’
c. *O cativo escribiu-lle-mei
the kid

a carta

he.wrote-him.Cl-me.Cl

the letter

1‘The kid wrote a letter to the king on me.’
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*a míni
to me

ó rei.
to king

However, there are further differences between SolCls and EthCls. Leftdislocation constructions provide another structural context where an a + NP cooccurs with a clitic, i.e. a left-dislocated indirect object requires a compulsory clitic,
as shown by the ungrammaticality of (19) without the dative clitic.

(19) A él/A Jon,

Susana *(le)

To him/To John, Susana him.Cl

regaló

una bicicleta.

gave as a present

a bike

‘To him/John, Susana gave a bike as a present.’

The patterning of SolCls and EthCls in left-dislocation constructions is a source of
evidence for the syntactic distinctiveness of the two clitics. The left-dislocation
construction is quite useful to test whether the co-occurrence of the XP a + NP is
absolutely forbidden with non-argument dative clitics in all types of structural
contexts. Another interesting pattern exhibited by non-arguments with clitic doubling
phenomenon, both on the right (clitic doubling) and on the left (the left dislocation
construction) is taken into account. Neither clitic doubling nor left dislocation is
allowed with SolCls, as shown in (20).

(20) a. Mourreu-chei
it.died-you.Cl

b.

a vaca.
the cow

‘The cow died on you.’

(Ethical Reading)

‘The cow died, you know.’

(Solidarity Reading)

*Mourreu-chei

a vaca

it.died-you.Cl

the cow

(*a tii).
to you

‘The cow died, you know.’

(Solidarity Reading)

(Carbón Riobóo 1990: 89)
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c. (*a tii)

morreuchei

a vaca

(*a tii).

to you

died-you.Cl

the cow

to you

‘The cow died, you know.’

(Solidarity Reading)

EthCls in left dislocation positions are possible to a degree as shown in examples (21
a-b), but impossible when there is no dislocation and the DP appear VP-internal, as
shown in (21c).

(21) a. ?Xoan
Juan

arruino-mei-llei

a vida a esa rapaza,

a mini.

the life of that girl

to me

ruined-me.Cl-him.Cl

‘Juan ruined her life and on me.’
b. ?A mini
to me

Xoan

arruino-mei-llei

a vida a esa rapaza.

Juan

ruined-me.Cl-him.Cl

the life of that girl

‘Juan ruined her life and on me.’
c. *Xoan
John

(Ethical Reading)

(Ethical Reading)

arruino-mei-llei

a vida a esa rapaza

ruined-me.CL-him.Cl

the life of that girl

(*a mini)
to me

‘Juan ruined her life on me.’ (Ethical Reading)

To summarize, SolCs and EthCls, are both different from argumental datives in that
they cannot be realized by an NP unlike other species of datives. They can be
distinguished in that there are structural contexts in which the EthCl can actually be
doubled if the DP is in a topicalized A’-position. This is impossible for SolCls.
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3.2.2 Types of Sentences
In this section, I will explore whether EthCls and SolCls can appear in the same type
of structures. The structures under investigation are: existentials, stative predicates,
impersonals, passives, imperatives, exclamatives, indirect questions, and relative
clauses.

3.2.2.1 Existentials, Stative Predicates, Impersonals and Passives
Both the SolCl and the EthCl are compatible with transitive (22a), intransitive (22 bc), and ditransitive (22d) verbs.

(22) a. Ultimamente os alumnus
lately

the students

insultan-che

por nada

ó decano.

insult-you.Cl

for nothing to-the

dean

‘Lately, the students insult the dean without a reason, you know.’
b. Os venres
the Fridays

os alumnus

sempre

chégan-che

tarde

the students

always

arrive-you.Cl late

á clase.
to-the class

‘The students always arrive late to the class on Friday, you know.’
c. Marcharon-che
they.left-you.Cl

todos

prá America.

all

to America

‘They left for America, you know.’
d. Pois o que é
Well, that what is

a min

nunca

for me never

che

me

deu

nada.

you.Cl

me.Cl

gave

anything

‘Well, as far as I am concerned he/she never gave me anything, you know.’

However, the most salient property of the SolCl is its compatibility with psych
constructions (23a), stative verbs, (23b-d), and, existential constructions, (23e-f).
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(23) a. A actitude do primeiro ministro

preocupa-che-lles.

the attitude of-the prime minister
moito

ó goberno.

much

to-the government

worries-you.Cl-them.Cl

‘The attitude of the Prime Minister worries them seriously, you know.’
(Fernández Oxea, 1951:462)
b. Amores
lovers

tíña-che

trece.

I.had-you.Cl

thirteen

‘I had thirteen lovers, you know.’
c.

(Fernández Oxea, 1951:462)

As mazás

que merquei

hoxe

estan-che

boísimas.

the apples

that I.bought

today

are-you.Cl very good

‘The apples that I bought today are very good, you know.’
d.

Os galegos

sómos-che así.

the Galicians

are-you.Cl so

‘We, Galicians, are this way, you know.’
e.

Hai-che

tolos

aos

que

lle

there.are-you.Cl

crazy

to-the that him.Cl

da

por ouvearlle

á lúa.

give by howling the moon

‘There are crazy people who howl to the moon, you know.’
(From ‘La Voz de Galicia’ Newspaper)
f.

En política

hai-che

moitos tópicos.

in politics

there.are-you.Cl

many cliches

‘There are many clichés in politics, you know.’
(From ‘La Voz de Galicia’ Newspaper)

This fact is very significant because, apart from the SolCl, no clitic can appear in any
of these constructions, including EthCls. Since EthCls are not restricted to only one
person as is the case of the SolCl, it is easy to prove that EthCls are incompatible
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with these predicates by changing the person on the clitic. In the b-examples of
(24)-(26) the EthCl me (‘me’) is forbidden.

(24) a. Amores
lovers

tíña-che

trece.

I.had-you.Cl

thirteen

‘I had thirteen lover, you know.’
b. *Amores
lovers

tíña-me

trece.

I.had-me.Cl

thirteen

‘I had thirteen lovers on me.’

(25) a. Os galegos
the galicians

son-che

así.

are-you.Cl so

‘We, Galicians, are this way, you know.’
b. *Os galegos
the galicians

son-me

así.

are-me.Cl

so

‘We, Galicians, are this way on me.’

(26) a. As mazás
the apples

que merquei

hoxe

están-che

boísimas.

that I.bought

today

are-you.Cl very good

‘The apples that I bought today are very good, you know.’
b.*As mazás
the apples

que merquei

hoxe

estan-me

boísimas.

that I.bought

today

are-me.Cl

very good

‘The apples that I bought today are very good on me.’

Moreover, the example in (27) shows that EthCls are not allowed with Psych
Predicates.
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(27) *A actitude do primeiro ministro

preocupa-me-lles

the attitude of-the prime minister

worries-me.Cl-them.Cl

ó gobernó.
to-the government
‘The attitude of the Prime Minister worries the government seriously, on me.’
(Lorenzo & Longa 2001)

3.2.2.2 Imperatives, Exclamatives, Indirect questions, Relative Clauses
Very significant is the fact that the SolCl is possible with exclamative sentences but
impossible with imperatives, indirect questions, or relative clauses. The EthCl
behaves just the opposite because it does not appear in exclamatives, and it is
possible in imperatives, indirect questions, and relative clauses.
The SolCl is banned 38 with relative clauses as shown in (28a), indirect
questions with the complementizer if, exemplified in (28b), or indirect wh-questions,
showed in (28c). The EthCl can appear in each of these constructions as shown in
(29).

(28) a. *Alguém

atirou

someone shot

no empregado da atriz

que

che

the servant

that

you.Cl was

na varanda

com seu marido.

the balcony

with his huband

of actrees

estava

‘Someone shot the actress’s servant who was on the balcony with her
husband, you know.’

38

Haddican, p.c., collected data that show that there are Speakers who accept che in relative

clauses and wh-questions.
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b. *Pregunta-me
you.asked.me.Cl

si

esto

describía-che

a nosa amistad.

if

this

describe-you.Cl

the our frienship

‘He asked me whether/if this described our friendship, you know.’
c. *Pregunta-lle
you.asked.her.Cl

a Montse

qen

podo-che

ser.

to Montse

who

he.can-you.Cl

be

‘He asked Montse who he might be, you know.’

(29) a. Alguém
someone

atirou

no empregado da atriz

que

me

estava

shot

the servant

that

me.Cl

was

of actrees

na varanda

com seu marido.

the balcony

with his huband

‘Someone shot the actress’s servant who was on the balcony with
her husband on me.’
b. Preguntame
you.asked.me.Cl

si

esto

describía-me

a nosa amistad.

if

this

describe-me.Cl

the our frienship

‘He asked me whether/if this described our friendship on me

c. *Preguntalle

a Montse

you.asked.her.Cl to Montse

qen

podo-me

ser.

who

he.can-me.Cl

be

‘He asked Montse who he might be on me.’

The examples in (30), the exclamative sentences are only grammatical with the
SolCl che (‘you’), meanwhile the opposite behavior is found with the imperative
sentence in (31). The sentence in (31) is grammatical only with the addition of the
EthCl me (‘me’).
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(30) a. ¡Se che/*me
If

you.Cl/me.Cl

sabe

Manuela!

knows

Manuela

If Manuela finds out about it, you know’(Solidarity Reading)
(Girgado, 1989:113)
*‘If Manuela finds out about it on me.’
b. ¡Esta che/*me
It.is-you.Cl/me.Cl

boa

a comida!

good

the food

(Ethical Reading)

‘The food is good, you know.’

(Solidarity Reading)

‘The food is good on me.’

(*Ethical Reading)

(31) *!Cuidado,
Be careful,

ides *che/me

caer*che/me!

go-you.Cl/me.Cl

fall-you.Cl/me.Cl

´Be careful, you will fall down, you know.’
Be careful, you will fall down on me.’

(*Solidarity Reading)
(Ethical Reading)

The fact that the SolCl is impossible in imperatives is not very surprising
because the speaker probably does not seek solidarity from the hearer when (s)he
gives a command. The important fact is that these distinctions may reflect the fact
that the SolCl and the EthCl might be attached to different heads. It is relevant at
this point to bring into the discussion Rizzi’s (1997) idea of the split left periphery.
Rizzi (1997) argues for an articulated left periphery in which CP is divided into
several distinct projections, following Pollock’s (1989) split IP proposal. Rizzi’s (1997)
proposed structure is the following:

(32) [ForceP [TopP* [FocP [TopP* [FinP]]]]]
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According to Rizzi (1992), ForceP is responsible for the distinction among various
types of clauses: declarative, interrogative, exclamative, etc. and this could mean
that the SolCl is dependant39 on Rizzi’s head ‘Force’ but not the EthCl.
It is also interesting that the SolCl cannot appear with modal verbs. This is
another fact that can be interpreted as if the SolCl has to be attached above T.
EthCls in this respect behave the same way. They cannot appear with modal verbs,
as shown below in (33).

(33) a. Debería-(*che)
it.should-you.Cl

haber

máis certames

para promover

have

more contests

to promote

que a xente cante.
that people sing
‘There should be more contests for people to sing.’
b. Non debemos-(*che)
Not (we) must-you.Cl

permitir
allow

que Alfoz
that Alfoz

siga perdendo poboación.
continues losing population
‘We should not allow Alfoz to continue losing population.’

3.2.3 Licensing of the SolCl
The dative arguments in Galician, the same as in Spanish, consist of an XP and its
associate, the clitic. It is common that one of these two elements is not overtly
realized, but the co-indexation is still taking place between the XP and the clitic.

39

It is licensed via agreement.
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There are three structural scenarios obtained with the incorporation of the SolCl: 1)
the dative clitic is not overt but the XP is, (34b); 2) the clitic is overt but the XP is
not, (34a); and 3) both, the clitic and the XP are overt, (34c). The SolCl is always
added into the structure in the first position.

(34) a. SOLCL

clitici ………

(XPi )

b. SOLCL

(clitici) ………

XPi

c. SOLCL

clitici

XPi

………

Sentences with any of the schema represented in (34) result in well-formed
sentences, and the addition of the SolCl is possible. The important point is that when
the SolCl is added to the predicate, there is no intervention effect in the coindexation between the IO clitic and its associate XP. This might suggest that the
SolCl is in a farily high position in the structure so that there is no intervention
effect40.
Transitive verbs provide the scenario described in (34a), repeated in here in
(35), where the XP might not be overtly realized but the clitic must be.

(35) SOLCL clitici ……… (XPi )

The addition of the SolCl in this structure results in a polysemic reading of the clitic
che (you)41. These types of verbs can behave either as a transitive or intransitive
verb. Sentence (36a) contains the verb oir (to hear) while (36b) contains the verb

40

EthCls can intervene in this relation. EthCls are governed by different licensing conditions.

41

This is not the case in ‘teista’ dialects. In these dialects the SolCl is represented by the pronoun

‘te’
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merquei (to buy). Since the XP is not overtly realized, various possible readings are
available. Che can function both as a SolCl and, if the verb is transitive, or otherwise,
it can behave as an indirect object pronoun. With the argumental reading, the clitic
che must be co-indexed with a non-overt XP. However, in the case where che is a
SolCl, there is no co-indexation with any XP. The SolCl cannot be clitic-doubled, as
shown in the previous section.

(36) a. Non
not

che
you.Cl

oi.
he.hears

‘He cannot hear you’

(Indirect Object Reading)

‘He does not hear, you know.’

(Solidarity Reading)

‘He does not hear on you.´’

(*Ethical Reading)

b. Merquei-che
I.bought-you.Cl

unhas botas.
some boots

‘I bought a pair of boots for you.’

(Indirect Object Reading)

‘I bought a pair of boots, you know.’

(Solidarity Reading)

‘I bought a pair of boots on you.´

(*Ethical Reading) 42
(Carballo Calero, 1976: 209)

There is also ambiguity between an Ethical and a Solidarity reading 43 in these
cases. In (37), there is ambiguity between the 2nd person EthCl and the 2nd person
SolCl with intransitive verbs.

42

The EthCl reading is impossible because the argumental reading has the priority.

43

The important point is that the SolCl is not subject to any of the licensing conditions that the

EthCl is subject to.
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(37) Mourreu-che
It.died-you.Cl

a vaca.
the cow

‘The cow died on you.´

(Ethical Reading)

‘The cow died, you know.´

(Solidarity Reading)

The way to disambiguate the sentence is to double the clitic. The Ethical Reading is
possible when the doubling of the clitic in a dislocated position is possible.

(38) Mourreu-che
it.died.you-Cl

a vaca,

a ti.

the cow

to you

‘The cow died on you.’

Transitive constructions provide us with the scenario described in (34)
repeated in here in (39), where the argumental clitic can optionally be realized.

(39) a. SolCl + (clitici) ……… XPi
b. SolCl + clitici

……… XPi

The dative clitic can be optional with Indirect objects bearing the theta role Goal in
Galician, as shown in (40).

(40) (clitici)

………

XPi

Os rapaces sempre

(llesj)

dan moito que facer

ós seus paisj.

The children always

them

give much to do

to their parents

‘Children always give their parents a lot to do.’
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When an extra-clitic is added to the structure, i.e. a 2nd person clitic, there are two
possibilities; the first possibility is that the extra-argument is an EthCl and therefore
someone is involved/affected, or the second possibility is that it is a SolCl, which
means that there is a second person witness (not involved or affected). When the
argumental (IO) clitic dative lles (‘them’) is overtly realized, both readings are
available, as indicated in (41).

(41) Os rapaces sempre
The children always

che

llesj

dan moito

que facer

you.Cl /you.Cl

them

give much

to do

ós seus paisj.
to their parents
‘Children always give their parents a lot to do on you.´

(Ethical Reading)

‘Children always give their parents a lot to do, you know.’ (Solidarity Reading)

However, when the IO clitic lles (them) is not realized, the only possible reading is
the Solidarity Reading as illustrated in (42).

(42) Os rapaces sempre
The children always

che*i

dan moito que facer

ós seus país*i/j.

you.Cl

give much to do

to their parents

*‘Children always give their parents a lot to do on you.´ (*Ethical Reading)
‘Children always give their parents a lot to do, you know.’ (Solidarity Reading)

To prove that the Ethical Reading is impossible, the clitic is changed to first person
me (me). The EthCl can be realized as first, second or third person as opposed to the
SolCl that is restricted to second person che (‘you’). In example (43), me (‘me’)
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cannot be co-indexed with a dislocated a NP a mi (`to me’) nor with the a NP ós seus
pais (‘to their parents’).

(43) *A mi*j, os rapaces sempre

me*i/*j (llesk)

to me the children always me.Cl them.Cl
ós seus paisi/k,

*a mi*j

to their parents

to me.

dan moito que facer.
give much

to do

‘Children always give their parents a lot to do on me.’

This means that for the licensing of the ethical reading in ditransitive constructions,
the presence of the IO clitic is necessary, as shown in (44).

(44) A mij,os rapaces
to me the children

sempre me i/*jllesk

dan moito que facer,

always me.Cl/them.Cl

give much to do

ós seus paisi/k,

a mij

to their parents

to me

‘Children always give their parents a lot to do on me.’

In Galician, the presence of the optional IO-cl is compulsory in order to get the
EthCl. In other words, the absence of the optional IO-cl acts as a disambiguator
between the EthC and SolCl reading.
There is another context in which the occurence of the argumental clitic is
required for the addition of another clitic. In this case, it is the addition of the SolCl.
Though I claimed previously that SolCls are able to appear in psych constructions,
there is, in fact, a restriction. The presence of the experiencer clitic is required when
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the SolCl is present in the sentence. In Experiencer Datives, as with dative goals in
Galician, clitic doubling is optional, as shown in (45).

(45) A actitute do primeiro ministro

preocupa-(lles)

the attitude of-the prime minister worries.them.Cl

moito ó gobernó.
a-lot to.the government

‘The attitude of the Prime Minister worries them seriously.’

However, a clitic coreferential with the object noun phrase experiencer ó goberno
(the government) is needed for the sentence, in (46a) to result in a grammatical
sentence as (46b) shows.

(46) a. *A actitude do primeiro ministro

preocupa-che moito

ó gobernó.

the attitude of-the prime minister worries-you.Cl a-lot to.the government.
‘The attitude of the Prime Minister worries the government seriously.’
b. A actitute do primeiro ministro

preocupa-che-lles

moito ó gobernó.

the attitudeof-the prime minister worries-you.ClL-him.Cl a-lot

to.the gover.

‘The attitude of the Prime Minister worries them seriously.’

This differs from sentences with Dative Goals. The sentence in (47a) has the
Experiencer clitic lles (‘them’) overtly realized and in sentence (47b), it is not. Both
sentences allow the placement of the SolCl. It is only in psych predicates that SolCls
must co-occur with the experiencer clitic, shown in (47c).

(47) a. Os rapaces
The children

sempre che

lles

dan moito que facer

always you.ClL them.Cl give much to doto

‘Children always give their parents a lot to do, you know.’
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ós seus pais.
to their parents

b. Os rapaces sempre
The children always

che

dan moito que facer

you.Cl

give much to do

ós seus pais.
to their parents

‘Children always give their parents a lot to do you know.’
c. A actitute do primeiro ministro

preocupa-che-lles

moito

the attitudeof-the prime minister worries-you.ClL-him.Cl a-lot

ó gobernó.
the gover.

‘The attitude of the Prime Minister worries them seriously.’

EthCls, on the contrary, are not allowed with Experiencer Datives as shown in (48),
even in cases in which a clitic substitutes for the Experiencer NP ó goberno (‘the
government’). This is the same observation that we made in Chapter 2 about
Spanish EthCls. This means that in the case of the EthCl, not even the presence of
the experiencer clitic can allow the placement of the EthCl.

(48) a. *A actitud do primeiro ministro
the attitude of-the prime minister

preocupa-me

moito ó goberno.

worries-me.Cl

a-lot the government

‘The attitude of the Prime Minister worries the government seriously on me.’
b. *A actitud do primeiro ministro

preocupa-me-lles

the attitude of-the prime minister
moito

ó goberno.

a-lot

the government

worries-me.Cl-them.Cl

‘The attitude of the Prime Minister worries them seriously on me.’

There is another important restriction on the placement of SolCl in the sentence.
SolCls are blocked with second person subjects, as shown in (49a), and second
person clitics, represented in (49b).
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(49) a.*Ti
you

dormes-che

moito.

sleep-you.Cl

a lot

‘You sleep a lot, you know.’
b. *Ven-che
Come-you.Cl

aquí!
here

‘Come here, you know.’

In conclusion, there is only two structural well-formedness conditions of the
placement on the SolCl. First, the presence of the experiencer clitic is compulsory for
the placement of the SolCl in Psych predicate constructions. Second, although the
SolCl does not impose restrictions on the combination with other clitics, it is banned
with second person subjects and clitics.

3.2.4 Linear Order
SolCls and EthCls can co-occur with other datives and also with each other. When
the SolCl and the EthCl co-occur, the SolCl precedes the EthCl, as shown in the
examples in (50).

(50) a. Este ministro

é-che-me

un pouco ladrón.

this minister is-you.Cl-me.Cl

a little thief

‘This minister is a little thief on me, you know.’
b. *Este ministro é-me-che

un pouco ladrón.

this minister is-me.Cl-you.Cl

a little thief
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Although it is possible to find instances where the SolCl can follow the EthCl as
exemplified in (51). This occurs when the SolCl is in the plural from vos (‘you plural’).
In other words, whether the SolCl precedes or follows depends on whether it is
singular or plural. I will take this fact as a morphogical constraint or ‘oddity’ that
differentiates between the singular and the plural form (che vs. vos). For some
reason, the plural form ‘vos’ must follow the EthCl and che has to precede it.

(51) a. Este ministro
This minister

e-me-vos

un pocou ladron.

is-me.Cl-you.pl.Cl

a little thief

‘This minister is a little thief on me, you guys know.’
b. Este ministro
This minister

e-che-me

un pocou ladron.

is-you.sg.Cl-me.Cl

a little thief

‘This minister is a little thief on me, you know.’

Sentences in (52)-(55) show different combinations of SolCl + EthCl with other types
of argumental clitics. The EthCl44 does not have priority in the linear order compared
to other datives because when combined with an IO dative clitic, the EthCl must
follow argumental dative clitics, as indicated in the examples below.

44

There might be dialectical variations because we find examples with different orders of the IO and

the EthCl. For Pita Ruido (2006), the EthCl comes before the IO. See (i):
(i) Non me lle deades caramelo ao neno.

(ii) Déichelle unhas boas labazadas ao rapaz.
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(52) a. Morreú-che-lle-me
it-died-you.Cl-him.Cl-me.Cl

a

vaca

the cow

do meu fillo.
of-the

my son

‘My son’s cow died on him, on me, you know.’
[SOLCL + IO + ETHCL]
b. *Morreú-che-me-lle
it-died-you.Cl-me.Cl-him.Cl

a

vaca

the cow

do meu fillo.
of-the

my son

*[SOLCL + ETHCL + IO]
(53) a. O ministo

mercaba-che-lles

xoias.

the minister bought-you.Cl-them.Cl jewels
‘The minister used to buy pieces of jewelry (from any peddler), you know.’
[SOLCL + Source]
b. *O

ministo

the minister

mercaba-lles-che

xoias.

bought-them.Cl-you.Cl jewels
*[Source + SOLCL]

(54) a. O ministro
the minister

agasallaba-che-lle

xoias.

complimented-you.Cl-him.Cl

jewels

‘The minister used to compliment (everybody) with pieces of
jewelery, you know.’
[SOLCL + Benefactive]
b. *O ministro
the minister

agasallaba-lle-che

xoias.

complimented-you.Cl-him.Cl

jewels

‘The minister used to compliment (everybody) with pieces of
jewelery, you know.’
*[Benefactive + SOLCL]
(55) a. Este peluqueiro
this barber

corta-che-lle-lo

pelo (ó neno)

nun intre.

cuts-you.Cl-him.Cl-the

hair (to-the boy)

in-a moment

‘This barber has the (boy’s) hair cut in a moment, you know.’
[SOLCL + Possessive]
b. *Este peluqueiro
this barber

corta-lle-che-lo

pelo (ó neno)

cuts-him.Cl-you.Cl-the hair (to-the boy)

nun intre.
in-a moment

*[Possessive + SOLCL]
(Lorenzo & Longa 2001: 177)
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This means that there is a fixed order with respect to the SolCl and EthCl.
Furthermore, if it was true that both clitics are the same, then the EthCl would
violate the general restriction that prohibits the appearance of two occurences of the
same clitic45.
In Uriagereka (1995), the uniqueness of the SolCl lies in the fact that this
clitic comes first in the order of clitics. For some speakers, this is the case, as shown
in (55), however, for the majority of speakers, the natural and preferred order of
clitics is the one in which the SolCl follows the reflexive se46 , as demonstrated in
(57).

(56) Perdéu-che-se-me

o libro.

lost-to-you.Cl-self.Cl-me.Cl

the book

‘My book has gone missing, you know.’
(Smith 2001: 13, from Rodriguez González 1958; 714)

45

Clitic duplication is the phenomenon where two copies of the same clitic appear simultaneously. It

has to be identical, same person and number.

This is possible in Spanish and Galician as the

following example shows:
(i)

46

a. La
quiero ver-la
her.Cl want
see-her.Cl
‘I want to see her’
b. *La
her.Cl

quiero
want

ver-lo
see-him.Cl

c. *La
her.Cl

quiero
want

ver-las
see-them.Cl

d. *La
her.Cl

quiero ver-le
want see-him.Cl

This is regardless of the function of the reflexive se.
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(57) a. Caeu-se-che-me

of boligrafo.

dropped-self.Cl-you.Cl-me.Cl

of pencil

‘My pen dropped, you know.’
b. Romperon-se-che-me

as gafas.

broke-self.Cl-you.Cl-me.Cl

the glasses

‘My glasses broke down, you know.’
c. Arrepentiu-se-che

do que fixo.

he.regretted-self.Cl- you.Cl

of what (he) did

‘He regretted what he did, you know.’
d. Abriu-se-che
opened-self.Cl-you.Cl

a porta

de repente.

the door

suddenly

‘The door opened suddenly, you know’
e. Deitou-se-che

cedo.

he.went to bed-self.Cl- you.Cl

early

‘He went to bed early, you know’
f. Non se
Not

self.Cl

che

dignou

nen

a mirarme a cara.

you.Cl

he-deigned

not even

to look at my face

‘He did not even deign to look at me, you know.’
g. Abstuvo-se-che
He.abstained-self.Cl-you.Cl

de dar a

sua opinion.

of

his opinion

give to

‘He abstained himself of giving his opinion, you know.’
h. O libro
the book

caeu-(se)-che

da mesa.

dropped-self.Cl-you.Cl of table

‘The book dropped off the table, you know.’

In all the examples in my dataset, the SolCl che (‘you’) always appears after se. The
SolCl che is then always placed rigidly with respect to the reflexive se, no matter
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what the function of se. In sentences (57) se shows different functions such as
reflexive, reciprocal, impersonal, among others.

3.2.5 Anti-finality Constraint
It has been shown in the previous section that the SolCl is placed before the EthCl
and after the reflexive se. There is one more property of the SolCl that might shed
some light on its syntactic position. There is a constraint, which apparently applies
uniquely to the SolCl, which prohibits the SolCl from occurring in absolute sentence
final position. This is shown in (58a). When the same clitic che functions as a second
person DO 47 argument, as indicated in (58b), the accusative clitic is acceptable in
absolute final position.

(58) a. *O
the

neno

corre-che.

child

runs-you.Cl

‘The child runs, you know.’
b. O muller
the woman

(Solidarity Reading)

chamo-che.
called-you.Cl

‘The woman called you.’

(Indirect Object Reading)

This anti-finality constraint is syntactically significant because it indicates that che is
in a position different from that of other argument clitics. The examples in (59)-(61)
further illustrate the anti-finality constraint of the SolCl.

47

This happens in cheista dialects in which the accusative and dative clitic form is represented by

che.
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(59) a.*O alumno

come-che.

the student

eat-you.Cl

‘The student eats, you know.’
b. O alumno

come-che

the student

muito.

eat-you.Cl a-lot

‘The student ate a lot, you know.’

(60) a. *A rapaza corre-che.
the girl

run-you.Cl

‘The girl runs, you know.’
b. A rapaza
the girl

corre-che

rápido.

run-you.Cl fast

‘The girl runs fast, you know.’

(61) a. *Os nenos
the kids

rin-che.
laugh-you.Cl

‘The kids laugh, you know.’
b. Os nenos
the kids

rin-che

muito.

laugh-you.Cl

a-lot

‘The children laugh a lot, you know.’

In much the same way, the Anti-finality constraint on SolCls looks like the restriction
in Spainsh on EthCls in simple tense intransitives. I suggest at this point that the
anti-finality constraint on SolCs reflect a prosodic preference to not end an
utterance/Intonational Phrase with a weak element.
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3.2.6 Two Occurrences of the Same Clitic
Another important property of the SolCl is the violation of the general restriction that
prohibits the appearance of two occurrences of the same clitic (the same case). No
other Romance language allows, for example, sequences of two double datives or
accusatives. EthCls do not violate this restriction, so the EthCl in this sense behaves
as a regular clitic. However, it is possible to find more than one SolCl in a sentence 48.
The only condition on the occurrence of multiple SolCls is that they must be of a
different number, i.e. singular and plural. (62a-b) show sentences with only one
SolCl, in (62b) the SolCl is plural and in (62a) it is singular. (62c) shows an example
with more than one SolCl. While (62c) is a grammatical sentence, (62d) is
ungrammatical because of the co-occurrence of two SolCls that are morphologically
the same, with the same number feature. i.e. singular.

(62) a. Marcháron-che
they-left-you.Cl.sg

todos

pra América.

all

for America

‘They all left for America, you know.’

48

According to (Carbón Riobóo 1990), when che co-occurs with either vos (plural SolCl) or le

(formal singular SolCl), it serves to reinforce the function of the latter ones and che always precedes
the other form. It is also interesting to point out that when two SolCls appear in a sentence together
with another dative clitic, the position of the SolCl is not adjacent to one another. I will take this
fact as a morphogical constraint or ‘oddity’ that differentiates between the singular and the plural
form (che vs. vos). For some reason, the plural form ‘vos’ must follow the EthCl and che has to
precede it.

(i) Macháron-che-vos
todos
para América.
they-left-you.Cl.sg-me.Cl-you.Cl.pl all
for America
‘They all left for America on me you know (pl)’.
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b. Marcháron-vos

todos

they-left-you.Cl.pl

all

pra América.
or

America

‘They all left for America, you know (pl).’ (emphatic reading)
c. Marcháron-che-vos

todos

they-left-you.Cl-sg-you.Cl.pl all

pra América.
for America

‘They all left for America, you know.’ (Carbón Riobóo 1990: p.60)
d. *Marcháron-che-che
they-left- you.Cl-sg-you.Cl.sg
e.*Marcháron-vos-vos
they-left- you.Cl-pl-you.Cl.pl

todos

pra América.

all

for America

todos

pra América.

all

for America

This contrasts with the ungrammaticality of sentences in (63) with more than one
EthCl.

(63) a. *Marcháron-che-me
they-left-you.Cl-me.Cl

todos
all

pra América.
for America

‘They all left for America on me on you.’
b. *Marcháron-me-nos
they-left-me.Cl-us.Cl

todos pra

América.

all

America

for

‘They all left for America on me on us.’

The general restriction on two consecutive clitics with the same morphophonological form is shown in (62), i.e two second person singular pronouns. In
(64), we have another case of two clitics morphologically the same, represented with
the form che. However, the examples in (64) different from (62) in the nature of the
clitics. In this example, one is an accusative DO and the other those in is the dative
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SolCl. This constitutes a case of cheismo, a phenomenon that takes place in some
varieties spoken in the West areas of Galicia. It consists in using a clitic dative form
che where an accusative one should occur. Therefore, we will get two identical che
for accusative and dative clitics. The standard pattern of second person singular
clitics would be the form che for dative and te for accusative.

(64) a. *¡Que noche
what night

che

espera!

you.Cl you.Cl awaits

b. ¡Que noche
what night

che

che

espera!

you.Cl awaits

‘What a night you have ahead of you!’
(Carballo Calero 1976: 207)

The ungrammaticality of (64a) supports the idea that there is a morphophonological
constraint in place and it does not matter if the combination of the clitics consists of
two SolCls, as shown in (62), or if it consists of one accusative and one dative clitic
as shown in (64). However, this is not just a matter of a morpho-phonological
restriction. This sequence is not allowed even in dialects where the second person
accusative and dative differ (te vs. che). In (65), the form of the accusative clitic is
different from the dative clitic and the sentence is still ungrammatical.

(65) *¡Que noche che
what night you.Cl

te

espera!

you.Cl

awaits
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The example in (65) proves that the morpho-phonological restriction hypothesis is
insufficient. Looking at the example in (65), we can think that the restriction has
something to do with the co-occurrence of the SolCl with a 2 nd person argument.
However, SolCls can co-occur with a 2nd person clitic if the latter differs in number
from the SolCl. In the sentences in (66a), the SolCl form che is followed by a second
person plural and the sentence is grammatical. In (66b), the SolCl is followed by an
argumental second person accusative, while in (66b), the SolCl is followed by a
possessive plural dative clitic and, finally in (66c), it is the plural SolCl that follows
the singular SolCl che.

(66) a. ¡Que noche
what night

che
you.Cl

vos

espera!

you.Cl.pl awaits

b. Morreu-che-voi-la
it-died-you.Cl-you.pl-the

vaca

a vosi.

cow

to you.Cl.pl.

‘Your (pl) cow died, you know.’
c. Lugo é-che-vos
Lugo is-you.Cl.sg-you.Cl.pl

(Carbón Riobóo 1990: 89)

a Pamplona de Galizia.
to Pamplona of Galicia

‘Lugo is like Pamplona but in Galicia, you know (pl).’

The initial hypothesis thus seems correct: it is the difference in number that makes
possible the combination of the SolCl with any other clitic in second person, including
another SolCl. However, it is only the number feature of the argumental second
person clitic that can be varied. In (67), we have a sentence with the combination of
the second person plural solidarity pronoun followed by a second person accusative
clitic and the sentence is ungrammatical.
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(67) *Que noche
what night

vos

che49/te

espera

you.Cl.pl

you.Cl.sg

awaits

3.2.7 Summary
The SolCl is compatible with all types of arguments. It can occur in the same
construction as accusative and dative clitics. Some syntactic properties of this clitic
are: (i) the SolCl is the first clitic in the sequence of clitics; (ii) more than one SolCl
can appear in a sentence; (iii) the SolCl can appear with an argumental 2nd person
(nominative, accusative and/or dative) only if they differ in number and, (iv) the
SolCl does not intervene in the co-indexation between the XP a NP and its associate
IO clitic.

3.3 The Distribution of Solidarity Clitics
As shown in the previous section, the SolCl has some different properties from the
EthCl. If there are surface distributional differences between the “Ethical” and the
“Solidarity” uses of the clitic, an analysis that treats these clitics in a non-uniform
way will be better prepared to account for the differences. There are two
possibilities: either the EthCl and SolCl necessarily have different attachment sites,
or they have the same attachment site, but they are associated with different
abstract elements. In order to decide on the best analysis for the SolCl and the
EthCl, it is necessary to explain the distribution of the SolCl. The goal of this section
is to explain the different factors, syntactic and pragmatic, that license the SolCl and
work out the division of labor between them.

49

che represents the accusative clitic in cheista dialects. In the rest of the dialects, it is represented

by te.
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3.3.1 Syntactic Factors
For Lorenzo & Longa (2001), there are two main properties or constraints that define
the SolCl and these are its complementary distribution with anaphoric clitic se (‘self’)
and the inability to appear in control sentences. I will show that neither of these
claims qualify for the data presented in this study.

3.3.1.1 SolCls in Combination with Anaphoric Reflexive Clitics
Longa & Lorenzo (2001) claim that SolCls are in complementary distribution with
anaphoric reflexive clitics. Example (68), taken from Longa & Lorenzo (2001), shows
that the SolCl cannot occur with anaphoric reflexive se (‘self’).

(68)

*Diante dun fracaso

da policia,

disque

o

ministro

before a failure

of-the-police,

they.say

the minister

criticába-se-che

con dureza.

criticized-himself-youi.Cl

with hardness

‘They say that the minister criticized himself strongly in the face of a police
failure, you know.’

(Longa & Lorenzo 2001: 180)

However, according to my informants, the sentence in (68) is a well-formed
sentence. Furthermore, according to the data I have collected, the SolCl can appear
with no problem with anaphoric reflexive se (‘self’) as shown in all the sentences in
(69).
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(69) a. Caeu-se-che-me

o boligrafo.

dropped-self.Cl-you.Cl-me.Cl the pencil
‘My pen dropped, you know.’
b. Romperon-se-che-me

as gafas.

broke- self.Cl-you.Cl- me.Cl

the glasses

‘My glasses broke down, you know.’
c. Arrepentiu-se-che

do que fixo.

he.regretted-self.Cl- you.Cl

of what (he) did

‘He regretted what he did, you know.’
d. Abriu-se-che

a porta de repente.

opened-self.Cl- you.Cl

the door

suddenly

‘The door opened suddenly, you know.’
e. Deitou-se-che

cedo.

he.went to bed-self.Cl-you.Cl

early

‘He went to bed early, you know.’
f.

Non
Not

se

che

self.Cl you.Cl

dignou

nen

he.deigned

a mirarme a cara.

not even

to look at my face

‘He did not even deign to look at me, you know.’
g.

Abstuvo-se-che

de dar

a

he.abstained-self.Cl-you.Cl

of

to his opinion

give

sua opinion

‘He abstained himself of giving his opinion, you know.’
h.

O libro

caeu-(se)-che

da mesa.

the book

dropped-self.Cl-you.Cl of table

‘The book dropped off the table, you know.’
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Looking at these data, the reflexive se (‘self’) seems always compatible with the
SolCl che. The ungrammaticality of sentence (68) might be due to dialectical
variations, but all my informants agree that this sentence is grammatical.

3.3.1.2 Solidarity Clitics in Control Contexts
The second property/constraint that Longa & Lorenzo (2001) propose is that SolCls
are not possible in control contexts (70a) or purpose clauses (70b).

(70) a. *As circunstancias
the circumstances

permitiron ó ministro

[regalar-che xoias

allow

compliment jewelery

the minister

a todo dues].
to everyone
‘The circumstances allowed the minister to compliment everybody with
pieces of jewelery, you know.’
b. *O moi caradura

queimaba

as naves

the very barefaced

burnt

the storehouses

[para cobrar-che

os seguros].

to collect-you.Cl

the insurance

‘The barefaced man collected the insurance of the burnt storehouses.’
(Longa & Lorenzo 2001: 187)

This, according to Lorenzo & Longa, contrasts with the grammaticality of SolCls in
non-control contexts, like raising constructions (71).

(71) A nena
The girl

semella

estar-che

de acordó

en todo.

seems

be-you.Cl

in agreement

in everything

‘The girl seems to agree on everything, you know.’
(Longa & Lorenzo 2001: 188)
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In fact, the SolCl is allowed in control contexts. The SolCl can appear in
Subject Control structures unproblematically as sentences in (72) display.

(72) a. Maruxa
Mary

quere

chegar-che

pronto.

wants

arrive-you.Cl

soon

‘Mary wants to arrive soon, you know’
b. Maruxa

quere

comer-che agora.

Mary

wants

buy-you.Cl now

‘Mary wants to eat now, you know’

Moreover, the SolCl can also appear in small clauses (perception verbs) as shown in
(73).

(73) Vin
I.saw

a Maruxa

abrir-che-lle

a porta

to Mary

arrive-you.Cl-him.Cl

the door

‘I saw Mary open the door for him, you know’

This shows that Lorenzo and Longa (2001) were too quick in concluding that the
ungrammaticality of (70) has to do specifically with control/PRO.

3.3.1.3 Solidarity Clitics in Finite vs. Non-finite Contexts
The aim of this section is to identify other factors involved, besides or instead of
control. The hypothesis examined is whether the placement of the SolCl is sensitive
to the presence/projection of T(ense) rather than control. In examples (74)-(76),
there is a contrast in the placement of the SolCl in finite vs. non-finite contexts. The
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examples in (74) show an instance of a causative construction, while (75) shows a
purpose clause and (76) features object control construction. In the a-examples the
sentences are ungrammatical in the non-finite form because the SolCl is attached to
the infinitive verb while b-sentences are well-formed sentences in the finite version.

(74) a. * Maruxa fixo
Mary
b. Maruxa
Mary

a Xoán

limpar-che

o coche.

made

to John

clean-you.Cl

fixo

que

Xoán

che

made

that

John

you.Cl cleans

the car

limpara

o coche.
the car

‘Mary made John clean the car, you know.’

(75) a. *Maruxa
Mary

deixou

a sala

para descansar-che.

left

the room

to go rest-you.Cl

b. Maruxa

dejó

la sala

para que

Mary

left

the room for

that

Xoán

che

descansara.

John

you.Cl

rest

‘Mary left the room so that John rests, you know.’

(76) a. *O medico
The doctor

mandoulle

beber-che

auga.

order-him.Cl

drink-you.Cl

water

que

che

beberá auga.

that

you.Cl drinks

b. O medico mandoulle
The doctor

order-him.Cl

water

‘The doctor ordered that he drinks water, you know.’

If the downstairs SolCl is only possible when the complement is finite, this can mean
that the SolCl is sensitive to the presence/projection of T. However, there are other
cases in which the downstairs SolCl is possible regardless of its finiteness. This is the
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case of subject control constructions, shown in (77a), and aspectual constructions
(77b).

(77) a. Xoán
John

intentou

ser-che

un bo home.

tried

be-you.Cl

a good man

‘John tried to be a good man, you know.’
b. Xoán

continuou

comendo-che

John

continued

eating-you.Cl

o arroz.
the rice

‘John continued eating the rice, you know.’

Likewise, perception verbs provide us with another non-finite context in which the
SolCl can be attached to the infinitive verb. Sentence (78a) shows the non-finite
context, while (78b) presents the finite context.

(78) a. Vin
I.saw

a Maruxa

abrir-che-lle

a porta

to Mary

open-you.Cl-him.Cl

the door

‘I saw Mary open the door for him, you know’
b. Vin
I.saw

que

Maruxa

che

lle

abriu

that

Mary

you.Cl

him.Cl opened

a porta.
the door

‘I saw that Mary opens the door for him, you know’

The last construction to go over is tener que + infinitive (‘have to + infinitive’). This
construction has the peculiar distinction of featuring a finite complementizer
introducing an infinitival clause. And once more, the placement of the SolCl in the
infinitive is grammatical, exemplified in (79).
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(79) Ten
I.have

que

chamar-che

a Catuxa.

to

call-you.Cl

to Kate

‘I have to call Kate, you know’

Examples (77)-(79) show that the SolCl can also be licensed in non-finite contexts,
only when the SolCl is enclitized. Obserbing the data there is one generalization to
be made. The facts lead to the conlusion that in non-finite clauses, the SolCl must be
encliticized. These facts also raise the question of whether the SolCl is not in fact
sensitive to the presence of T. We address this issue in the next section.

3.3.1.3.1 Monoclausality vs. Biclausality
The constructions presented in the previous section, (77)-(79) show that the SolCl
can also be licensed in non-finite contexts. If this is the case, the question is whether
the SolCl is sensitive to the projection of T. Causative and aspectual constructions
are defined either as monoclausal or bi-clausal sentences. The placement of the SolCl
will help to draw a clearer conclusion regarding the mono- or biclausality of these
sentences. If the SolCl is sensitive to the projection of T, then causatives will be
analyzed as mono-clausal sentences while aspectual verb, perception verb and tener
que +inf constructions will by analyzed as bi-clausal sentences with a T50 downstairs,
since the SolCl is able to be placed on the infinitive verb.
The outcome is that the SolCl cannot be attached to the lower clause when
causatives appear in a non-finite context because there is no projection of T in the
embedded clause. (80a) is a well-formed sentence where the SolCl is attached to the

50

Some authors claim that T can be in the lower clause.
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finite verb fixo (‘to make’) while (80b) is ungrammatical with the SolCl attached to
the lower infinitive verb limpiar (‘to clean’).

(80) a. Maruxa
Mary

fixo-che-lle

a André

limpar o coche.

made-you.Cl-him.Cl

to Andrew clean

the car

“Mary made Andrew clean the car, you know.’
b. *Maruxa
Mary

fixolle

a André

limpar-che

made-him.Cl

to Andrew clean-you.Cl

o coche.
the car

However, in constructions with aspectual verbs, the SolCl can be attached to both
the conjugated verb and the infinitive, which follows the current hypothesis that T is
involved in the infinitival construction.

(81) a. Xoán
John

terminou-che

de ler

o periodico.

finished-you.Cl

of read

the newspaper

‘John finished reading the newspapers, you know.’
b. Xoán terminou
John finished

de ler-che

o periodico.

of read-you.Cl the newspaper

‘John finished reading the newspapers, you know.’

(82) a. Xoán empezou-che
John

started-you.Cl

a beber auga.
to drink water

‘John started, you know, to drink water.’
b. Xoán
John

empezou

a beber-che

auga.

started

to drink-you.Cl

water

‘John started to drink water, you know.’
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In all these constructions, clitic climbing is possible. That is, it is allowed for the clitic
to climb out of the infinitival clause. This can be interpreted as if there are two
independent clauses.
The conclusion reached up to this point is that there are grammatical cases of
subordinate SolCl che in which both the lower clause is finite and/or non-finite. This
pattern (80)-(82) can be explained if the hypothesis that the SolCl is sensitive to the
presence of T in the structure that the SolCl attached is applied.

3.3.1.3.2 Perceptual Verbs
In Galician, as well as in Spanish, regular to-infinitival ECM constructions are
impossible. So sentences such as (83) in English have no Galician counterparts.
However, it is possible to find in Galician structures where the clausal object is
subcategorized for by a verb of perception. The infinitive appears in its bare form
(without ‘to’), as shown in (84).

(83) a. *Considero [a Xoán

ser intelixente].

I.consider

to.be intelligent

to John

b. *Quero

[a Xoán

gañar

a lotería].

I.want

to John

win

the lottery

´I want [John to win the lottery].’

(84) a. Vin
I.saw

[a Maruxa

abrir

a porta].

to Mary

to.open

the door

‘I saw Mary open the door].’
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b. Oiron

[a Maruxa sair].

they.heard

to Mary

leave

‘They heard Mary leave.’

The SolCl can be included in the infinitival complement of perception verbs.

(85) Oiron
They.heard

a Maruxa

sair-che

pra festa.

to Mary

to.leave-you.Cl

for the party

‘They heard Maria leave for the party, you know.’

It is noteworthy that sentences in which the subject of the small clause is not overt
are ungrammatical with the SolCl attached to the infinitive. The sentences in (86a)
/(87a) are ungrammatical with arbitrary PRO ARB as the subject of the small clause,
however, when the subject is overt the sentence is grammatical as

(86b)/(87b)

show. This may suggest that when the subject of the lower verb is not expressed
and is interpreted as arbitrary, the structure of the infinitival complement is smaller,
hence, does not provide a place for the SolCl to attach to.

(86) a. *Vin

[PROarb saltar-che

I.saw

la valla].

to.jump-you.Cl

the fence

‘I saw (someone) jumping the fence, you know.’
b. Vin
I.saw

[a Xoán

saltar-che

to John

to.jump-you.Cl the fence

‘I saw John jump the fence.’
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a valla].

(87) a. *Oin

[PROarb cantarche].

I.heard

to.sing-you.Cl

‘I heard (someone) sing, you know.’
b. Oin

a Xoáni

I.heard

to John

cantarche

unha cancion ben bonita.

to.sing-you.Cl

a song very beautiful

‘I heard John sing a beautiful song, you know.’

It is also interesting that the null arbitrary subject of the lower verb does not
have the same blocking effect on the attachment of argumental clitics as it turns out
to have on the attachment of the SolCl to the lower verb. When the subject of the
perception verb’s complement is not expressed, the addition of accusative clitics is
possible. This is shown in (88b)/(89b).

(88) a. Oín
I.heard

a Xoán

cantar-lo.

to John

to.sing-it.Cl

‘I heard John sing it.’
b. Oín

[PROarb cantar-lo].

I.heard

to.sing-it.Cl

‘I heard (someone) sing it.’

(89) a. Vín
I.saw

a Xoán

invitar-lo.

to John

to.invite-him.Cl

‘I saw John invite him.’
b. Vín

invitar-lo.

I.saw to.invite-him.Cl
‘I saw (someone) invite him.’
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However, the addition of dative clitics is marginal but not ungrammatical as (90)(91) show.

(90) a. Vín

a Xoán

I.saw to John

golpear-le

o neno.

to.hit-him.Cl

to the child

‘I saw John hit the child.’
b. ?Vín

[PROarb golpear-le

I.saw

o neno].

to.hit-him.Cl

to.the child

‘I saw (someone) hit the child.’

(91) a. Oín
I.heard

a Xoán

falar-le.

to John

to.speak-him.Cl

‘I saw John talk to him.’
b. ?Oín

[PROarb falar-le].

I.heard

to.speak-him.Cl

‘I saw (someone) talk to him.’

The cases with EthCls are more controversial because to begin with, their
grammaticality in these constructions is quite marginal.

(92) a. ??Ví

a Xoán

I.saw to John

caminar-me.
to.walk-me.Cl

‘I saw John walk on me.’
b. *Ví
I.saw

[PROarb caminar-me

ya].

to.walk-me.Cl

already

‘I saw (someone) walk on me already.’
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(93) a. ??Vín
I.saw

ó rapaz

comer-me

as verduras.

to-the boy to.eat-me.Cl

the veggies

‘I saw the boy eat the veggies on me.’
b. *Vín
I.saw

[PROarb comerme
to.eat-me.Cl

bien

las verduras].

well

the vegetables.

‘I saw (someone) eat the vegetables well on me.’

There is clearly a blocking effect taking place with SolCls but not with argumental
clitics. This could suggest that different clitics pick different hosts and that there is a
difference between argumental and non-argumental clitics.

3.3.1.3.3 Subject vs. Object Control Verbs
Subject and Object Control verbs in combination with SolCls have different profiles in
non-finite contexts. With object control verbs of the type of mandar (‘order’) and
permitir (‘allow/permit’), the SolCl cannot be attached to the infinitive but it can be
attached to the embedded verb.

(94) a. O medico
the doctor

mandou-che-lle

beber

auga.

order-you.Cl-him.Cl

drink

water

‘The doctor ordered him to drink water, you know.’
b. *O medico
the doctor

mandoulle

beberche

auga.

order-him.Cl

to.drink-you.Cl

water
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(95) a. Permintin-che-lle

[correr a Xoán].

I.allowed-you.Cl-him.Cl

to.run to John

‘I allowed John to run, you know.’
b. *Permintin-lle
I.allowed-him.Cl

(96) a. Jon
John

[correrche

a Xoán].

to.run-you.Cl

to John

obligou-che-lle

a Maruxa

a tomar

unha decisión.

obligued-you.Cl-him.Cl

to Mary

to to.take

a decision

‘John forced Mary to decide, you know.’

b. *Jon
John

obligou-lle

a Maruxa

a tomar-che

unha decision

obligued-him.Cl

to Mary

to to.take-you.Cl

a decision

However, sentences with Subject control verbs are grammatical with che on the
infinitive. Longa & Lorenzo (2001) did not test SolCl placement with Subject control
verbs. It is important to notice that the SoCl che cannot appear simultaneously both
on the control and on the embedded infinitive verb as (97c)/(98c) show.

(97)

a. Maruxa
Mary

quere-che

chegar

pronto.

wants-you.Cl

to.arrive

soon

‘Mary wants to arrive soon, you know.’
b. Maruxa

quere

chegarche

pronto.

Mary

wants

to.arrrive-you.Cl

soon

‘Mary wants to arrive soon, you know’.
c. *Maruxa
Mary

quere-che

chegar-che

pronto.

wants-you.Cl

to.arrive-you.Cl

soon
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(98) a. Xoán intentou-che
John tried-you.Cl

chegar

pronto.

to.arrive

soon

‘John tried to arrive late, you know.’
b. Xoán intentou
John tried

chegar-che

pronto.

to.arrive-you.Cl

soon

‘John tried to arrive soon, you know.’
c. *Xoán intentou-che
John tried-you.Cl

chegar-che

pronto.

to.arrive-you.Cl

soon

So far, what can be said at this point is that there is nothing about control per se
that affects the SolCl.

3.3.1.3.4 Raising Verbs
Lorenzo and Longa (2001) claim that the SolCl on verbs embedded under raising
predicates, as exemplified in (99).

(99) A nena
The girl

semella

estar-che

de acordó

en todo.

seems

to.be-you.Cl

in agreement

in everything

‘The girl seems to agree on everything, you know.’
(Longa & Lorenzo 2001: 188)

However, in the subject-raising construction data that I have collected, the SolCl is
preferentially placed on the matrix verb and is marginal when attached to verbs
embedded under those raising predicates as illustrated in sentences in (100).
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(100) a. Os nenos
The kids

parecen-che

odiar

o café

en España.

seem-you.Cl

to.hate

the coffee

in Spain

‘The kids seem to hate coffee in Spain, you know.’
b. ??Os nenos

parecen

the kids seem

odiar-che
to.hate-you.Cl

o café
the coffee

en España.
in Spain

‘The kids seem to hate coffee in Spain, you know.’

When the Subject does not raise, the SolCl is preferred in the embedded clause, as
shown in (101b).

(101) a. Parece-che
Seem-you.Cl

que os nenos

odian

o café

en España.

that the kids

hate

the coffee

in Spain

‘It seems that children hate coffee in Spain, you know.’
b. Parece que
seem that

os nenos

che

odian

the kids

you.Cl hate

o café

en España.

the coffee

in Spain

‘It seems that children hate coffee in Spain, you know.’

This result goes against Lorenzo and Longa (2001), who claim that the SolCl appears
in contexts where no control is involved, as in the case of raising verbs. However,
the SolCl is preferentially placed on the matrix verb when the subject raises. The
only thing that I can tell at this point is that in the examples I presented, the verb is
parecer ‘to appear’ and not semella ‘to seem’. These two verbs have been treated in
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Spanish as synonyms, but it might be that they are not true synonyms. This might
mean that the syntactic derivations that they participate in might also be different51.

3.3.1.4 Conclusion
The SolCl is not banned in control contexts, as claimed in the literature. There are no
such restrictions for SolCls. My hypothesis is that the SolCl is sensitive to the
projection of T. It is difficult to find Galician contexts in which PRO and Tense can be
differentiated, but there is some convincing evidence that suggests that PRO is not
the factor that constrains the distribution of the SolCl.

3.3.2 Pragmatic factors
Contrary to Uriagereka’s strong/absolute statement in his (1995) paper on the
position of SolCls, where he claims that “the position of colloquial clitics in Galician
are strictly restricted to main clauses, where they encode reference to the
addressee” (ibid: 102), there are in fact plenty of instances of SolCls in embedded
clauses. The sentences in (102) show some cases.

(102) a. Dixen
they.say

que

che

marcharon

todos prá América.

that

you.Cl

left

all for America

‘They said that they all left for America, you know.’

51

Marcel den Dikken (p.c.), pointed out to me that “seem” is better able to do copy raising than

“appear”. Asudeh & Toivonen (2012) suggest an extra semantic role that is assigned by “seem” in
copy-raising constructions. This might be a crucial difference between these two verbs and it might
explain the different distribution that we get with the SolCl.
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b. A muller
The woman

dixo

que

che

marcharon

said

that

you.Cl left

todos prá América.
all for America

‘The woman said that they all left for America, you know.’
c. Dimos que
we.say that

os Americanos che

chegaron á luna.

the Americans you.Cl

arrived to the moon

‘We are saying that the Americans arrived on the moon, you know.’

Furthermore, there are contexts in which the SolCl is not only able to appear in
embedded clause, but it is the only option. In (103a), the SolCl is placed on the
embedded verb and the sentence is grammatical, however, in (103b) the placement
of the SolCl on the matrix verb is ungrammatical.

(103) a. Digolle
I.say-him.Cl

que

os galegos

sómos-che

así.

that

the Galician

are-youCl

this way

b. *Digo-che-lle
I.say-you.Cl-him.Cl

que

os galegos

sómos así.

that

the Galicians

are

this way

‘I am telling him that we Galicians are this way, you know.’

The picture becomes more puzzling when comparing the sentences (103) to those in
(104). In (104), the placement of the SolCl on both the matrix verb or the embedded
verb results in a grammatical sentence.

(104) a. O profesor
The professor

dixo-che-me

que o neno

non

estudia nada.

said-you.Cl-me.Cl

that the kid

not

study nothing

‘The teacher told me, you know, that the child does not study at all.’
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b. O profesor

dixo-me

que o neno non che

The professor said-you.Cl-me.Cl

estudia nada.

that the kid not you.Cl study nothing

‘The teacher told me that the child does not study at all, you know.’

In both pairs of sentences, (103) and (104), the matrix and the embedded clause
have the same gross syntactic structure. One of the main differences between them
is the subject of the matrix clause, first person the Speaker vs. third person.
Therefore, there should not be obvious syntactic reasons to expect the structure of
the complement of the same verb to be different depending on whether the Subject
of the verb is the Speaker or other person and depending on the verb class the
embedded verb belongs to. How can this difference be explained?

3.3.2.1 The Role of the “Logophoric Center”
The SolCl is the linguistic expression of the listener/addressee. The speaker, as in
the case of EthCls, plays an important role. The role of the Speaker with SolCls is
more active than with EthCls. I propose that the SolCl serves the speaker to seek
solidarity from the addressee for something (s)he expresses (beliefs, assertions,
promises, etc.). The important thing is which proposition the speaker is soliciting
solidarity with. If the speaker wants to solicit solidarity on the proposition expressed
by the matrix clause, then the SolCl will be placed on the matrix verb and the same
mechanism is applied if the speaker wants to solicit solidarity on the embedded
clause.
The “Logophoric Center” refers to the person(s) whose thoughts are reported
in the utterance. It can be the speaker, that is, it may coincide with first person
subjects of the matrix clause. Or, it can be a third party, that is, it may coincide with
other person subjects of the matrix clause. We expect, then, the matrix and
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subordinate clause to behave differently with respect to the admissibility of the SolCl
as a function of whether the subject of “thinking/saying/regretting, etc,” is the
speaker or a third party. The generalization must detail whether the Logophoric
Center is the speaker or not, because depending on this, the SolCl would be able to
be placed either in the matrix clause or in the embedded clause or even in both.
There are two possible scenarios when looking at contexts with two clauses: first,
speaker is the Logophoric Center. Scenario 1 is shown in (105).

(105) Scenario 1
“I think/said/believe... that S”, “it seems to me that S”

and, second, the speaker is not the Logophoric Center of the root clause. The context
of Scenario 2 is described in (106).

(106) Scenario 2
“John/he thinks/said/believes... that S”, “it seems to John that S”

In Scenario 1, the SolCl productively appears in the embedded clause (i.e. inside the
proposition that the speaker is soliciting solidarity from the speaker for), meanwhile
in Scenario 2, the SolCl can be placed on the matrix verb, but it would remain
possible for the SolCl to appear on the embedded verb as well.
The generalization of the placement of the SolCl in biclausal sentences is so far
dictated by the presence of the Logophoric Center as 1st person subject.

In this

instance, the speaker coincides with the subject of the matrix clause and since the
intention of the speaker is to seek solidarity from the listener for something that
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(s)he him/herself expresses, this must be embodied in the embedded clause. The
generalization is stated in (107).

(107) Generalization/Condition 1: The Logophoric Center
When the Logophoric Center is the Speaker, the placement of the SolCl is in
the embedded clause.

This generalization would account for the puzzling asymmetry showed in (103)(104), repeated in here in (108) and (109). The SolCl must be placed in the
embedded clause when the Logophoric Center is the speaker, as seen in sentence
(108), while when the Logophoric Center is a third party the SolCl can be attached to
any of the clauses, as shown in (109).

(108) a. *Dixen-che-lle
I.told-you.Cl-him.Cl
b. Dixen-lle
I.told-him.Cl

que

os galegos

sómos así.

that

the Galicians

are

this way

que

os galegos

sómos-che

así.

that

the Galicians

are-you.Cl

this way

‘I told him that we Galicians are this way, you know.’

(109) a. O profesor

dixen-che-me

The professor told-you.Cl-him.Cl

que

o neno non estudia nada.

that

the kid not study nothing

‘The teacher told me, you know, that the child does not study at all.”
b. O profesor

dixen-me

The professor told-him.Cl

que o neno che
that the

non estudia nada.

you.Cl not study nothing

‘The teacher told me that the child does not study at all, you know.’
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3.3.2.2 The Role of the Verb of the Matrix Clause
There is another puzzle, which Generalization 1 in (107), repeated here in (110),
cannot explain. This is presented in (111). In example (111), the SolCl can be
attached to the matrix clause when the Logophoric Center is the speaker. In this
sentence, the SolCl can be licensed, both in the matrix and in the embedded clause.

(110) Generalization/Condition 1: The Logophoric Center
When the Logophoric Center is the Speaker, the placement of the SolCl is in
the embedded clause.

(111)

a. Creo

que

I.believe that

[este ministro
this minister

che

é un pouco ladrón].

you.Cl

is a little thief

‘I believe that the prime minister is a little of bit of a thief, you know.’
b. Creo-che
I.believe-you.Cl

que

[este ministro

é

un pouco ladrón].

that

this minister

is

a little thief

‘I believe, you know, the prime minister is a little of bit of a thief.’

In other words, Generalization 1 does not account for the differences between (112)
and (112b).

(112) a. *Digo-che-lle
I.say-you.Cl-him.Cl

que

os galegos sómos así.

that

the Galician s are this way

‘I am telling him, you know, that we, Galician, are like this’
b. Creo-che

que

I.believe-you.Cl that

[este ministro

é un pouco ladrón].

this minister

is a little thief

‘I believe, you know, that the prime minister is a little of bit of a thief.’
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The sentence (112)b behaves like a sentence where the Logophoric Center is a third
party as shown (113), since the che can be placed in either the matrix clause, as
shown in (113a), or in the embedded clause, as exemplified in (113b).

(113) a. O profesor
The teacher

dixo-che-me

que o neno non estudia nada.

said-you.Cl-me.Cl

that the kid not study nothing

‘The professor said to me, you know, that the kid does not study anything.’
b. O profesor
The teacher

dixo-me

que o neno che

said-me.Cl that the

non estudia nada.

you.Cl not study nothing

‘The teacher told me that the child does not study at all, you know.’

The only difference in the pair of sentences in (112) is the verb: in sentence (112a)
the verb of the main clause is a “direct speech” verb

and in sentences (112b)

corresponds to a “non-direct speech” verb. It seems then that there is another
important condition/generalization for the licensing of the SolCl in embedded
contexts. Generalization 2 is stated in (114).

(114) Generalization/Condition 2: Matrix Verb
The semantic content of the matrix verb could overrule Generalization 1. While
“non-direct speech verbs” overrides condition 1 and makes the SolCl possible in
the matrix clause, this is not the case with “direct speech verbs”.

These two generalization/conditions show that there are pragmatic and semantic
factors that govern the placement of the SolCl and more importantly, that the SolCl
is not a root-phenomenon.
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3.3.2.3 Testing the Conditions
The hypothesis to test is whether the placement of the SolCl in embedded clauses
follows from pragmatic-discourse rules. So far, it has been demonstrated that the
SolCl is not strictly a root phenomenon. Looking at SolCl from the perspective of a
root phenomenon will not account for the cases in which the SolCls appear in
embedded contexts or why it appears in embedded clauses at all. The SolCl is a clitic
that the speaker uses to seek solidarity from the listener for something (s)he
expresses. What matters for the placement of the SolCl is whether the Logophoric
Center embodies the speaker and the type of verb contained in the matrix clause.
In the pair of sentences in (115), the Logophoric Center does not correspond
to the speaker. The verb is `say’ (and this behavior is the same with similar verbs
such as ‘tell’ and ‘report’). In all cases, the SolCl is placed in the embedded clause
with no problem, as shown in the examples in (115).

(115) a. Din
they.say

que

che

marcharon

that

you.Cl left

todos prá América.
all for America

‘They said that all left to America, you know.’
b. A muller

informou

que

che

marcharon

the woman reported

that

you.Cl left

todos prá América.
all for America

‘The woman reported that all left to America, you know.’

However, examples in (116)-(117) show that the SolCl cannot be placed in the
matrix clause when the Logophoric Center is the speaker, that is, the subject of the
matrix clause.
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(116) a. *Dígo-che-lle
I.say-you.Cl-him.Cl

que

os galegos

son

así.

that

the Galicians

they.are

this way

‘I tell him, you know, that Galician (they) are this way.’
b. Dígo-lle
I.say-you.Cl-him.Cl

que

os galegos

son-che

así.

that

the Galician s

they.are-you.Cl

this way

‘I tell him hat Galicians (they) are this way, you know.’

(117) a. *Digo-che-lle
I.say-you.Cl-him.Cl

que

os galegos

sómos así.

that

the Galicians

we.are this way

‘I tell him, you know, that we, Galicians are this way.’
b. Digo-lle
I.say-him.Cl

que

os galegos

sómos-che

así.

that

the Galicians

we.are-you.Cl

this way

‘I am telling that we, Galicians, are this way.’

As predicted, the speaker can choose which eventuality to solicit solidarity for if the
person who expresses the proposition is a third person (see (115)). This means that
che can be placed either in the matrix verb or in the embedded clause. Examples
(118)-(120) further confirm the hypothesis. The fact that the Logophoric Center is
represented by an argumental object clitic does not influence the placement of the
SolCl.

(118) a. Informou-che-me
he.report-you.Cl-me.Cl

que

marcharon

todos

prá América.

that

left

all

for America

‘He reported to me, you know, that they all left for America.’

b. Informou-me
he.report-me.Cl

que

che

marcharon

that

you.Cl left

todos

prá América.

all

for America

‘He repored to me that they all left for America, you know.’
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(119) a. Informaron-che-me

que

they.reported-you.Cl-me

en política

that in politics

hai

moitos tópicos.

there-is

many topics

‘They reported to me, you know, that in politics theer are many chlichés.’

b. Informaron-me
they.reported-Cl.me

que

en política che

that

in politics

hai

moitos tópicos

you.Cl there-is

many topics

‘They reported to me that in politics there are many clichés, you know.’

(120) a. A muller
the woman

avisou-che-lle

que marcharon

notified-you.Cl-him.Cl

that they.left

todos prá América.
all

for America

‘The woman notified him, you know, that they all left for America, you know.’
b. A muller

avisou -lle

que

the woman notified-him.Cl that

che

marcharon todos

you.Cl they.left

all

prá América.
for America

‘The woman notified him that they all left for America, you know.’

When the Logophoric Center is not the speaker, there is more variation in the
acceptability of SolCl placement. For some speakers, sentences with the SolCl placed
in the embedded verb might be slightly deviant and could depend on the context.
In conclusion, matrix “direct speech verbs” behave as expected following
Generalization 1. Solidarity with the speaker is sought with respect to what the
speaker says or thinks, not with respect to the speaker’s saying or thinking itself. In
other words, in the case of ‘say’, the speaker is not seeking the hearer’s solidarity
with respect to the act of saying something to someone else. These results will be
compared to sentences containing different non-direct speech verbs such as creer
‘believe’ and lamentar ‘resent’. The result is that the placement of the SolCl is not
the same as with previous direct speech verbs, e.g. ‘say’, ‘tell’ and ‘report’.
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In Scenario 1, where the Logophoric Center is the speaker and the matrix verb is
not a direct speech verb, the SolCl can be placed in the matrix predicate. Examples
(121)-(124) show that the SolCl can be placed in the matrix verb even though the
Logophoric Center is the speaker. The subject of the matrix clause is first person.

(121) a. Creo-che
I.believe-you.Cl

que

os Americanos

chegaron

á luna.

that

the Americans

they.arrived

to-the moon

‘I believe, you know, that the Americans arrived on the moon.’

b. Creo
I.believe

que

os Americanos che

chegaron

á luna.

that

the Americans you.Cl they.arrived

to-the moon

‘I believe that the Americans arrived on the moon, you know.’

(122) a. Lamento-che
I.regret-you.Cl

que

me

marcharan todos prá América.

that

me.Cl

they.left

all for American

‘I regret, you know, that they left for America on me, you know.’

b. Lamento
I.regret

que

me

che

marcharan todos

that

me.Cl

you.Cl they.left

all

‘I regret that they left for America on me, you know.’

(123) a. Confirmo-che
I.confirm-you.Cl

que Paco

está

enfermo.

that Paco

is

sick

‘I confirm, you know, that Paco is sick.’
b. Confirmo

que

Paco

che

está enfermo.

I.confirm

that

Paco

you.Cl is sick

‘I confirm that Paco is sick, you know.’
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prá América.
for American

(124) a. Ratifico-che
I.ratify-you.Cl

que

é

moi perigoso.

that

he.is

very dangerous

‘I ratify, you know, that he is very dangerous.’
b. Ratifico

que

che

é

I.ratify

that

you.Cl he.is

moi perigoso.
very dangerous

‘I ratify that he is very dangerous, you know.’

The use of the SolCl in these instances is for the speaker to seek solidarity from the
listener for something (s)he believes. The pattern of data illustrated above is not
entirely unexpected with verbs such as ‘believe’. One might expect the speaker to
solicit solidarity with respect to something one thinks/believes than with respect to
something one said. And this also applies to mental attitude predicates such as
lamentar (‘to resent’) or incomodar (‘to regret’).

(125) a. Lamento-che
I.regret-you.Cl

que

este ministro

sexa

un pouco ladrón.

that

this minister

is

a little thief

‘I regret, you know, that this minister is a little thief.’
b. Lamento
I.regret

que

este ministro

che

sexa

that

this minister

you.Cl is

un pouco ladrón.
a little thief

‘I regret that this minister is a little thief, you know.’
(126) a. Incomoda-che-me
I.resent-you.Cl-me.Cl

que

este ministro

é

un poco laudrón.

that

this minister

sexa

a little thief

‘I resent (it bothers me) on me, you know, that this minister is a little thief.’

b. Incomoda-me
I.resent-me.Cl

que

este ministro

che

sexa

that

this minister

you.Cl is

un poco laudrón.
a little thief

‘I resent (it bothers me) on me that this minister is a little of bit of a thief,
you know.’
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Examples with third person are also significant because some speakers find
it quite marginal to place the SolCl in embedded contexts. It is not extremely likely
that the speaker would be seeking solidarity from the listener with respect to the
mental attitude that some third person is taking towards the subordinate proposition.
The fact that the SolCl is better on the matrix verb for speakers when the Logophoric
Center is the Speaker than when it is third person is not totally unexpected.

(127) a. Lamenta-che

que

he.regrets-you.Cl that

este ministro

sexa

un poco laudrón.

this minister

is

a little thief

‘He regrets, you know, that this Minister is a little of bit of a thief.’

b. ?Lamenta

que

he.regrets that

este ministro

che

sexa

un poco laudrón.

this minister

you.Cl is.Subj. a little thief

‘He regrets that this Minister is a little of bit of a thief, you know.’

(128) a. Incomoda-che-se
he.resents-you.Cl-refl.Cl

que

este ministro

sexa

un poco laudrón.

that

this minister

is

a little thief

‘He resents, you know, that this Minister is a little of bit of a thief.’

b. ?Incomoda-se

que este ministro

he.resents-refl.Cl that this minister

che

é un poco laudrón.

you.Cl is a little thief

‘He resents that this Minister is a little of bit of a thief, you know.’

The same pattern is found with verb requiring experiencer arguments. This is
the case of verbs such as parecer ‘seem’. The speaker seeks solidarity from the
listener with respect to his/her mental attitude towards the embedded proposition. In
this respect, this verb behaves like ‘think/believe’.
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(129) a. Paréce-che-me
It.seems-you.Cl-me.Cl

que

os nenos

odian o café.

that

the kids

hate the coffee

‘It seems, you know, that the kids hate coffee on me.’
b. ?Paréce-me
seems-me.Cl

que

os nenos

che

odian o café.

that

the kids

you.Cl hate the coffee

‘It seems that the kids hate coffee on me, you know.’

Example (130) shows that there are different sites to place the SolCl, but che prefers
to be placed on the predicate that assigns the experiencer theta role.

(130) a. A min
to me.Cl

paréce-che-me

ben

cumpramos

todas as normas,

seem-you.Cl-me.Cl

well

we.follow

all the rules

pero hai árbores caídos,

maleza,

non se

sáca nada do río.

but there-are trees fallen, undergrowth not refl.Cl remove nothing of river
‘It seems right to me, you know, that we all meet the rules that there are
trees fallen and nothing is taken out of the river,’
b. ?A min

paréce-me

to me.Cl seem-me.Cl

correcto que

che

right

you.Cl we.follow

that

cumpramos todas as normas,

non se

all the rules

pero hai árbores caídos,

maleza,

sáca nada do río.

but there-are trees fallen,

undergrowth not refl.Cl remove nothing of river

‘It seems right to me that we all meet the rules, you know, but there are
trees fallen and nothing is taken out of the river.’
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c. ?A min

paréceme

correcto que

to me.Cl seem-me.Cl right

hai-che

that

árbores caídos,

cumpramos todas as normas, pero
we.follow

all the rules

but

maleza, non se sáca nada do río.

there.are-you.Cl trees fallen,undergrowth not refl.Cl remove nothing of river
‘It seems right to me that we all meet the rules but there are trees fallen,
you know, and nothing is taken out of the river, you know.’

If one compares ‘it seems to HIM’ to ‘It seems to ME’, it appears that with the
former one, the placement of the SolCl is more flexible. This validates the hypothesis
that with the third person there is more flexibility in the placement of che. Applying
the ‘pragmatic rules’ that I have been describing for the placement of the SolCl in
these contexts, it is expected that che is more strictly confined to the matrix clause
in “seems to me” constructions because the speaker wants solidarity from the hearer
with respect to his/her mental attitude towards the embedded proposition, and not
so much with respect to the content of the embedded proposition per se. With
`seems to him’, solidarity can be sought for both the upstairs and the downstairs
proposition.

(131) a. Paréce-che-me
it.seems-you.Cl-me.Cl

que

os nenos

odian o café.

that

the kids

hate the coffee

‘It seems to me, you know, that the children hate coffee.’

b. Paréce-me
it.seems-me.Cl

que

os nenos

che

odian o café.

that

the kids

you.Cl

hate the coffee

‘It seems to me, that the children hate coffee, you know.’
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(132) a. Paréce-che-lle
seems-you.Cl-him.Cl

que

os nenos

odian o café.

that

the kids

hate the coffee

‘It seems to him, you know, that the children hate coffee.’
b. ?Paréce-lle
it.seems-him.Cl

que

os nenos

che

odian o café.

that

the kids

you.Cl hate the coffee

‘It seems to him, that the children hate coffee, you know.’

What all of these examples show is that the distribution of the SolCl is based on
some pragmatic principles.

3.3.2.3.1 Syntactic Factors and Pragmatic Factors Together
What is regulating the distribution of the SolCl is a combination of syntactic and
pragmatic factors. The task now is to find out whether these two factors interact.
More specifically, at issue is whether the presence of other datives such as EthCls
and IO-clitics placed in the embedded clauses can influence the pragmatic principles
or generalizations observed so far.
The observation is that whenever there is an EthCl in the embedded clause,
the tendency for speakers is to place the SolCl in the embedded clause together with
the EthCl regardless of our Generalization 1 (107) and Generalization 2 (114).
The pair of sentences in (133) are constructed with a mental state verb and
there

is

no Logophoric

Center

represented. Following

Generalization 1 and

Generalization 2, it is expected that the SolCl can be placed in the matrix clause and
in the embedded clause. With the addition of an EthCl in the embedded clause, the
outcome is only grammatical if the SolCl is attached to the lower verb in the
embedded clause. This is shown in (134b).
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(133) a. Estevo lamenta-che
Steve

que o seu fillo

regrets-you.Cl that the his child

non aproubase

o exame.

not pass

the test

‘Luis regrets, you know, that his son did not pass the test, you know.’
b. Estevo lamenta
Steve regrets

que o seu fillo

non che

aproubase

that the his child

not you.Cl pass

o exame.
the test

‘Steve regrets that his son did not pass the driving license test, you know.’

(134) a.??Estevo

lamenta-che

que o seu fillo

non lleL

aproubase

regrets-you.Cl

that the his child

not him.Cl

pass

Steve
o exame

the exam
‘Steve regrets, you know, that his son did not pass the test on him.’

b. Estevo lamenta que
Steve

regrets that

o seu fillo

non

che

the his child

not

you.Cl

lle
him.Cl

aproubase
pass

o exame.
the test
‘Steve regrets that his son did not pass the test on him, you know.’

Example (135) shows a pair of sentences with the verb creer (‘to believe’) used as a
“non-direct speech” verb. The expectation is for this verb to behave as the verb “to
say”. If the Logophoric Center is the speaker, the SolCl is forbidden in the matrix
clause, as (135) shows. When the “Logophoric Center” corresponds to a third person,
then the SolCl can be placed in both the matrix and the embedded verb, as we see in
(136).
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(135) a. ??Creo-che
I.believe-you.Cl

que

este ministro

é

un pouco ladrón.

that

this minister

is

a little thief

‘I believe, you know, that the minister is a little bit of a thief.’
b. Creo
I.believe

que

este ministro

che

é

that

this minister

you.Cl is

un pouco ladrón.
a little thief

‘I believe that the minister is a little bit of a thief, you know.’

(136) a. Xurso
Geroge

cre-che

que

este ministro

é

un pouco ladrón.

believes-you.Cl

that

this minister

is

a little thief

‘George believes, you know, that the minister is a little bit of a thief.’

b. Xurso
George

cre

que

este ministro

che

é

believes

that

this minister

you.Cl is

un pouco ladrón.
a little thief

‘George believes that that Minister is a little of bit of a thief, you know.’

The addition of the EthCl in the embedded clause changes the outcome. The
SolCl now must be attached to the embedded verb, where the EthCl is, regardless of
the effect of the correspondence of the Logophoric Center to the Speaker in the
matrix clause. See examples (137) and (138).

(137) a. ??Creo-che
I.believe-you.Cl

que

este ministro

me é

un pouco ladrón.

that

this minister

me.Cl

is

a little thief

‘I believe, you know, that the minister is a little bit of a thief on me.’
b. Creo
I.believe

que

este ministro

che

me

that

this minister

you.Cl me.Cl

é

un pouco ladrón.

is

a little thief

‘I believe that the minister is a little bit of a thief on me, you know.’
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(138) a. ??Xurso creche
George believe-you.Cl

que este ministro me

é

that this minister

is

me.Cl

un pouco ladrón.
a little thief

‘George believes, you know, that the minister is a little bit of a thief
on me.’
b. Xurso
George

cre

que

este ministro

believes that this minister

che

me

é un pouco ladrón.

you.Cl

me.Cl is a little thief

‘George believes that this Minister is a little of bit of a thief on me,
you know,’

The SolCl prefers to occur together, in the same domain, as the EthCl.
However, the same results are not obtained if an IO-clitic is placed in the embedded
clause instead. When the IO-clitic occurs in the embedded clause, the outcome is the
one expected following Generalization 1 and Generalization 2. Many speakers prefer
not to have the SolCl together with the IO-cl. This is the opposite effect found with
the combination of the SolCl and the EthCl. See examples (139) and (140).

(139) a. Creo-che
I.believe-you.Cl

que

lle

regalóu

uns pendentes de prata.

that

him.Cl gave.as.a.gift

a pair of silver earrings

‘I believe, you know, that he gave her as a gift a pair of silver earrings.’

b. *Creo

que

I.believe that

che

lle

you.Cl him.Cl

regalóu

uns pendentes de prata.

gave.as.a.gift

a pair of silver earrings

‘I believe that he gave her as a gift a pair of silver earrings, you know.’

(140) a. Cre-che
he.believes

que

lle
that

regalóu

uns pendentes de prata.

him.Cl gave.as.a.gift

a pair of silver earrings

‘He believes, you know, that he gave her as a gift a pair of silver earrings.’
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b. *Cre

que

he.believes that

che

lle

regalóu

you.Cl him.Cl gave.as.a.gift

uns pendentes de prata.
a pair of silver earrings

‘He believes that he gave her as a gift a pair of silver earrings, you know.’
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Chapter 4. Analysis
The EthCl and the SolCl are both elements not required by the valency of the verb,
however, they display different syntactic and pragmatic properties. My claim is that
these differences are due to the different relationships that they establish with the
sentence. The relationship that the EthCl establishes is between the Speaker,
affectee and the participants of the event, while the relationship that the SolCl
establishes is between the 'Deixis Center', specifically, the addressee and the
proposition. To explain these differences structurally, I propose that the SolCl
involves an operator-variable dependency. The SolCl is a variable bound by an
operator located in the left periphery that connects the sentence to the discourse.
This operator therefore establishes the relationship between the 'deixis center'
(Speaker and Addresee) and the proposition. The EthCl, however, selects its referent
without the participation of an operator. The EthCl behaves like other clitics in this
respect. It picks out its reference in the same manner as any other clitic. This
approach allows on the one hand, differentiating between the SolCl and the EthCl in
structural terms and on the other hand, allows for a straightforward connection to
other pragmatic particles in other languages. This is the case of sentential particles
in Northern Italian dialects, allocutive agreement in Basque as well as honorific
markers in Japanese and Korean. The common denominator of these particles and
the SolCl is that they are linked to the ‘Deixis Center’ via binding by an operator
(Baker 2008, Portner et al. 2019, among others).
The SolCl is also defined as a clitic with discourse properties. One of the
most important findings of this thesis is that the distribution of the SolCl in root and
embedded contexts shares the same discursive properties as embedded tag
questions. Tag Questions and SolCls form the same relation to the sentence, which is
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between the ‘Deixis Center’ and the proposition, so it is not surprising to find a quite
similar distribution.

4.1 The SolCL is Linked to the Deixis Center.
In this section, I show evidence that indicates that the SolCl is linked to the Deixis
Center. For that, the SolCl needs to be a variable bound by an operator that
connects to the participants of the utterance (Speaker and Addreessee).

4.1.1 The SolCL Involves an Operator-variable Dependency
I propose that the SolCl is a variable and requires to binding by an Addressee
Operator. Behind the idea of defining the SolCls as a variable is Jaeggli (1982).
Jaeggli argues that the difference between EthCls and other clitics is that EthCls are
not linked to the theta grid because they are not inserted with an index. Jaeggli
attributes the hypothesized absence of an index to the fact that EthCls are [pronominal, -anaphoric], as opposed to both reflexive dative clitics, which are
[+anaphoric] and all the other argument dative clitics, which are [+pronominal] and
are assigned a theta role exactly by virtue of this feature, which is responsible for
their referentiality. The intuition underlying Jaeggli’s assumptions is that the
referents of EthCls are participants of the discourse, rather than participants of the
predicate and the proposition.
The SolCl is linked to the participants of the discourse, which means that
according Jaeggli, it will also qualify as [-pronominal, -anaphoric]. My proposal is,
against Jaeggli’s claim, that it is only the SolCl that can be defined as lacking an
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index (in Jaeggli’s terminology [-pronominal, -anaphoric]),

52

making the SolCl

indistinguiable from variables and subsequently bound by an operator. One
substantial piece of evidence that shows that only the SolCl, but not the EthCl, is
involved in an A’ binding dependency is the fact that the SolCl is banned53 in both
strong and weak island contexts such as relative clauses, exemplified in (1a), and
indirect question constructions, shown in (1b).

(1) a. *Alguém

atirou

someone shot

no empregado da atriz

que

che

the servant

that

you.Cl was

na varanda

com seu marido.

the balcony

with his huband

of actrees

estava

‘Someone shot the actress’s servant who was on the balcony with her
husband, you know.’
b. *Pregunta-lle
you.asked.her.Cl

a Montse

qen

podo-che

ser.

to Montse

who

he.can-you.Cl

be

‘He asked Montse who he might be, you know.’

These are the same contexts that block A-bar displacement, so-called islands, as
Ross (1970) first discussed.

(2) a. *Who did Mary meet [the man that gave ti a book]
b. *What did John wonder who would win ti?

52

I will abandon Jaeggli’s terminology in terms of features.

53

For some speakers the placement of the SolC in relative clause and indirect constructions is

grammatical. It seems that there are two types of speakers regarding this constraint.
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The EthCl by contrast can appear in relative clauses as shown in (3), which
demonstrates that it is unlikely to be involved in an operator-variable dependency.

(3) a. Este es
This is

el hombre que

me

le

the man

me.Cl

him.Cl ruined

that

arruinó

la vida a la chica.
the life of the girl

‘This is the man who ruin the girl’s life on me’
b. Este es
This is

el niño

que

me

come

bien

en el colegio.

the child

that

me.Cl

eat

well

in school

‘This is the child who eats well on me at school’.
(Spanish)

If the idea of representing the SolCl with an operator-variable dependency is
on the right track, it will predict that this operation would potentially interfere with
another operator-variable dependency. In other words, one might expect that not
only can Wh-Op block the relation between the SolCl and SolCl-Op, we might expect
that the SolCl or SolCl-Op can block the relation between the Wh-Op and the whword. The SolCl can appear in exclamative constructions, which would constitute two
operator-variable

dependencies

co-occurring.

Exclamative

constructions

are

instances of a wh-operator-variable dependency and the placement of the SolCl in
the construction is grammatical, as (4) shows.

(4) ¡Que noite
what night

che

lle

you.Cl him.Cl

espera

a Juan!

wait

to Juan

'What a night John has ahead of him, you know.'

What (4) shows that the operator-variable dependency involving the SolCl does not
have any interference from another operator-variable dependency. We can keep our
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claim that the SolCl involves an operator-variable dependency if we demonstrate that
the landing-site of the exclamative wh-phrase is below the projection of the
operator. No interference is then expected. This point will be developed in
subsequent sections.
Furthermore, this same restriction in the distribution of the SolCl with respect
to islands is found in Allocutivity in Basque. Similar to the SolCl, allocutive
morphemes are elements that are not required by the valency of the verb and form
the same relationship with the proposition as the one described for the SolCl. The
allocutive morpheme in Basque agrees with the addressee, and this addressee is not
an argument. This has become a formal feature of the Basque language when the
speaker treats the speaker with familiarity. The allocutive morpheme and the SolCl
shows the same restrictions in island contexts. The allocutive morpheme is excluded
within relative clauses, (5a), and indirect question constructions54, (5b).

(5) a. *[Lo egiten dinan]
sleep

aux-3E-youfem-COMP

gizona

Manex

dun

man.the

John

3.Abs.-you.fem

'The man [who is sleeping] is John'
b. *Ez

dakinat

[zer

gertatu

du-n-an]

NEG know1erg.you.fem what.NOM happened 3A.AUX.ALLOfem-COMP
‘I don’t know what it is’
Oyharçabal (1993)

The generalization on the distribution of the allocutive forms in Basque is, according
to Oyharçabal (1993), that they are excluded from any sentence where C gets some
feature such [+WH]. Oyharçabal proposes an operator to account for the analysis of

54

This does not happen in all dialects.
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the allocutive morpheme. This allocutive operator (OP-allo) is generated in adjoined
position to the highest functional projection of the inflectional complex (T’’). The OPallo moves to Comp in order to leave a trace that the operator must bind. Comp
therefore must be empty to be available for Op-allo. According to Oyarçabal, this
explains the complementary distribution observed between allocutive, embedded
clauses, and root questions. He assumes that UG permits the generation of allocutive
operators. This means that in different languages this could be mediated by the use
of different specific elements. Then, in the case of Basque, this is realized by means
of an empty operator carrying verbal agreement and binding a variable at LF. In the
case of Galician, it would be realized similarly by means of an empty operator
binding a variable, that in this case is the SolCl.
Furthermore, various authors such as Tenny & Speas (2003) and Poletto &
Zanuttini (2011), among others, claim that there are elements in language that have
pragmatic features and are encoded directly in the syntax. The common denominator
of these elements and the SolCl is that on the one hand, they represent pragmatic
notions, for example, point of view or source of evidence and have a direct link with
speech act participants: the speaker and the addressee. On the other hand, they get
their interpretation via binding by an operator located in the left periphery. For
example, evidential morphemes mark the speaker’s source for information being
reported in the utterance and logophoric pronouns refer to an individual whose point
of view is being represented. A common analysis for logophoric phenomena is that
there is a null operator in [Spec, CP] of the embedded clause whose reference is
controlled by a lexically specified argument in the matrix clause

(6) [SUBJk … [CP OPk C [IP … LOGk … ] ] ]
(Koopman and Sportiche 1989)
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Another example is sentential particles (SPs) in Northern Italian Dialects (NIDs).
According to Poletto & Zanuttini (2010), the interpretation triggered by the presence
of sentential particles concerns semantic and pragmatic aspects, which are usually
encoded in the left periphery of the clause. The possible binders, for example, of the
SP mo are elements (operators) that connect the sentence to the contexts of the
utterance (Speaker, Addressee or Time of Speech), providing either the time of the
speech act (7)c, the speaker (7)b, or the addressee (7)b. Poletto & Zanuttini assume
that the Speaker is higher and Addressee lower and both are within CP, as (7)a
represents. mo raises to a CP projection higher than TP and AdreseeP but lower than
SpeakerP.

(7) a. [… [SpeakerP … [AddresseeP … [TP …]]]
b. [… [SpeakerP … [FP mo [AddresseeP … [TP …]]]]
c. [… [SpeakerP … [FP mo [TP Temporal Operator [AddresseeP … [TP … ]]]]

Analogously to SPs in NIDs, the meaning expressed by the SolCl is also
pragmatic in nature. The pragmatic notion that the SolCl represents is the notion of
solidarity. Both the Speaker and the Adreesee are involved with the pragmatic notion
of ‘solidarity’. It would not be unreasonable to think that the SolCl is also bound by
an operator located in the left periphery since it is connected to the participants of
the utterance. In this way, we can include the SolCl and the SPs in NIDs under the
same umbrella of phenomena that involve an operator in the left periphery. All these
elements do not have to share the same morphosyntactic properties.
In conclusion, there are substantial reasons to postulate an operator-variable
dependency in SolCl constructions. First, I have shown that in the same way that
wh-islands and relative clauses restrict wh-dependencies, they also restrict the
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distribution of SoCls. This suggests that the SolCl also participates in an A-bar
dependency. Second, allocutive agreement in Basque, which shares the same
syntactic properties with the SolCl, - banned in relative clause 55 and interrogative
embedded constructions, is claimed to be bound by an operator as well. Finally,
some crosslinguistically similar pragmatic elements, though not sharing the same
morphosyntactic properties with the SolCl, but whose common denominator with the
SolCl is the link to the participants of the utterance, are also claimed in the literature
to be bound by an operator in the left periphery.

4.1.2 The Deixis Center
One of the central points of this thesis is that the most salient property of the SolCl
is its link to the participants of the discourse (the "deixis center"). The SolCl
establishes a connection with the deixis center, which is located on a head position in
a projection in the left periphery. In the literature, the idea of deixis center is
conveyed syntactically in different ways (Tenny 2000, Bianchi 2003, Giorgi 2008,
Giorgio 2010, Haegeman 2014, among others).
Ross (1970) was the first one who argued that declarative sentences contain a
tacit performative sentence and should be derived from a Deep Structure containing
an abstract performative main verb, abstract Subject (‘I’) and abstract Indirect
Object (‘you’). This was the ‘Performative Hypothesis’. Recent research suggests that
there is no involvement of any performative null predicate in the upper portion of the
sentence structure (Speas & Tenny 2003, Hill 2007, 2014 Baker 2008, Zu 2013,
2015, among others). All these studies make the case for a syntactic representation
of discourse participants, despite the absence of lexical material that would spell it
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For innovative speakers, the SolCl is *better* in relative clauses than complement clauses.
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out. The CP has come to be decomposed into several different projections. There ia
an extra-layer to the left periphery of clauses, on or above the level of
complementizers, that has come to be decomposed into several different projections.
The exact conﬁguration may differ from one analysis to another.
Some researchers (Bianchi 2006, Sigurdsson 2004, among others) have
argued for relationships between these and various phi-categories. The idea is that
grammar can access phi-features separately, for example, person marking would
result from distinct checking operations from gender and/or number. According to
Bianchi (2006) and Sigurdsson (2004), the licensing of the person feature may
require a complex anchoring to discourse-participant features in the complementizer
system. Sigurdsson (2010) claims that all the CP features are abstract silent features
probing for active TP-internal goals. The clausal structure has three basic
domain/layers of features: Speech Features, Grammatical Features and Event
Features. The Speaker and Addressee are necessarily silent in the Speech Phrase
(SP). Personal pronouns and pronominal clitics do not directly represent the speech
situation participants that may happen to be coreferential with the speech situation
participants. He assumes that the C-domain also contains silent but probing (i.e.,
syntactically active): speaker and hearer features, referred to as the logophoric
agent, (LA), and the logophoric patient, (LP), in Sigurdsson (2004a, 2004b et seq.).
Some other researchers claim the existence of one head that licenses the
anchoring to Speaker and to Speech time. Haegeman (2003) labels it as ‘Force’ and
Tenny (2000), and Bianchi (2003) replaced it by ‘Speaker Deixis’. Others such as
Baker (2008), Bianchi (2008), Giorgi and Pianesi (2001), Giorgi (2010) and
Sigurdsson (2004) claim that the CP contains a projection with two operators: a
Speaker Operator and an Addresee Operator. For example, Poletto (2000) argues, on
the basis of the distribution of subject clitics (SCL) in Northern Italian dialects, for a
structure that splits the person features into separate projections, including Hearer
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and Speaker. Baker (2008) claims that there are two operators in the left periphery
that connect with the participants of the event, one operator for the Speaker and the
other operator for the Listener.
Tenny & Speas (2003) argued that above the EvalP there is the Speech Act
phrase (SAP) where the participants of the Point of View are represented. These are
abstract arguments. These arguments cannot be ‘materialized’. I will take this
representation for the representation of the ‘Deixis Center’ in the structure.

(8) a.

b.
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4.2 Differences between the EthCl and the SolCl
Syntactically, the SolCl and the EthCl differ from the rest of the dative clitics in that
none of them can be associated with any DP VP-internally. However, the EthCl is able
to be co-referent with a DP in topic position (left-dislocation). The SolCl cannot be
doubled under any circumstance in any position. Morphologically, the SolCl,
differently from the EthCl, can only be realized as a second person and when
combined in a cluster of dative clitics, including the EthCl, it appears in the first
position in the sequence of clitics followed by the EthCl. There is only one exception
to this clitic ordering and this is when the reflexive clitic appears in the sequence.
The reflexive clitic must always be first.

4.2.1 The Impossibility of doubling the SolCl
Syntactically, the most manifest property of the SolCl is that it cannot be doubled
under any circumstance 56. The source of this prohibition is related to the position
where the SolCl is generated.
I assume that the High Appl head is responsible for introducing the SolCl. There
are various authors who claim that the EthCl is introduced by a High Applicative. This
is the case of Cuervo (2003) for Spanish, Boneh and Nash (2010) for French, and
Michelioudakis (2012) for Greek. None of these authors have studied the SolCl. The
source of the idea that datives are introduced into the syntax as an “extra
participant” through the mediation of an applicative head comes from Pylkkänen
(2002). More specifically, the introduction of the extra participants is by means of a
High Applicative. The High Applicative introduces dative arguments and relates them

56

Except in the case of vocatives.
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to the event. I propose that not only does the High ApplP introduce the EthCl, but
that it also introduces the SolCl.
I have claimed that the SolCl has to be bound by an operator in a high position.
There are two possibilities for the location where the SolCl is generated. One option
would be to generate the SolCl above the TP. The second option is to generate it
inside the TP. I propose that the SolCl is generated inside the TP. There is evidence
that validates this proposal. The sentences in (9), where the subject in preverbal
position occurs with the SolCl, are acceptable in reply to a neutral context where no
constituent is presupposed, i.e. ‘what happened?’

(9) a. ¿O que pasou?
what happened?
b. Jon
John

rompeu-che

unha perna.

broke-you.Cl

a leg

‘John broke his leg, you know.’
c. Jon
John

correu-che

un maraton.

run-you.Cl

a marathon

‘John run a marathon, you know’
d. Jon
John

marchou-che

pra America.

left-you.Cl

for America

‘John left for America, you know’

If this sentence is possible, then the subject with the SolCl is new information and
not topicalized. This means that the SolCl must be inside the TP unless there is some
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other way to exchange positions with the subject dislocation.57 If the claim were that
the SolCl is generated above TP, we would have to explain how it is possible for the
SolCl to appear after the subject if the subject is not topicalized and the SolCl is
generated above it.
Assuming that the SolCl is generated inside TP, the next step is to give an
answer to the question of why the SolCL cannot be doubled. The claim is that the
SolCl is a variable connected to an operator in a high position (EvalP above the TP) in
the clause. This leaves two possible places to locate material that could in principle
double the SolCl: either above or below TP. It would be impossible to introduce any
material between the operator and the variable it binds because this would result in
a Strong Crossover effect. Strong crossover (SCO) refers to the restriction on
possible binding or coreference found between certain phrases and pronouns, as
below:

(10) *Whoi does hei love ti?

In (10) the object wh-phrase who is said to have "crossed over" the co-referent
subject pronoun he. In this configuration, he cannot be bound by the operator
associated with who. Likewise, the same would occur with the operator-bound
dependency involving the SolCl if a doubled DP appears in between the operator and
the SolCl. Therefore, a doubled DP may not be generated TP internally above the
SolCl.
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Uriagereka and Raposo (2005) propose that main verb raises to C in sentences like these and

the subject is placed higher because Galician is clitic second language.
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(11)

If we claim that a DP could double the SolCl in a position above the operator, this
certainly would avoid the crossover effect. However, this option is not problem-free
either because even if there are functional projections above the one introducing the
operator binding SolCl, these functional projections cannot host DPs. These
arguments cannot be ‘materialized’ because there is no functional projection above
the position of the operator that could host material to double the SolCl. These are
the projections dedicated to the Speaker and the Addressee in the Speech Act Phrase
(Speas & Tenny 2003). The fact that the operator is located that high in the
structure prevents any overt material associate with the SolCl from being introduced
above the operator. Therefore, there is no structural way that a DP could double the
SolCl.
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(12)

a.

b.

Another possible approach is the low Operator generation approach. The
Operator will not just bind from a high position, but rather start from a position local
to the SolCl and move to the left peripheral position. If the Operator raises into the
left periphery, it will leave a trace behind that is subject to intervention effects on
the formation of A’ dependencies by movement an we will be able to account for the
fact that SolCls cannot appear in island. Furthermore, we will also be able to account
for the seeming absence of dative clitic doubling in SolCls and the restriction on 2nd
person subjects in SolCls construstrions due to Strong Crossover effects. The exact
location of the generation of the OP under this approach will be for further research.
It would be feasible to generate the OP/Applicative head
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In sum, propose two different anlaysis for the SolCl analysis. On the one
hand, the SolCl is generated rather low and is associated with an Operator that is
generated in a peripheral position, the Speech Act Phrase, shown in (13a). And on
the other hand, the Operator that binds the SolCl is generated closed to the SolC and
moves to the peripheral position, presented in (13b).

(13) a. [Speaker [Addressee OP.... [TP [Appl SolCl….]]]]
b. [Speaker [Addressee OP.... [TP [OP Appl SolCl….]]]]

4.2.2 The EthCL is a Regular Clitic
I propose that the EthCl can select its referent without the intervention of an
operator, as is the case of the SolCl. The EthCl functions as any other clitic and picks
out its reference in the same manner as any other clitic. This makes the EthCl
behave more like a ‘regular’ clitic in this respect. However, the EthCl is a run-of-the
mill clitic since the doubling of the EthCl is impossible clause-internally, it is possible
in left-dislocation configurations.
The approaches in the literature that account for the impossibility of the EthCl
to double clause internally are not very successful. For example, Cuervo (2003),
argues that the applicative head that introduces the EthCl is defective and that is
how she explains the impossibility of the EthCl to be doubled clause-internally. First
of all, there is no specific reason why this Appl Head has to be defective. In other
words, there is nothing in the theory that can really explain this fact. Furthermore,
there is no property related to this ‘defectiveness’, only this specific piece of data.
Cuervo roots this idea in the fact that there are some other constructions in the
language that might have this defective applicative head too (in Spanish). She claims
that impersonal se constructions are similar to EthCl constructions because they
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have a defective functional head. The se construction has an implied agent that must
be human and the agent cannot appear at all. In conclusion, the idea that the High
APPL has no specifier could make some sense of the fact that EthCls do not accept
clitic doubling, however, there is no obvious explanation why the APPL cannot license
a specifier.
I propose that the EthCl is obligatorily associated with a PRO in the specifier
position of the ApplP. On the one hand, the obligatory presence of this PRO prevents
regular clause-internal clitic doubling in the case of the EthCl. And on the other hand,
the PRO in this position is itself associated with a topic, making it possible for the
EthCl to co-occur with coreferential material in the left periphery. This would be a
case of clitic left-dislocation in effect. Having the PRO then will account for the
doubling effect in clitic left dislocation constructions. Furthermore, there is no
necessity for the EthCl to co-occur with coreferential material in the topic position,
but this is a possibility at hand. With this approach, it is possible to explain why
Ethical Clitics are litmited to clitics and why non-clitic pronouns or lexical DPs cannot
rise to ethical dative readings. The tree structure with the EthCL is given in (14).

(14) Tree Structure EthCls
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4.2.3 The EthCl in Combination with the SolCl
Boneh and Nash (2011) claim that, in the case of French, the EthCl is introduced by
the High Applicative, which is attached above T. According to them, the fact that the
High Applicative attaches to TP after the Nominative case has been checked58 may
result in it only introducing discourse participants, endowing them with affectedness.
Boneh and Nash (2011) do not develop this analysis any further for EthCLs. One of
the problems that I can see with this analysis is that it will not derive the correct
order because the subject intervenes between the finite verb and the clitic. The
Subject always precedes the EthCl. In Spanish, the verb does not raise higher than
T, so to explain the correct order, the EthCl would have to descend down into the TP.
And there is no independent motivation for clitic lowering in the language. There is
then no reason to argue for the generation of the EthCl above TP. Furthermore, I
have shown that there is not a direct connection with the left periphery in the case of
the EthCl but it is in the case of the SolCl. So there is no reason to assume that the
position of the EthCL is higher than the TP. The EthCl as well as the SolCl is
generated in a position lower than the TP.
Furthermore, there is another piece of evidence that suggests that the EthCl
cannot be generated high in the structure. We showed in Chapter 2 that modals
themselves don’t license EthCls. EthCls, when they appear on modals, have climbed
up from the verb embedded below the modal. The fact that EthCls can undergo clitic
climbing suggests that EthCls do not originate extremely high up in the left periphery
and they must be able to originate inside the relatively reduced complement of cliticclimbing-triggering modals.

58

We can see this idea also in Authier and Reed (1991) in the premilinary stages of the minimalist

era.
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(15) a. A Joni
To John

le

deben de

him.cl must

of

gustar las manzanas.
like

the apples

‘John must like apples on me’
b. *A Joni

me

To John me.Cl

le

deben de

gustar las manzanas.

him.Cl

must of

like

the apples

‘John must like apples on me’

The question is whether there are two different Appl projections for introducing
the SolCl and the EthCl. The EthCl and SolCl may co-occur in a monoclausal sentence
as (16) shows.

(16) Este ministro
this

minister

é-che-me

un pouco ladrón

is-you.Cl-me.Cl

a little burglar

‘This minister is a little thief on me, you know’

It is not necessary to proliferate Applicative Heads in the structure. There is no
potential problem in assuming that the same High Applicative introduces both nonargumental datives because only one of the non-argumental dative clitics is
associated with material in [Spec, ApplP], in this case, the EthCl. The SolCl is bound
by an operator higher up the tree. So, introducing both clitics in the same ApplP
could never give rise to a multiple-specifier problem because only one of the two
clitics is associated with a specifier inside ApplP. My proposal is then that the SolCL
and the EthCl are projected by the same applicative head, a high applicative head
below T.
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Since the SolCl and the EthCl share the same projection (High ApplP), there
are in principle two ways in which the clitics can be generated. Either the first to
adjoin to the Appl is the EthCl and then the SolCl or the inverse sequence in which
the SolCl adjoins first. The right order in the sequence of clitics is the latter one,
where the SolCl adjoined first and then the EthCl. Multiple adjunction to the same
head is not allowed by the Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA), as argued by Kayne
(1994), so one expects that the clitic that is adjoined to ApplP first will serve as the
host for the clitic that is adjoined second. The SolCL must be adjoined first, and then
host the EthCl, so that the EthCl will not be an intervener for the binding relation
between Op and SolCl. The SolCl will satisfy the requirement that it be bound locally
because it is the first clitic projected and the derivation would be successful. The
SolCLs and EthCls will raise via long distance head movement.

(17)

If, otherwise, the EthCl adjoined first, the SolCl would have to adjoin to the EthCl,
which would create a minimality effect for operator binding of SolCl. The operator in
the left periphery (EvalP) would bind the EthCl under strict locality. The SolCl would
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be left unbound by the operator and the derivation would crash because the SolCl, is
a variable and must be bound.

(18)

There is one more piece of evidence that suggests that the SolCl must be the
first clitic that is adjoined to Appl. There is one constraint which applies uniquely on
the SolCl and this is that the SolCl is not allowed in absolute final position. This could
tell us that the SolCl will always avoid the last position in the string.

4.2.4 Conclusion
The basis of my analysis is to consider the EthCl and the SolCl as different elements.
The SolCl is defined a variable and the EthCl is a run-of-the mill clitic. The SolCl
cannot itself select a referent, and for this reason, it needs to be bound by an
operator in the appropriate position in the left periphery, which is the EvalP. The
EthCl, on the other hand, can select a referent in the same way as a regular clitic.
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The SolCl and the EthCl establish different relations in the structure. On the
one hand, the relationship that the EthCl establishes is on a particular functional
projection in the structure (High ApplP), with the specifier position occupied by a PRO
that prevents doubling of the EthCl and is linked to a topic position making possible
for the clitic to double in left dislocated position. On the other hand, the relationship
that the SolCl establishes is with the ‘deixis center’, which is located on a specifier
position in a projection on the left periphery. This is represented by an operator in
EvalP above TP.

4.3 The Distribution of SolCls in Root and Embedded Contexts
The Speaker makes use of the SolCl to seek solidarity from the listener for
something (s)he or a third person expresses. It can be a belief, an assertion, or a
promise, among others. In principle, the speaker could choose which proposition
they are soliciting solidarity for. If the speaker wants to solicit solidarity on the
proposition expressed by the matrix clause, then the SolCl will be placed on the
matrix verb and the same mechanism is applied if the speaker wants to solicit
solidarity on the embedded clause.
However, while the SolCl is not excluded from subordinate environments,
except if there is an intervening operator as in the wh-island and relative clause
contexts, it is banned from root clauses under certain circumstances. The
generalization is that the SolCl cannot be licensed in root environments when the
subject of the matrix clause overlaps with the participants of the Deixis Center
(Speaker and Listener) and the verb in the main clause is a “direct speech” verb. To
give an answer to the question of what determines the distribution of the SolCl in
root and embedded environments, the discussion must be focused on the licensing of
SolCls with “direct speech” and “non-direct speech” verbs, which is where the
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differences are observed. (19) and (20) display the patterns of the distribution of the
SolCl with “direct speech” and “non-direct speech” verbs.

DIRECT SPEECH VERBS:
(19)

a. [1st person…..*SolCl….]root [ …….]embedded
b. [1st person…..….] root

[ … SolCl ….] embedded

c. [3rd person…..SolCl….]

root

d. [ 3rd person…..….] root

[ …….] embedded
[ … SolCl ….] embedded

NON-DIRECT SPEECH VERBS:
(20) a. [1st person….. SolCl….]
b. [1st person…..….]

root

[ …….] embedded
[ … SolCl ….] embedded

root

c. [3rd person…..SolCl….]
d. [3rd person…..….]

root

root

[ …….] embedded
[ … SolCl ….] embedded

The analysis needs to account for several puzzles that these two patterns display. On
the one hand, the fact that the first person intervenes in the matrix clause of a
sentence containing a “direct speech” verb but not in the case of a clause containing
a “non-direct speech” verb; and on the other hand, the fact that there is no
restriction on the licensing of the SolCL in “non-direct speech” verbs both in root and
embedded environments.
The goal is to determine whether the licensing of the SolCl in root and
embedded environments is syntax-dependent and can be codified in the syntax or
otherwise is governed by discourse rules.
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4.3.1 Interference of the First Person Subject
While the SolCl can be placed in the complement clause of “direct speech” and “nondirect speech” verbs, the placement of the SolCl in the root clause is banned in the
case of “direct speech” verbs when the subject of the matrix clause is the first person
pronoun, (21a). For the sentence to be grammatical, the SolCL needs to be placed in
the embedded clause, (21b).

(21) a. Direct Speech Verbs: [1st person…..*SolCl….]root [ …….]embedded
b. Direct Speech Verbs: [1st person…..….] root

[ … SolCl ….] embedded

This contrasts with “non-direct speech” verb constructions where the SolCl can be
placed either in the matrix clause, (22a), or in the complement clause of “non-direct
speech” verbs, (22b).

(22) a. Non-direct Speech Verbs: [1st person….. SolCl….]
b. Non-direct Speech Verbs: [1st person…..….]

root

root

[ …….] embedded

[ … SolCl ….] embedded

Furthermore, there is no interference of the first person pronoun in monoclausal
sentences or in embedded clauses under “direct speech” verbs.

(23) a. Monoclausal:
[TP1st person ….. SolCl ….]
b. Embedded clause under direct speech verbs:
[TP ….] root

[TP1st person ….. SolCl ….] embedded
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Neither does a first person pronoun placed in the root clause intervene in the
licensing of the SolCl in the embedded clause under “direct speech” or “non-direct
speech”.

(24) Embedded clause under direct speech and non-direct speech verbs:
[1st person…..….] root [ … SolCl ….] embedded

The generalization governing the intervention of the first person at this point can be
stated in more detail. The first person pronoun only intervenes in the licensing of the
SolCl in the root clause in the presence of a “direct speech” verb when both elements
are placed in the domain of the root clause.

4.3.1.1 Syntactic Approach
So far, I have claimed that there is one operator in the left periphery that binds the
SolCl. The syntactic proposal that serves to account for the placement of the SolCl in
monoclausal environments is that there is one operator in the left periphery that
binds the SolCl.

(25) [EvalP OPi … [TP SolCli [vP …… ] ] ]

The analysis needs to account for the fact that the first person subject in (26a)
intercedes in the binding of the SolCl, but not in the rest of the cases where either
the SolCl and the first person pronoun are in the embedded domain, (26b), or, the
first person pronoun and the SolCl are placed in different domains, one in the matrix
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clause and the other n the embedded clause (26c); and when both elements are in a
monoclausal environment (26d).

(26) a. [EvalP OPi … [1st person…..*SolCli….]]root
b. [EvalP Opi … [TP

[ …….]embedded

…… ] ] root [ 1st person…. SolCli ….] embedded

c. [1st person…..….] root [ … SolCli….] embedded
d. [EvalP Opi … [TP 1st person….. SolCli

vP

…… ]]

Baker (2008) claims that certain key aspects of the ‘point of view’ from
which the clause is interpreted are expressed by syntactically represented elements.
For this reason, according to him, all uses of first and second person pronouns must
be interpreted by being bound by the S operator. The first person pronoun is itself
locally bound to the S Operator, the same way as the SolCl. If it is true that the first
person pronoun and the SolCl need to be bound by an operator in the left periphery,
then we might have one operator binding two variables. In other words, another way
of accounting for the ungrammaticality of (27) is the Bijection Principle (Koopman
and Sportiche 1982), given in (28):

(27) [EvalP Opi [TP 1st personi …..*SolCli ….]]

[ …….]

(28) The Bijection Principle
Every variable is locally bound by one and only one A’-position and every A’position locally binds one and only one variable.

Given the Bijection Principle (28), the operator in the left periphery in (27) binds two
variables, therefore violating the Bijection Principle. Although the Bijection Principle
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successfully filters out the derivation in (29a), it is not clear why it would not apply in
the case where the SolCl and the first person pronoun appear with “non-direct
speech” verbs in the root domain, (29b).

(29)

a. Direct Speech Verbs: [EvalP Opi [TP 1st person ….. *SolCl ….]

root

[ …. ] embedded

b. Non-direct Speech Verbs: [EvalP Opi [TP [1st person…SolCl….]root [ …. ] embedded

I will leave the idea of the Bijection Principle aside since it does not work for “nondirect speech” verb constructions59.
One solution would be to propose that there are two different operators
involved in the binding of the first person pronoun and the SolCl. Many in the
literature (Baker 2008, Bianchi 2008, Giorgi and Pianesi 2001, Giorgi 2010,
Sigurdsson 2004) claim that the CP contains a projection with a speaker operator
and another one with an addresee Operator. We know that the SolCl is directly
related to the addresee because of the interpretation that it gets, i.e. ‘you know’,
which is directly linked to the listener and because SolCls do not combine with
second person subjects. Furthermore, there is another piece of evidence that shows
that the SolCl is directly linked to the Listener. The SolCl appears exclusively in the
embedded clause when EthCl is placed inside the embedded clause, (30)a. The
placement of the SolCl in the root clause in this context is ungrammatical, (30)b.

(30) a. [ ….. ] root [EvalP … SolCl…. EthCl ….] embedded
b. [ … *SolCl.. ] root [EvalP …. EthCl ….] embedded

59

Furthermore, the idea that a single operator not being capable to bind more than one variable

has come under considerable scrutiny in the literature.
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We can interpret this fact by saying that the Deixis Center (the Speaker and
Listener) needs to appear and to be bound in the embedded clause. While the EthCl
is bound by the Speaker Operator60, the SolCl is bound by the listener operator. The
SolCl needs to appear in the same domain as the EthCl because the Deixis Center
cannot be split in different domains.

(31) [EvalP[TP ..] ]root [EvalP OpSpeakeri[EvalP OpAddresseeK […SolClk…EthCli….] embedded

Claiming the existence of two different operators will account for the licensing of the
SolCl in the presence of the first person pronoun in the case of “non-direct speech”
verbs as well as the other two contexts shown in (26), repeated here in (32).

(32) a. [EvalP [TP

…… ] ] root[EvalP OpSpi [EvalP OpAddK [ 1st personi… SolClK….] emb

b. [EvalP OpSpi [EvalP OpAddK [1st personi…..….] root [ … SolClK….] embedded
c. [EvalP OpSpi [EvalP OpAddK [TP 1st personi ….. SolClK …… ]]

However, this does not explain why in the matrix clause with “direct speech” verbs
the SolCl is not licensed provided that now there are two operators to bind the SolCl
and the first person pronoun, (33).

60

Ethical Datives usually encode the speaker’s perspective on the affectee’s situation. This suggests

that their position is somewhere linked to the CP-domain where speaker deixis is encoded. For this
reason, we could imagine that Ethical Dative clitics are connected to a maximal functional projection
called Perspective Phrase, whose sanctioning is geared on the interface between the syntax in the
periphery of the sentence level and inflectional morphology.
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(33) [EvalP OpSpeakeri [EvalP OpAddresseek[1st personi…*SolClk….]]root [ …….]embedded

In conclusion, the postulation of two operators, one specifically linked to the listener
won’t account for the difference in the licensing of the SolCl with “direct speech” and
“non-direct speech” verbs in root clauses with the presence of the first person
pronoun. However, it will account for the fact that the SolCl and the EthCl need to
appear in the same domain and it will account for the licensing of the SolCl with
“non-direct speech” verbs without having to explain why the Bijection Principle would
fail in this case.

4.3.1.2 Pragmatic Approach
Another way to approach the puzzle that the licensing of the SolCl is constrained in
matrix clauses with “direct speech” verbs with a first person subject, given in (34), is
to resort to ‘common-sense pragmatics’.

(34) I say/report…..*SolCl…. that …….

The idea is that there is no reasonable pragmatic point in associating a SolCl with a
matrix clause containing a “direct speech” verb with a first-person subject. The way
to do it is by appealing to the idea that the speaker will not be able to be soliciting
solidarity from the listener for the fact that “(s)he’s saying/reporting something”.
Rather, in this context, what the speaker is soliciting solidarity for must be the
content of the embedded clause. It is then the ability of the speaker to have a stance
toward a proposition what counts for the licensing of the SolCL.
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The speaker cannot have a stance about the fact of (s)he himself/herself saying
something, so (s)he cannot solicit solidarity to the listener for that. However, the
speaker can have a stance towards what other(s) say(s)/report(s) so therefore, it
can

solicit

solidarity

from

the

listener

on the

fact

that

someone

else

is

saying/reporting something. The speaker would like to verify whether the listener
agrees with him/her on the proposition that someone else is saying/reporting
something. Under these premises, we will predict that the SolCl is licensed in matrix
clauses with “direct speech” verbs with a third-person subject, as shown in (35)b.

(35) a. I say/report
b. (S)he says/reports

…..*SolCl…. that …….
….. SolCl…. that …….

In the case of “non-direct speech” verbs, the SolCl is licensed both in the
matrix clause and the embedded clause, (36).

(36) I regret/(S)he regrets

…..SolCl…. that ……. SolCl

“Non-direct speech” verbs allow the speaker to have a stance both towards the
proposition expressed by the embedded clause, so therefore the SolCl is licensed in
the root clause. The embedded proposition in “non-direct speech” verbs is true
regardless of the speaker’s point of view however, the speaker has a certain stance
regarding that proposition. The speaker likes, hates, despises, regrets, etc. what the
embedded proposition says. The speaker is presenting a particular psychological
attitude towards a presupposed proposition whereas with “direct speech” verbs the
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speaker is only giving a report, without any necessary commitment to the
proposition that is being reported.
“Non-direct speech” verbs, as opposed to “direct speech” verbs, license the
SolCl in the matrix clause with first-person subjects. The speaker, therefore, can
have a stance on the matrix proposition. According to Haegeman (2010), “non-direct
speech” verbs can have a reading in which it does not simply express the subject’s
emotive reaction to a particular ‘fact’. Rather, it can roughly correspond to ‘regret to
say’ or ‘express one’s regrets that’. In this case, the speaker can have a stance on
the matrix proposition and the SolCL is licensed in this context.
In conclusion, the distribution of the SolCl in root and embedded clauses
following a pragmatic approach is based on the possibility of the speaker to have a
stance toward a proposition. This is what licenses the placement of the SolCl in these
contexts.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion
In this dissertation, I have demonstrated that the various syntactic, morphological
and discursive properties that the EthCl and the SolCl manifest, derive from the
relation that they establish with the sentence and that this can be explained
structurally. On the one hand, the relationship that the EthCl establishes is on a
particular functional projection in the structure (High ApplP), with its specifier
position occupied by a PRO that prevents doubling of the EthCl. On the other hand,
the relationship that the SolCl establishes is with the Deixis Center, which is located
on the spec position in a projection in the left periphery. This is represented by an
operator in EvalP above TP.
The basis of my analysis is to consider the EthCl and the SolCl as different
elements. The SolCl is variable and the EthCl is a regular clitic. The SolCl cannot itself
select a referent, and for this reason, it needs to be bound by an operator in the
appropriate position in the left periphery, which is EvalP. The EthCl, on the other
hand, can select a referent in the same way as a regular clitic.
The SolCl has pragmatic features, which makes it interact with the
participants of the discourse (speaker and listener) in the same way other pragmatic
particles do in other languages. Some of these pragmatic particles are evidentiality
markers, allocutive morphemes and sentential particles, to name some. Although not
all these pragmatic particles share the same morphosyntactic distribution, they do
share the property of interacting with the syntax by means of operator-binding
dependencies.

Therefore, we can bring all these lines of inquiry together under a

single rubric—operator binding.
The SolCl also shares discourse properties with tag questions because they
share the same distribution in root and embedded contexts. If my analysis of SolCl is
correct and if the parallel between SolCl and tag questions is real, this suggests that
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tag questions should involve an operator as well. I leave the analysis of tag
questions as a topic for future research to work out.
The licensing of the SolCl in root and embedded contexts is conditioned by
the subject and verb of the matrix clause. The SolCl is banned with “direct speech”
verbs with first-person subjects but not in clauses with “non-direct speech” verbs. A
syntactic approach to account for the distribution of the SolCl in these contexts is not
completely clear at this stage, while a common-sense pragmatic might explain the
distribution. The pragmatic approach holds that the speaker needs to have a stance
on a proposition for the licensing the SolCl in these environments and in this way can
explain the licensing of the SolCl. However, this approach will not elucidate the
structural constraint that the SolCl shows in relative clauses and wh-islands and the
differences between the SolCl and the EthCl.
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